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ABSTRACT

Through the figure of the scapegoat, the ancient object of contempt, Shakespeare
communicates to his audience the tensions apparent in the assertion of power.
Coriolanus, Othello, the Henriad and The Merchant of Venice reveal the worlds of the
impotent and the strong, and the paradox of their interdependence. He does not resolve
their conflicts, but exposes the effects of the ruthless pursuit of advantage.
The scapegoat confirms the reality of social marginalization.

Shakespeare

explores the occurrence of the "outsider," exploited by the community to maintain
traditions of social order, and manipulated to enhance individual ambition. Variations
upon this theme ensure the diversity of scapegoats paraded in his dramas. The comic
scapegoat, the alazon

-

self-deceived imposter and natural prey of the trickster, the

tragic scapegoat, the dupe

-

each reveal a facet of this complex social phenomenon,

whose premise derives from society's need to victimize.
René Girard,

recognizing the facility with which the scapegoat defines

"persecution," has, since the 1960's, engaged in a scholarly investigation of its
importance to our comprehension of the concept of " society."

Citing his work in this

study, I seek to acknowledge something of the debt owed to him for extending the
boundaries of knowledge of this disturbing entity.

In imitation of his thoroughness, I

have endeavoured to isolate the intrinsic components of " scapegoating" through an
examination of the image as revealed in anthropology, theology, and classical drama,
prior to focusing upon Shakespeare's delineation.

'I'

From these investigations, the scapegoat emerges as anecessary adjunct to the
powerful, satisfying as it does the latter's need for exoneration. As the convenient object
on which to lay liability, the scapegoat assumes the sacred and profane roles of redeemer
and derelict.

Conceived by Shakespeare, the scapegoat reinforces our awareness of

drama as a collective act of recognition acknowledging the universal compulsion to
power.
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INTRODUCTION
The scapegoat exists as proof that few subjects can be fitted neatly into the
limitations imposed by aspecific discipline.

At one and the same time it is both an

arcane and popular concept. Masao Yamaguchi, in recognizing its universality, asserts
that it "opens up aprofound perspective that is not limited to the realm of superficial
morals:

it concerns not only the superficial level of emotion but also the deeper level

of human experience and of imagination.

It breathes vitality into cultural domains as

varied as individual mentality, politics, morals, the history of ideas and aesthetics,
taking up discussion of the scapegoat
of culture" ( 179).

...

is in effect seeking the sources of the dynamics

In his essay "Towards a Poetics of the Scapegoat," the author

considers the scapegoat relative to the "logic of "exclusion,' which in everyday life
operates hidden in the depths of consciousness" ( 183), functioning as an instrument of
coercive power. He acknowledges social incentives surrounding scapegoating: "We are
all afraid of being rejected by the community formed around acollective decision, and
of being left behind.

...

It is natural to take the side of the scapegoat-makers rather than

that of the scapegoat itself" ( 183). But Yamaguchi perceives in this communal tendency
the paradox we hope to investigate in Shakespeare's treatment of the scapegoat figure;
namely, that the weak and the strong are united in a reciprocity of influence.

The

predator and prey constitute asymbiosis predicated upon the principle of social survival.
In the community context, "minorities
symbolic level

...

--

albeit weak in social terms

apotentially very great power of provocation.

...

--

have on the

the power of the

2
weak is, for the dominant, the image of negativity supported by the power of
provocation.
scapegoat.

...

It is

...

necessary to consider the source of this provocative power of the

In a word, it comes from the entropy arising from the scapegoat and

threatening the vital energy that maintains the order of the world and the group" ( 186).
The alien scapegoat therefore emerges, paradoxically, as sacred and profane instrument
of social authority and tradition.
In my consideration of certain " scapegoat characters" within Shakespeare's
dramas,

I hope to trace the one constant impelling this

figure,

whether in

anthropological, theological or literary manifestations: the premise that "culture depends
on what it excludes" (Yamaguchi 187).

When we approach this proposition from

anthropological perspectives, we are primarily making an analysis of man as victim and
victimizer.

In that situation the scapegoat functions as the expendable object of

intentional violence; humiliated, segregated and delegated to suffer vicariously for
another.
Before proceeding with the investigation of this figure as afactor in Shakespeare's
dramatization of the struggle for power, it is appropriate to acknowledge the work of
René Girard who, for over three decades, has focused upon the definition and
significance of the scapegoat. As probably the foremost authority upon this phenomenon
today, Girard has approached it from perspectives at once revealing and controversial.
His speculations culminate in asomewhat dogmatic "révélation de la victime émissaire
comme fondatrice de toute religion et de toute culture" (
Choses 162). He contends that
"the working basis of human thought, the process of 'symbolization,' is rooted in the

3
surrogate victim" (
Violence 281). Established in historical reality, reinforced by myth
and literature, it explains the existence of social alienation.

Girard contends that

incidents of scapegoating are prevalent during periods of social crises because the weak
are easily recruited and coerced to bear responsibility for communal chaos (
Choses 142).
Scapegoating is therefore identified as a " socializing" element by which "the fundamental
institutions of mankind
domestication of animals

funeral rites, the incest taboos, the collective hunt, the

-

-

become structurally and genetically intelligible as products

of unanimous victimage" (
Double 204).
Extreme as this view may appear, Girard's conception of the scapegoat as
therapeutic "vaccination" is perhaps even more arresting. This opinion is . comparable
to Derrida's view of the phar,nolcos as pharmakon
Pharmacy,"

Dissemination).

--

the medicine and cure ("Plato's

Girard maintains that during participation in the

scapegoating rite "the community is injected with aminute amount of violence, enabling
it to ward off an attack of full-fledged violence" (
Violence 289).

The arbitrary

designation of one from among society's repudiated is rudimentary to Girard's appraisal
of the mechanics of scapegoating.

He insists that any available body is suitable for

satisfying social culpability. Yet, obviously, within the context of his exposition of the
"modern" understanding of the term scapegoat (
Ancient 14), the vital elements of
intention and exploitation prevail.

It is this complex association between power,

violence, scapegoating and the sacred with which we are particularly concerned in the
works of Shakespeare, as he explores the inherent ruthlessness and destructive imprinting
of power upon the individual and the group.

As Girard notes, "the word 'scapegoat'

4
does not appear in Shakespeare but the process certainly does" (
Envy 205).
By means of the surrogate, group aggression is transferred and released by the
"many" upon the "one." According to Girard (
Violence 101), this reaction predates the
"decadent" "one-versus-one" mutual expression of viciousness which counters the intent
of collective group violence.

Girard has investigated the source of such behaviour,

classifying it as "mimetic desire," the phenomenon whereby someone wants something,
not for itself, but because another desires it. In the resulting rivalry for the object, one's
own identity is lost in imitation of the other's desire.
collapses and antagonism is heightened.

Consequently, individuality

Strife prevails until, by assigning blame

arbitrarily to one person, collective malice is syphoned off upon that victim, permitting
redifferentiation. The community, thus re-establishes itself through victimization of an
"other." The scapegoat, who had originally been branded as cause of the mimetic crisis,
is now identified as its solution. For Girard, scapegoating thus materializes as amystic
act of sacralization confirming the centrality of violence in all social interaction. To the
chagrin of ethnologists,' he visualizes scapegoating as a transforming act of social

'Girard recognizes that ethnologists "believe their work is far removed from [his] thesis"
(Scapegoat, 52) that the arbitrary victim "becomes the signifier of all relations between members
of the community" (
Double, 165). But he contends there is adiscernible affinity (
Scapegoat,
52). He cites as a major barrier to a reconciliation of views Levi-Strauss' insistence upon
assigning the attribute of differentiation solely to myth and denying it to ritual. In this view,
myth bears no definite relationship to the reality of social conditions, such as Girard perceives
(Scapegoat, 63-4). The structuring power of collective victimization he believes to be the origin
of primitive religion, promoting the sacralization of the scapegoat as its symbol.
Discussion and defence of his hypothesis, relative to ethnological positions generally and
the stance of Levi-Strauss particularly, is found in chapter four of his work The Scapegoat
(Johns Hopkins Press, 1986: 52-56) and chapter eight of "
To Double Business Bound" (Johns
Hopkins Press, 1978: 155-177).
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solidarity, a rite memorializing the transition of violence from destructive individual
action to constructive group reaction. The "Girard School" thus interprets culture as "an
accommodation to human hostility" not "an expression of human benignity" (HamertonKelly 66).
In his most recent publication, A Theater of Envy: William Shakespeare ( 1991),
Girard projects this conceptualization upon the drama of Shakespeare. He finds in many
of the plays acommon thread of mimetic desire which he identifies in the context as "an
explicit revelation of

...

what Shakespeare calls envy" (
Envy 4). While recognizing that

the theory of mimetic desire is somewhat suspect, academically (4) (partially, perhaps,
because it appears as confusingly inclusive), Girard proceeds to demonstrate its merit as
a key to the interpretation of Shakespearean tragedy and comedy.

How it relates,

equally, as mimetic crisis, mimetic rivalry, conflictual mimesis, mediated desire,
sacrificial mimesis, is, Isuggest, not entirely convincing because the supposed link
threatens to become aconvenient Procrustean bed upon which all Shakespearean texts
may be fitted. In justification of its protean aspects Girard explains that "mimetic desire
keeps shifting to more complex and 'paradoxical' forms because it always reacts to its
own inevitable failures in the same way. In an ever renewed effort to outmaneuver its
own absurdity, this desire becomes more and more absurd and self-defeating" (
Envy
259).
Girard endeavours, in this study of Shakespeare, to read "for the first time the
letter of atext that has never been read on many subjects essential to dramatic literature:
desire, conflict, violence, sacrifice" (
5).

As in his previous works, the process of
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collective violence is again discerned as a variant of scapegoating, substantiating his
thesis of the sacrificial origin of human society. He asserts that "Shakespeare possesses
the sharpest possible eye for the human tendency to arbitrary scapegoating and the
manner in which the dissolving of significance in mimetic violence destroys everything
in its wake.

...

With his awareness of the victimage mechanism and its religious

consequences, he reached an anthropological vision that has remained undeciphered to
this day but is finally becoming intelligible, thanks to the

...

mimetic theory" (
Envy 209).

Girard is a scholar of French language, literature and civilization and of
comparative literature and religious studies.
stance have encouraged criticism.

His catholic interests and authoritative

For example, the historian Hayden White has

challenged his "reactionary perspective" (White 9), as has also the philosopher Phillipe
Lacoue-Labarthe. White concedes Girard's right to interpret literary texts, but argues
that he is wrong in purporting "to construct acomprehensive philosophy of history and
theory of society, laying claim to the authority of science, in the way that [he] has done"
(9).

Equally disapproving, Lacoue-Labarthe, by insisting that "the victim is not

arbitrary" (21), counters one of Girard's central concepts.
Girard's preoccupation with the traditions sacralizing scapegoating has also
attracted current theological comment.

In his essay "Postmodern Biblicism:

the

Challenge of René Girard for Contemporary Theology" Mark Wallace attempts to assess
Girard's scholarship.

He perceives Girard querying an essential tenet of Derridean-

influenced textual analysis and theological speculation, "namely, that the Bible, like any
other literary text, exists in aself-enclosed aesthetic preserve that is cut off from real
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people, real events, real history" (311). Though concerned about Girard as sometimes
"cultural historian and literary critic and sometimes

...

Christian theologian and exegete"

(322), Wallace concludes that Girard's singular contribution to contemporary theology
rests in his insight into the Gospels as the one persecution text "immune from the unity
of all religious rites in the creation and destruction of scapegoats" (
315).

Girard

commends the Gospels' refusal to document history "from the perspective of persecutors"
(315).
Though Wallace queries Girard's restrictive allegiance to the Gospels as the sole
source of anti-scapegoat insight (318, 319), he concedes the value of his stance "to
advance ahabit of critical reading that is

...

aware of the Bible's ontological worth as

an insightful portrayal of our predispositions toward creating systems of victimage and
scapegoating in order to preserve our tenuous cultural differentiations" (323).
Girard's analysis reveals that the ritual import of the sacrificial victim implied by
the "conventional" scapegoat image is largely dissipated in contemporary usage:
Because everyone uses it no one bothers to determine its
exact significance.

...

[
some] use has no direct connection

with the rite of the scapegoat as described in Leviticus or
with other rites that are sometimes described as belonging
to the 'scapegoat' because they more or less resemble that
of Leviticus.

...

As soon as we begin to study the

scapegoat or think about the expression apart from the
context of the persecutor, we tend to modify its meaning
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we imagine adeliberate manipulation. We think of skillful
strategists who are fully aware of the mechanisms of
victimization and who knowingly sacrifice innocent victims
in full awareness of the cause with Machiavellian ease
they cannot happen

...

without the availability of an

eminently manipulable mass to be used by the manipulators
for their evil purposes, people who will allow themselves
to

be trapped in the persecutor's

representation of

persecution, people capable of belief where the scapegoat
is concerned.

...

(
Scapegoat 40)

When I speak of the

scapegoat, Iam not thinking about the animal used in
sacrifice... Iam using the expression in the sense in which
we all use it without thinking, in connection with what
happens around us in politics, in professional life, in family
life. This usage is modern.

...

(
Ancient 14).

It is this application I search out in the characterizations of Coriolanus,
Desdemona, Falstaff and Shylock.

They readily respond to explorations of the

perquisites of power and the inevitability of sacrifice.
Much of Girard's scholarship will be noted subsequently in my study, but this
summary of his thesis and arguments surrounding his expansive vision of the mechanism
of victimization serves to authorize our identification of an emerging generic property
of this phenomenon, from which we can select strands of meaning to utilize when
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considering Shakespeare's handling of the controversies surrounding the realization of
power.

10

CHAPTER ONE
The Anthropological, Theological and Dramatic
Dimensions of Scapegoating
Richard Schechner in Between Theatre and Anthropology asserts that "there are
points of contact between anthropology and the theatre" (3) and he defines "theatre
anthropology" as studying "biological and cultural behaviour of man in a theatrical
situation" (28).

To an extent it is such behaviour, in such a context, that engages

Shakespeare's resources in his version of the social drama, "from which emerge all types
of cultural performance, which, in their turn, subtly stylize the contours of social
interaction in everyday life" (31). "Just as theatre is anthrOpologizing itself so
anthropology is being theatricalized" (33).

Indeed, many antique records of the

scapegoat vibrate with an intensity imitating the creative expression of the stage.
This is not unusual, in that the origins of drama are conventionally considered
to have been derived from rituals and festivals of anthropological significance (Cornford
xiii-xxvii). For example, fertility rites, satisfying primitive superstition, were designed
to acknowledge the waxing and waning of vitality. Death must be "carried out" and life
welcomed through liturgies incorporating speech, music and gesture. The implications
and developments of these ceremonies became allied with the popular imagination as an
expression of devotional fervour, folk festivity, military display, etc.

Thus the

relationship between social custom and literary drama was established by the
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interpenetration of myth and ritual.
Specific to the origins of western drama, this linkage is earliest traceable in
ancient Greece.

Thus the dithyramb, the dance accompanying the worship of the god

Dionysus, enhanced the potency of the religious experience, offering potential for
development of rudimentary characterization and plot (Moulton 6-8).

Praise of this

deity was a form of nature-worship (Moulton 5), reflecting the god's varied aspects,
coincident with the changing seasons.

Under the influence of Anon (600 B.C.), the

dithyramb was made choral, incorporating speech, gesture and music (8). Eventually,
Thespis (
535 B.C.) introduced the actor on stage, separated from the Chorus in the
orchestra ( 14).
Occurring in the context of religious ritual throughout the cycle of the year,
stories from the life of the god, and, gradually, other mythical subjects, were
represented.

Most important of such events was the festival of the Greater Dionysia,

held annually in the period of March-April, celebrating the return of spring (Moulton
247). For three consecutive days, three dramatists competed in contests, each offering
three tragedies and afarce for adjudication by ajury who awarded prizes. The second
most notable yearly event celebrating Dionysus was the Lenaia, held during JanuaryFebruary, during which comedies primarily were presented in competition (Sandbach 1213). Such State encouragement prompted the beginning of secularization. Thus dramatic
expression of cult worship gradually converted into asocial means of maintaining group
solidarity. The Dionysia functioned to help unite "the ten Attic tribes which made up the
polis in asocially harmless competition" (Little 9). Drama therefore may be said to have
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emerged as part of the transition from tribal culture to political life (Little 5). But its
debt to religion persisted.
As R.G. Collins recognizes, in surveying the history of the theatre: "Religion has
been and still is

...

much more important to art than is commonly acknowledged.

is away of knowing force and domesticating it (vii)
is adramatic gesture (viii).

...

out of basic religious impulse.

...

...

It

The most elemental religious act

It is not by chance, but necessarily, that drama flowers
...

All Greek drama

...

retains atie to ritual (ix).

...

For

the Greek tragedians, for instance, the community is asolid identity, mankind itself" (x).
It is in reflecting this collaboration that drama mirrors reality.
In Greek antiquity, divine worship exhibited the dramatic aspects of magic and
terror. Deities communicated with votaries through oracles or intervened directly in their
lives. Sacrifice was an event in which god and worshippers united. The ambience of
violence pervaded temple and theatre.
Through the image of the vicarious sacrifice, man, as the symbol-creating animal,
confronts his own inherent violence. To convey the antiquity of this encounter, brief
descriptions of several culturally-based rites featuring the scapegoat as substitutory bearer
will be offered.

The scapegoat's position as expedient "other" will be investigated,

firstly within the Middle Eastern Semitic tradition, which relates to the Bible, then within
the classical Greek tradition. It will be observed that each tradition has at its core the
attempt by acommunity to rid itself of the contagion of evil and guilt, physical and
moral, in a collective act within which is mysteriously incorporated the paradox of
destruction-renewal, sin-forgiveness.

As a cathartic medium, these ceremonies are
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essential because they constitute an outlet for group anxiety and aguarantee of continued
social stability.

When interpreted as a demonstration of popular will, they can be

conceived as an elaborate dramatization of the cult of persecution.

As such, the

scapegoat ritual, in all its diversity, witnesses to the fact that individuals and societies
require their victims in order to bear what will not be recognized or carried by those
responsible. As Rent Girard argues, the scapegoat is necessary to the preservation of
acommunity's fragile balance (
Double, 202).

I

Rites in which the just are substituted for the unjust, the weak for the strong,
occur as early as the Hittite dynasty (c. 1800 B.C.). Among cuneiform tablets retrieved
in 1908 during excavations of Boghaz-Keui (principal city of the Hittite empire) were
philological texts with vocabularies in which the Sumerian and Assyrian equivalents of
Hittite words were offered. These keys allowed scholars to decipher many of the other
tablets.
One such, pertaining to ritual law, suggested to A. H. Sayce, its translator, "that
ideas similar to those that led to the institution of the scapegoat in Israel must have
prevailed in Asia Minor in the Mosaic Age" (283).

He describes the parallel rite as

involving a lamb, adorned with anecklace of multi-coloured stones, over which was
intoned an invocation delivering the beast as ascapegoat offering for the god. By this
ceremony sin was fastened upon the beast and it was subsequently driven out by the
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priest, "to the land of the foreigner" (284). A jubilant report of this ejection was sent,
back to the expectant people.
In rendering the fragmentary Hittite texts much confusion frequently surrounds
the precise meaning of terms applicable to ritualistic surrogate sacrifice.

The

morphological root of such words is vague, incorporating several meanings, dependent
on context and arbitrary grammatical usage.

This problem of tentative definition is

confronted in an article by Nadia Van Brock in the Revue Hittite et Asianique in which
the scrupulous author concludes" "Je n'ai cherche ici qu'à circonscrire, d'après leur
structure, le sens possible de ces formes, sans vouloir en donner une definition
linguistique que l'état de la recherche ne semble pas permettre encore" ( 139). Icite this
somewhat esoteric study partially to reiterate the constant danger of wish-fulfilment
projected onto available "evidence" when pursuing an ancient image such as the
scapegoat. Such extrapolation fosters askewing of perspective, encouraging expansive
generalization.
As indicated previously, Girard's adoption of a "transformative misreading" of
persecution texts, to deliberately focus upon the victim, refutes Derridean theorists and
theologians, who urge dismissal of a text's referential aspects (Wallace 314).

But,

relative to Girard's insistence upon the persecuted as referent, it is perhaps useful at this
point to clarify the theological distinction between the victim as sacrifice and the victim
as scapegoat, and try to discern apossible sequence of victimization, in order to qualify
Girard's conceptualization. It is useful to remember that the two ceremonials of sacrifice
and riddance (the essence of the scapegoat ritual), express widely different sentiments in
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the mind of the worshipper. Sacrifice is an offering made to please or appease, " in the
course of which something is forfeited or destroyed, its object being to establish relations
between asource of spiritual strength and one in need of such strength, for the benefit
of the latter" (
Encyclopedia of Religion XI.I).

By contrast, scapegoating is an

"eliminatory rite in which sin, illness, or any other misfortune is ritually transferred to
aconcrete carrier

...

and thus removed" (Henninger 92).

Though impossible to confirm, the sequence of both rituals may have proceeded
from human to animal victimization since, during sacrificial offerings, the eating of
human flesh, as communion with the deity, was often essential. As ritual cannibalism
became repugnant, the human victim was sacrificed as aburnt offering. Later, animals
served as substitutes for human victims of sacrifice and scapegoating, to be replaced
subsequently by bloodless offerings of plant materials, artifacts, etc.

Both human

sacrifices and scapegoats could be chosen from among outcasts, but the innocent and the
superior might also be designated as propitiations.

It may have been this conciliatory

association that prompted development of the idea of the sacrifice as at once sacred and
profane, an ambivalence that Girard believes is also characteristic of the conventional
conception of the scapegoat.
Hittite substitution ritual involved human, as well as animal, victimization (Brock
123), singly and collectively ( 122). The preferential sequence of Hittite victims ranged,
firstly, from close relatives, to random individuals, who were sometimes strangers, to
animals and, as final selections, to symbolic objects (125).

Human and animal

replacements were of the same sex as those for whom they suffered ( 121). Two types
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of substitutionary creatures are specifically identified in Hittite ceremonial.

One, the

"tarpalli," was another living " self," onto whom was transferred the pollution from which
one wished to be released.

Often subsequently killed, it was distinguished from the

"nakkui," who was the prototypical scapegoat, never slaughtered, but chased out or
allowed to depart, bearing communal indictment (Brock 129). In identifying these two
"carriers," Brock counters the view of Joseph Henninger that, during substitution rites,
no entity functions as a "bearer." For instance, though designation of aking-substitute
is well-documented in Mesopotamian societies, Henninger insists that the Babylonian
instance "is neither apure substitution ritual nor an eliminatory scapegoat ritual" (93).
He concedes, however, that the Hittites, in their substitutionary practices, were the only
culture to "connect the motif of an eliminatory rite of the so-called 'scapegoat' type
with the motif of amagical representative of the king" (94). The Hittite variant of this
monarch-replacement was "un prisonnier que Von oint avec l'hulle de royauté, que Pon
revêt des insignes de la royauté

...

celui-ci West pas mis

amort,

on le renvoie dans son

propre pays, emportant la souillure, queue qu'elle soit, dont ii est désormais chargé et
dont il délivrera ainsi le roi" (Brock 123).
This figure suffers two prime consequences of typical scapegoating: rejection and
expulsion. It is an "outsider" (in this case aforeign prisoner), it is "despatched" (in this
instance not slaughtered, but sent away to its own country, as opposed to the Levitical
"wilderness").
"Le role essentiel [du bouc emissaire] reside dans l'operation d'enlèvement du
mal, et ne comporte pas, comme dans le cas [d'un sacrifice ordinaire] l'opération de
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destruction du mal" (Brock 129).

This vital differentiation between scapegoat and

sacrifice allows us to appreciate the peculiarly potent cleansing properties that victims,
especially human, possessed for the Hittites. "Quand l'homme vient de mourir de mort
violente, son sang possède [une] vertu prophylactique; les cadavres
particulière

...

pour servir de talismans" (Masson 21).

...

ont une vertu

Aspects of this therapeutic

property are apparent in the classical Greek concept of the pharmakon, which signifies
both remedy and poison, even as the scapegoat, the phannakos, was, to the Greeks, at
once pure and polluted, aparadox which will be treated later in this study.
Dread of pollution is universal. As the ancient texts of Ras Shamra indicate, the
Canaanite peoples may have transmitted to the Hebrew settlers in Palestine much of their
ritual tradition of purification (Gray 19).

Their appropriate seasonal cleansing

celebrations, occurring at the new year and beginning and end of the harvest, are echoed
in the Hebrew expulsion ritual on the Day of Atonement, which was originally part of
the new year rites.
Canaanite belief in the king as fertility source necessitated aritual whose intent
was reminiscent of the Babylonian ceremony in which asubstitute replaced the monarch
and suffered death in his stead. It is interesting that this phenomenon was unknown in
Egypt, though common among surrounding kingdoms of Assyria and Chaldea (Frankfort
264).

In these regions the king was divinely elected, unlike Pharaoh, who was agod

incarnate, son of Ra.

It was presumptuous to assume another could substitute for this

god-king. A state so guided had no need for rituals of exoneration.
The Babylonian atonement ceremony, on the fifth day of Nisan, humiliated the
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king in order to appease the gods and solicit nature's rejuvenation and the renewal of
society. Babylonian new year festivities required asacrificial sheep and the departure,
into the desert, of the defiled priestly sacrificers (Hooke 70).

There they were

quarantined until the celebrations ended.
The association of purification and flight, present in Hebrew, Hittite and
Babylonian versions of rituals of "riddance" is also apparent in the Athenian ceremony
of Bouphonia, during which an ox was sacrificed and its slaughterers obliged to depart
temporarily (Hooke 70).

In all these parallels, a beneficial act had been performed

through the creation and expulsion of an artificial pollutant, by whom the community was
rid of pollution. Exculpation, clearance from accusation and guilt, emerge as motivating
factors. Anthropological and theological research has revealed the surrogate's multiple
function as the individual's "bearer," the community's collective atonement and the
monarch's replacement. As well, the scapegoat suggests another potent image, that of
the dying god whose death revitalizes his worshippers.
This emblematic saviour was known throughout Mesopotamia. In the person of
Tammuz, the suffering Babylonian deity of nature, the forces of cyclical change
observable in the normal rotation of the seasons were venerated. As Milton observes in
Paradise Lost (
1.452), this god was "yearly wounded," his generative force diminished
as the old year waned and was resurrected with the new. However, this youthful god's
revitalization was dependent upon his spouse-mother Ishtar, who, as E.O. James notes
in The Cult of the Mother-Goddess, annually restored him to the upper world as "her
'resurrected child" (50).
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"In this recreative ritual Sumerian rulers played the part of
incarnating the life-giving forces of spring through union with

...

...

Tammuz,

Ishtar, the source of

all life, by engaging in a sacred marriage with the queen or a priestess to restore
fecundity in nature.

...

when the union had been consummated [actually or symbolically]

the king became the symbol of life and death, having thereby acquired the status of the
dying and reviving god.
initiative.

...

But throughout the Goddess is represented as taking the

her beloved husband [-son]

...

was subservient to her will" (50-1).

Sir

James Frazer substantiates this dependency of the god upon the mother-goddess (
Adonis
8-9) and confirms the significance of ceremonies performed to revive and energize
nature. In his examination of the history of oriental religion, he treats the prevalence of
the myth of the vegetative deity, identifying this ubiquitous "god of many names but of
essentially one nature" (
Adonis 6) in the forms of Tammuz, Osris, Attis and Adonis.
Frazer examines this divinity personifying the decay and renewal of life as a
source of hope to the peoples of Western Asia and Egypt. As deliverer from death, the
Egyptian man-god Osiris, for example, symbolized fructifying power and liberation.
Rites surrounding his murder, dismemberment and re-birth imitated and initiated both
agrarian and funerary ceremonies.

Alexander Moret, in a study, "Du Sacrifice en

Egypte," states that recent research on the religion of primitive peoples indicates that
figurative dismemberment commonly characterizes agrarian sacrifices (84), during which
the soil is broken up and the seed and its "spirit" scattered throughout the fields as fertile
tokens buried to await germination and anticipated growth. He acknowledges and agrees
with Frazer's perception of the origin of the cult of Osiris as derivative of such
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ceremonies (
85, 101). According to E.A. Budge, belief that Osiris "had been mutilated,
and had, after reconstitution, been raised from the dead
(xxi) was vital to the cult.

...

and had passed into heaven"

As the first to experience self-resurrection, Osiris became

empowered as the god of the dead (Budge 79-81). In funerary ceremonies victims were
offered to this deity as expedient indulgences transposed between the deceased and
what might jeopardize his resurrection. Moret notes the significant ideational transition
inherent in such Osirian tributes: "Le sacrifice au dieu aremplacé le sacrifice du dieu"
(92). The opposite, retrograde procedure is enacted in the Christian Bible, in which the
Old Testament's oblation to God is superseded by the New Testament's expedient death
of God.
Thus, in Genesis 22, the patriarch Abraham, through forfeiture of his son, renders
obedience to God.

The incident is powerful as an allegory illustrating that the Divine

requires humans' fidelity to, and acknowledgement of, His primacy in their lives.
Through testing by the Creator the creature is summoned to allegiance, and communion
is confirmed. Abraham's trust saves the sacrifice Isaac, but tribute is still required. In
Isaac's stead, aram is caught between God and man, to become an acceptable scapegoat
on whom rests the burden of Abraham's trial of loyalty.
Similarly, in the New Testament, Christ mediates between God and man as saving
substitute, on whom is laid the iniquity of all.

Hebrews 9 and 10 insists upon the

efficacy of Christ's expiation in comparison to repeated animal sacrifice. "For by one
offering he hath perfected for ever them that are sanctified" (Hebrews 10.14). Though
God Incarnate, He assumes liability for the sins of man. The verdict against such guilt
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requires satisfaction.

As Milton stated it: "Die he, or Justice must" (
Paradise Lost

3.210).
The typological relationship between these Biblical expositions of the function of
the burden-bearer is even more apparent when we consider them against the Levitical
sacramental connotation of the scapegoat as interposed "carrier," an expendable and
expedient substitute capable of endowing and exonerating others.
Rites for deflecting guilt and contamination are basic features of most religious
practice.

In the Western world, the conceptual basis upon which the image of the

vicarious sufferer is founded rests primarily upon the Judaeo-Christian depiction of
sacrificial atonement which is related to similar rites of the ancient cultures we have
noted. The Levitical depiction of the scapegoat confronts man's culpability before God:
And Aaron shall lay both his hands upon the head of the
live goat, and confess over him all the iniquities of the
children of Israel, and all their transgressions in all their
sins, putting them upon the head of the goat, and shall send
him away

...

into the wilderness: And the goat shall bear

all their iniquities
(Leviticus 16.21-22)
On that outcast falls the total burden of alienating sin. Purgative rites, whether
from Hebraic or earlier traditions, are variations upon the same theme of "man's terrible
propensity, in a group, to spill innocent blood in order to restore the unity of their
community" (Girard, Scapegoat 209). The dramatic ceremony of the scapegoat (cited
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only once in the Bible) was part of an elaborately structured annual debasement of Israel
before its god (Young, Sacrifice 9, Harrison 167).

During the ceremonies, four

sacrificial animals were prepared, with only the scapegoat released alive (Leviticus 16.35).
This collective act of contrition was observed on the tenth day of the seventh
(ecclesiastical) month Tishri (September-October), (Leviticus 16.29) (Dict. 148), six
months after Passover celebrations (Harrison 167). Tishri was also the first month of
the Jewish civil year (Dict. 464). The Day of Atonement was an event preceding the
Feast of Ingathering (Tabernacles) which began on the fifteenth day of Tishri and
continued eight days (
Dict. 446).

This celebration, memorializing the Israelites'

wanderings in the desert, as well as expressing gratitude for the harvest, coincided with
the early rains and the ploughing of the land, preparatory to seeding in the next month.
In asense, such praise signalled anew beginning, much as did the thanksgiving for the
early crops, offered on the second day of the Greek festival Thargelia.

Significantly,

expulsion of scapegoats occurred on the first day of that celebration. Thus both cultures
followed their communal rituals of catharsis with joyous expressions of renewal,
symbolizing acollective sigh of relief breathed by afreshly absolved people.
At this point it may be useful to consider the semantic confusion surrounding the
Biblical term " scapegoat."

Down to 70 A.D., the ancient Hebrews observed the

expiatory rite by which the goat was released with its burden of collective sin, but they
had no specific word for the expelled beast. What might be an accurate rendering of the
original Hebrew term "
S71S

(occurring only in Leviticus 16:8, 10, 26) is disputed.
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The Oxford English Dictionary (9:180) notes that " scapegoat" was apparently
Tyndale's invention. In his translation of the Pentateuch published at Marburg in 1530,
he rendered the Hebrew as "the goote on which the lotte fell to scape," paralleling Miles
Coverdale' suse of "the fre goate" in this context within his translation of the Bible,
published in 1535. Northrop Frye credits the "ingenious mistranslation" for introducing
"an essential word" into the English language (Frye, Code 185). Other definitions, such
as "that shall be sent out" [Wycliffe], "for discharge" [Knox] and "for the precipice"
[N.E.B.], have been credited (Harrison 170).

The latter sense " seems to have been

derived from Talmudic tradition where tzazel was translated by 'steep mountain.' This
allusion appears to have been to the rock in the wilderness from which in the post-exile
period the goat was hurled" (Harrison 170).

Such an ad is reminiscent of the fate of

certain of the classical phannakoi.
"As tO the word Azazel" Calvin asserted, "Idoubt not but that it designates the
place to which the scape-goat was driven. It is certainly acompound word, equivalent
to 'the departure of the goat" (Calvin 317).

Largely on the authority of the Jewish

apocryphal Book of Enoch azazel was assumed to designate afallen angel, one of the
"Watchers," acorruptive force associated with illicit ritual (Knibb, Ethiopic vol. 2: 7288). Hence there are imbedded in the scapegoat rite possible traces of the demonic and
the occult.
The Book of Enoch exists in an Ethiopic translation made apparently from alost
Greek translation, which was itself arendering of an Aramaic and/or Hebrew source.
As late as the 1950's, manuscript fragments from Qumran Cave IV were revealed to be
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minute parts of manuscripts of the Aramaic original.
The work is a compilation of varied content including parable, homily and
prophecy, written independently, at different times, from as early as the second century
B.C. Matthew Black, (
Book 12-23) suggests there are eight component motifs, of which
the third, "The Legend of the Watchers," is our prime interest.
It is the most famous portion of the corpus and may possibly be the oldest of its
parts. VanderKam ( 114) suggests it may be athird-century composition. Regarded as
an elaboration upon Genesis 6:1-4, it recounts the descent of angelic beings who left
heaven to mate with "the daughters of men" and produce arace of giants, from whom
in turn demonic spirits proceeded, who will trouble mankind until the last judgment.
The term "watchers" can refer either to good or bad angels. In Daniel 4: 13, 17,
23, it signifies heavenly beings in the service of God, whereas in the Book of Enoch it
alludes to a depraved angelic host numbering two hundred.

Of the band's twenty

leaders, Azazel (Asael) is tenth in command. It is he who is designated in Leviticus and
honoured as Satan's standard-bearer in Paradise Lost ( 1: 533-36).
Having begotten offspring by women, the fallen angels proceed to teach them
charms and skills previously unknown.
certain parallels with Prometheus.

As conveyor of heavenly secrets, Azazel has

He enlightens earthlings in the skills of weaponry,

the preparation of cosmetics and the fashioning of jewellery.
For his presumption and sin, Azazel, like his associates, is condemned to
subterranean imprisonment until the day of judgment, when he will be consumed by fire.
In "The Legend of the Watchers," Azazel appears singled out for special blame.

God
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informs Raphael: "The whole earth has been devastated by the works of the teaching of
Asael; record against him all sins" (Black, Book ch. 10: 8). There is suggestion that the
"Watchers" tale is acomposite, combining two strands, one of which, the account of
Azazel, derives from an earlier, shorter and independent myth of his activities, in which
his teaching of humanity is of significance.
If the Enoch reading is accepted, it is vital to observe that the Levitical scapegoat
is not sacrificed to this devil or any other. Its blood is not shed, it is solely avicarious
carrier, on whom is laid communal fault. In the scripture its role is clearly distinguished
from that of the lot-selected goat slain for the transgressions of Israel, to satisfy the
divine edict: "the soul that sinneth, it shall die" (Ezekiel 18: 4).

Hence the Hebraic

scapegoat, though unclean and ejected, is, by. comparison, an instrument of reconciliation
of God to Israel, and of Israel to God. (Similarly, Shakespeare's surrogate sufferers
frequently serve as the catalyst effecting interaction between antagonist and protagonist.
As objects of manipulation, they, like the Levitical beast, are intermediary, replaceable
"things," largely ignorant of the ramifications of their forced stance, valuable only as
tools of the powerful).
Jacob Neusner, in commenting upon the peculiarly Judaic nuances of the Yom
Kippur ritual, observes that Israel offered only animals that were not predatory, they
"must be beasts of apeaceful character" ( 132). The sense of innocence abused, which
became dominant in the conceptualization of Christ as atonement, may have represented
an unconscious extension of this fact.

In any event, Hebrews 9 draws heavily upon

Jewish ritual to explain Christ's suffering.
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As aJew, Jesus' life and witness integrally relate to the history and prophecy of
His people, which, in turn, are part of the fabric of Indo-European culture.

Semitic

experience of the scapegoat figured as asignificant component of national identification.
However, Judaic thought acquired a western ambience when, in the first century,
Judaism was subjected to strong Hellenizing influences. In fact, Martin Braun proposes
that an effective Graeco-Oriental cultural bridge had developed in pre-Christian times.
He considers that "the Palestinian Jew was on

...

intimate terms with the Hellenistic

universal culture which surrounded him" (90-1), facilitating atwo-way exchange. For
example, "Josephus Hellenizes biblical and Haggadic tales, so that they become
something completely new and different, while the Haggadoth narrator Judaizes alien
elements" (93). Thus we might suppose that the ancient Jewish image of the scapegoat,
preserved partially in Hebrew and Aramaic original texts and through translations, gained
entrance into the literary and theological thought of cosmopolitan Hellenism, finding
affinity with indigenous ideas of the "burden-bearer," and borrowing from them.
C.H. Dodd suggests that, particularly, the Gospel of John (c. 90 A.D.) can best
be understood in the light of this environment. "The Fourth Evangelist expected to find
readers among open-minded Jews who participated in the intellectual life of Hellenism"
(54).

Like Philo of Alexandra, John appropriated Old Testament symbols to effect a

communion of Hebrew and Greek thought appealing to the sophisticated citizens of
Ephesus where he resided (Dodd 452-3). Brilliantly incorporating the neo-Platonic Logos
doctrine of Plotinus (Dodd 10) into the introductory statement of his gospel, John carried
this typology of Christ as Word, Sign and Saving Revelation into his expression of Jesus
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as sacrificial scapegoat: "Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the
world" (John 1: 29).
This intellectualization of the Word as Power was easily apprehended by those
familiar with Greek philosophy. However, in early Christian narrative the idea that an
Old Testament ritual of riddance and impotence was paralleled in the New Testament
developed primarily in an anonymous document, The Letter of Barnabas, dating from the
end of the first, or beginning of the second century. Clement of Alexandria (c. 180-203
A.D.) cited this work as scriptural, though Jerome, in the fourth century, categorized it
as apocryphal. In the intervening centuries it became increasingly disregarded and was
not republished in the West until the seventeenth century. Its dating is significant relative
to the Pauline epistles since those fourteen letters, written from 52 A.D. to 63 A.D.
(Dict. 333) are canonical New Testament works that promote atypological reading of
scripture establishing Christ as aJustifier, Sanctifier and Mediator. Though of uncertain
authorship, the Epistle to the Hebrews, especially, provides insight into the Old
Testament doctrine of the Atoning Substitute, which The Letter of Barnabas pursues.
The Letter "is seemingly the first Christian writing that refers to the scapegoat theme in
connection with Christ's passion" (Lyonnet 273). It also suggests Christ's similarity to
the substitutory Suffering Servant of Isaiah 53, (
Glimm, Letter Ch. 5) whose obedient
surrender is reminiscent of Abraham's devoted submission. It is possible, then, to trace
the scapegoat theme from the experience of Abraham and his son, through Isaiah 53, to
the New Testament and related apocryphal texts.
At the time of production

of The Letter, the New Testament had not been
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collected into acanon. Francis Glimm (
Letter 188) concludes that the obscurity of this
work makes it difficult to read and assent to its premise that the Old Testament ought not
to be received in aliteral sense. Its great merit rests upon allegorical interpretation of
the Old Testament as prefiguring Christ and His sacrifice.

Its intricate extensions of

meaning suggest but atenuous association with orthodoxy. Throughout, The Letter of
Barnabas reiterates that Christ was the archetypal victim.

Chapter seven particularly

elaborates upon this designation of Jesus, "that the type signified by Isaac, offered on the
altar, might be fulfilled (7.3)

...

Notice how the type of Jesus is manifested (7.7)

...

See,

then, the type of Jesus Who was to suffer" (7.10).
The work introduces atheologically and anthropologically interesting description
of the "crowned" scapegoat, adorned with scarlet wool (reminiscent of the citation in
Hebrews 9: 19).

This strand of yarn is eventually left hanging upon a briar in the

wilderness. "It is atype of Jesus, displayed for the Church: Whoever wishes to take
away the scarlet wool must suffer
'those who wish to see Me

...

...

because the thorns are terrible.

...

Thus, He says:

must lay hold of Me through affliction and suffering"

(7:11).
This "no cross, no crown" mentality undoubtedly confirmed the bloody
foundations of the Church laid by its early martyrs. In chapter eight of The Letter Ifind
suggestions of a subtle affinity with the rejuvenating symbolism of the wool strands
decorating the branches of the Eiresione, paraded by boys in the Greek Thargelia
festival, after the ejection of the pharmakos. However, in this Christian variant, we are
enjoined to "see again the type of the cross and the scarlet wool!" (8: 1).

Despite the
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insistence of The Letter of Barnabas, Fr. Stanislas Lyonnet suggests that "no real
scriptural sense can be invoked, however, in favour of ascapegoat typology of Christ"
(289).

He maintains that this gradual identification was the result of "achange in the

Christian understanding of redemption which allowed its association with scapegoat
imagery" (289). He illustrates how the figure has been molded to ratify various doctrines
pertaining to the atonement.
For example, Athanasius of Alexandria (d. 373 A.D.) was one of the earliest
promulgators of the view of "penal substitution," whereby Christ, in carrying human sin,
was considered to have become defiled and accursed before God, as indicated in
Galatians 3: 13 (Lyonnet 195-6).

In contrast, Saint Augustine was drawn to the

"ransom" theory (Lyonnet 207-9). By it, Christ was seen to have given Himself as an
exchange to liberate man from bondage to the Devil, incurred through Adam's
transgression (Augustine, Trinity XIII.16.21).

Lyonnet believes (210) that, in the

Summa Theologica, St. Thomas Aquinas also acknowledges this requisite ransom, paid
to God, not Satan. In the Middle Ages, Anselm of Canterbury ( 1034-1109), proposed,
in Cur Deus Homo? ("Why God (became) Man?"), a " satisfaction" theory. It asserted
that restitution must be made to an impartial God for dishonour done to Him.

Such

insistence upon esteem might have reflected an historical period "when interest had
shifted somewhat from the legal idea of justice to the personal dignity of the feudal
overlord." (Lyonnet 218).
During the Reformation, Protestant scholars both agreed with and departed from
the Church Fathers. Luther, in his 1535 commentary upon Galatians (specifically 3: 13),
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and Calvin, in sections of Institutes of the Christian Religion pertinent to Biblical texts
2 Corinthians 5: 21 and Galatians 3: 13, advanced the earlier image of Christ as a
criminal cursed for others (Lyonnet 226, 229-31). However, Grotius in Defensio fidei
catholicae Christi assumed alegalistic interpretation of the Atonement commensurate with
his position as distinguished politician and jurist.

Acknowledging its penal aspects,

Grotius denied, however, that the Atonement was primarily an appeasement. He depicts
it as an exemplary punishment, an admonition that the Law cannot be transgressed
(Lyonnet 236-7).
English clerics deliberated upon the concept of Christ as surety.

William

Tyndale, assured of the efficacy of Christ's oblation once extended, declared in "A
Prologue into the third book of Moses, called Leviticus": " Christ is all manner offering
that is offered

...

the scape-goat that carried all the sin of the people away" (427). As

argued in "An Exhortation to the Carrying of Christ's Cross," Miles Coverdale,
similarly, believed Christ's obedient sacrifice satisfied and placated God' sjust displeasure
(256).

Under Cranmer's supervision, The Book of Common Prayer reiterated this

conviction, acknowledging Christ as "our only Mediator and Advocate" (274).
Essentially, the centrality of Christ as sacrificial lamb, polluted scapegoat and
sufficient offering permeating most theological analyses derives from abrutal recognition
that "it is expedient for us, that one man should die for the people, and that the whole
nation perish not" (John 11: 49-50). This statement by Caiaphas is perhaps one of the
most incisive rationalizations of the practice of scapegoating. The sense it evokes of the
scapegoat as the exploitable, intentional victim, rather than as the Levitical arbitrary
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culprit, most engages our interest when considering Shakespeare's treatment of the
figure, though both types attract his attention. A change of emphasis is necessary when
moving from appraisal of the Old Testament's "random," to the New Testament's
"designated" scapegoat.

Both are "used," but it is in the latter image that we most

readily perceive the type of the duped and manipulated victim who occupies such a
strategic role in Elizabethan literature.
The sacralizing violence of scapegoating transforms the victim.
contends that the scapegoat is "neither innocent nor guilty

...

Northrop Frye

[
it is] innocent in the sense

that what happens to [it] is far greater than anything [it] has done provokes

...

[
it is]

guilty in the sense that it is amember of aguilty society, or living in aworld where such
injustices are an inescapable part of existence" (Frye, Anatomy 41).

It illustrates "the

incongruous irony of human life in which all attempts to transfer guilt to avictim give
that victim something of the dignity of innocence" (Frye, Anatomy 42). Elements of this
absurdity are recognized by Shakespeare in his treatment of the specified "outsider."
The prevaleney of the scapegoat in the various cultures we have studied so far might not
have seriously engaged his thoughts but, as adramatist, the theatricality of the Biblical
image of the "bearer" might have proved compelling. It would be familiar to him and
his audiences since their childhoods, through scripture readings by clergy, in homilies
and church liturgy. As James Black states, " it is almost atruism that the English Bible
was asource-book for him

-

asource-book not so much for plots as for themes and

language" ( 1). Its stories and exhortations were afund from which the populace drew
far more than we today.

Such familiarity bred general responsiveness to scriptural
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echoes in literature and drama. "As for the Bible itself, Shakespeare might have had
access to any of eight editions published in the Tudor age, from Tyndale's in 1526, to
Lawrence Tomson's New Testament of 1576.

...

Richmond Noble, who is the chief

modern compiler of Shakespeare's Biblical references, is convinced that Shakespeare
used the Bishops' Bible (
1568), at least early in his career, then turned chiefly to the
Geneva Bible (
1560 and subsequently)" (Black, Edified 7). T.W. Baldwin, in William
Shakspere's Small Latine & Lesse Greeke, confirmed that when Shakespeare attended
grammar school "the Bishops' Bible was the current version.

...

With 1576, the Geneva

version comes to power for the remainder of Shakespeare's active lifetime.
Genevan version

...

...

the

is reflected in Shakespeare's knowledge of the New Testament, and

occasionally colors his knowledge of the old" (2: 641).
Black considers two ways of assessing Shakespeare's obligation to the Bible.
"One is the cataloguing method

...

in which quotations

...

and allusions are identified and

we see one text surface in another" (8). It is less subtle than the process by which "we
can look at Shakespeare's use of the Bible in terms of patterns

--

not echoes only but

suggestions" (8). This latter approach proves more valuable as we seek to explore the
nuances of his treatment of the scapegoat within the plays.

Elements of victimization

surface in the text, triggering in our subconscious identification of an abused character
with the archetypal scapegoat.

IL
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Predating by centuries Shakespeare's familiarity with the Biblical scapegoat
however is the classical Greek portrayal of the pha.rmakos.

This is one of the most

complete expositions of the image in the ancient world, linked ideationally with those
earliest theological and anthropological delineations that we have noted throughout Asia
Minor.

Therefore we must explore its existence and purpose before proceeding to a

consideration of Shakespeare's dramatic interpretation.

In conceptualizing the

pharmakos, identifications as varied as "magician," "rascal," " remedy," and "poison"
were held to be etymologically valid. All suggest the element of "otherness" attaching
to this fringe figure of Greek society. To be outside the group seriously compromised
both individual and community.

Aristátle in the Politics considers the politico-social

consequences to society of the marginalized.

From his famous dictum: "Man is by

nature apolitical animal," he projects atheory of the essential collectivity of the State:
He who is unable to live in society, or has no need because
he is sufficient for himself, must be either abeast or agod:
he is no part of astate.
(1:2:1253 a 28)
And a citizen is one who shares in governing and being
governed.
one,

...

...

If

...

there be some one person, or more than

whose virtue is so pre-eminent that the virtues or

the political capacity of all the rest admit of no comparison
with his or theirs, he or they can be no longer regarded as
part of astate; for justice will not be done to the superior,
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if he is reckoned only as the equal of those who are so far
inferior to him in virtue and in political capacity. Such an
one may truly be deemed aGod among men.

...

legislation

is necessarily concerned only with those who are equal in
birth and in capacity.

...

And for this reason democratic

states have instituted ostracism; equality is above all things
their aim, and therefore they ostracized and banished from
the city for atime those who seemed to predominate too
much

...

(
3:l3 :l283b44l284a22)

Fear, jealousy and mistrust thus constitute abasis for what is essentially apolicy
of expediency aimed at maintaining and protecting the status quo. Aristotle recognizes
exclusion as auniversal problem pertaining to all forms of government, but grudgingly
admits that a remedy such as ostracism, insulating the community from the elite, is
required, even though it be used for perverted ends and is not totally just (
Politics
3:13:1284" 15-23). The practice reflected the conviction that "when men are equal they
are contented" (Aristotle, Politics 5:7: 1307' 18). As Girard observed: "We no longer
prohibit many actions that generate envy, but silently ostracize whatever can remind us
of its presence in our midst" (
Envy 4).

Ostracism presumably calmed the majority,

allowing them a temporary respite from the social non-conformist.

Inherent in this

ceremony of social prohibition was a deep concern for communal self-protection.
Vernant perceived the relationship between the pharmakos and the ostracized.
"Ostracism creates an institution whose role is symmetrical to and the reverse of the
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ritual of the Thargelia. In the person of the ostracized the city expels whatever in it that
is too high and that embodies the evil that can fall on it from above.

In that of the

pharmakos it expels whatever is most vile and embodies the evil that threatens it from
below.

This double and complementary rejection

...

takes true measure of man as

opposed on one hand to the divine and heroic and on the other to the bestial and
monstrous" ( 106-7).
Attributed to Cleisthenes of Athens, ostracism was subsequently adopted by citystates such as Argos, Miletus, Megara and Syracuse.

It was an annual opportunity to

expel one citizen and was administered in a singularly unstructured fashion.

The

assembly voted each year whether the procedure should be utilized and, at asubsequent
meeting, it was implemented.

The vote was taken by inscribing the name of the

candidate for expulsion upon apotsherd (
osraka).

No one was openly denounced or

accused, there was no debate allowed after the initial step, no defence, no imputation of
punishment for any offence, but the whole process proceeded in such away that popular
opinion, with its combination of envy and anxiety, might spontaneously surface without
any recourse to political or legal justification. The one pseudo-legal constraint was the
necessity of casting at least six thousand votes to warrant expulsion. From its institution
about 510 B.C., ostracism survived until 417 B.C., when the Athenians renounced the
practice, after the contrived expulsion of one, Hyperbolus.
Essentially, the procedure illuminates the fate of those who cannot comfortably
be allowed to live in the community.

The being who is, or can be, self-sufficient is

necessarily outside the boundaries society sets. By reason 4 individual excellence, such
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aperson becomes virtually stateless, because the ideal polis must be composed of only
those willing to apply their abilities for the mutual welfare.

Rather than resorting to

ostracising the superior man, Aristotle proposes his elevation to absolute power (
Politics
3:13 :12841
)25-34), even though such an individual, technically, contradicts Aristotle's
conception of the "good" man (or the "good" citizen), who knows how to rule and be
ruled (3:13:1277k 10-20).
Not all scholars subscribe to the interpretation of ostracism as aveiled exercise
in communal rejection. Martin Ostwald, in an article in The Cambridge Ancient History,
endeavours to make a fair assessment of the nature and purposes of the ceremony by
initially citing Aristotle's critical appraisal, offered in The Athenian Constitution. That
work is a constitutional history of Athens from its beginnings to 403 B.C., with
examination of its existing constitution.

In it, Aristotle echoes his assertions about

ostracism made in Politics 3:13:1284a 20-40.

He reiterates that the process originally

"had been enacted owing to the suspicion felt against the men in the positions of power"
(Ath. Constit. xxii.3) and was instigated by Cleisthenes as an instrument to expel a
kinsman (
Ath. Constit. xxii.4).
Proceeding with acareful examination of the uncompromising procedural elements
of ostracism, Ostwald considers possible mitigating factors.

For example, though

expulsion was mandatory within ten days after the verdict, which carried an obligatory
decade of exile, the ostracized retained property and revenues and enjoyed contact with
family and acquaintances.

Ostwald contends that exile under these circumstances was

not considered apunishment (
335), nor had it any deleterious subsequent effects upon
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any rights as a citizen.

He suggests that the large number of votes required and the

precautions to ensure fair balloting discourage suspicion that the practice was utilized for
partisan political purposes. Rather, Ostwald comments upon its built-in security system:
"there could be no guarantee that the same procedure would not backfire or be used in
asubsequent year against the very person who first instituted it" (336).
In assessing the motivation behind known early ostracisms, the author considers
whether those expelled might possibly have been tyrants or friends of tyrants.

He

concludes that, with one exception, ostracism was never used as ameans to destroy a
political opponent or punish state offenders. "It is no accident that the only occasion on
which we know this

...

happened was also the last ostracism ever.

Once it had been

shown that it could be used to remove [someone] as amere political rival, it was never
used again" (336).

Ostwald's protest that the practice could not stifle opposition from

the exile's remaining supporters, nor effect changes upon the political scene, begs the
question that ostracism obviously placed power to expel in the hands of one's opponents.
Despite Aristotle's opinion that the ceremony was ameasure for disabling and banishing
the most prominent citizens (
Politics

3:13:1284a

37), Ostwald defines it as ahumane way

to offer everyone achoice between different courses supported by influential factions:
"Under the Athenian system only ostracism could decide

--

before it was too late

which of two or more mutually exclusive policies was to prevail" (344).

--

Ostwald's

argument for the procedure as an instrument of democratic legislation counters Aristotle's
perception of the inherent predatory nature of the process (
Ath. Constit. xxii. 1-4). To
embrace Ostwald's more subjective assessment requires, I suggest, rather naive
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confidence in Athenians' choice of reason over emotion. More likely, the purpose of the
"ritual tricks" of ostracism and scapegoating is "to shift the blame for sacrificial violence
away from the sacrificers toward some expendable third party" (Girard, Envy 217)

-

whether elite or degraded.
Perhaps, in substantiation of my discussion of ostracism and scapegoating as
processes of social marginalization, abrief consideration of Aristotle's conception of the
State, particularly as elucidated in the early books of the Politics, is appropriate. This
work is asequel to the Nichomachean Ethics, in which Aristotle explored the personal
characteristics necessary to achieve happiness. The Politics attempts aconsideration of
the type of government and society that will facilitate such alife. Book One is intent to
distinguish between the household and the State.

Aristotle asserts the primacy of the

State, arguing that it is prior to the individual, who is but part of it. In examining the
growth of the State, he identifies the existence of the household to be based upon nature
and necessity, and proceeds to show that the State evolves from it by way of the clan
village (
Politics 1:2:1252" 20-30). The State's influence is wider than the household's
but their objectives are the same

-

to meet human need.

Thus the sociality of man, abetted by language, justifies Aristotle's contention that
man is apolitical being. He infers that man is intended for life in the State because the
State is acondition for complete satisfaction of human existence. The State enumerates
what is just (
Politics

1:2:1253a

35) and extends rights to its members (3:12:1282" 15-

35). Aristotle contends in the Politics

(7:8:1328a

25-30) that the State is an association

of common need in which none stand in relation of means to ends.

However, when
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describing the relationship between slave and master, he appears to qualify this
(1:3:125' 15-35,

1254k

1-3).

Book One of the Politics attempts to trace the origins of society, even while
illustrating that its members complement each other. They are to be classified into those
who perform menial and noble functions, and are consequently positioned in the State by
their utility.

In this respect, women are valued as housekeepers (
2:5: 1264

'

acknowledged primarily as obedient spouses ( 1:13: 1260k 20-30).

1) but

Because of

differentiation of function, the polis would become dependent upon "outsiders" for
provision of vital services (7:10:1330' 25-30). Slaves and aliens were proposed as such
sources of labour.
In commenting upon the Politics, Mary Nichols observes that, to Aristotle, man
fulfils his greatest potential through the activities of citizenship and statesmanship.
"Politics is [to him] natural because it calls forth the exercise of humanity's highest
natural capacity" ( 13).

Max Lerner proposes that Aristotle's defence of the many

provides aclue to his political psychology. " He meant that in their origin and in their
impulses, in terms of the end toward which their development tends, men must be part
of a whole that is greater than tIff sum of its parts.

Except he is a member of a

collectivity, a man ceases to be a man and becomes either something greater or
something less"(26). It is vital that the individual be integrated within society because
the solitary "outsider" is in jeopardy of victimization by ostracism or scapegoating. If
the ostracized are the god-like " select," Aristotle's "beasts," equally stateless, are surely
identifiable as pharnwkoi (
though not so designated in the Politics).

The polarity and
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symmetry of these social aliens is significant, for, together, they personify what the
community suspects and fears as "different."

The savagery of the herd instinctively

concentrates upon its outcasts.
The yearly practice of ostracism was markedly different in form from the
Thargelia, the other annual Athenian participation in social expulsion.

Unlike the

political overtones attached to the ejection of the powerful and elite, the religious
ambience surrounding the rejection of the " social dregs" during this festival necessitated
the formulation of an elaborate ritualism. Istros (3rd century B.C.) cites as its origin the
legend of one Pharmakos, athief, who stole offertory vessels from Apollo's temple and
was punished by being stoned to death by Achilles' followers (Woodhouse 218). A later
explanation, with reputed historical basis, attributes its inception to the slaying of
Androgaeus the Cretan, by Athenians. To expiate the crime, rites of purification, using

phannakoi, were undertaken (Vernant 100).
It has been suggested that the poet Hipponax of Ephesos (
540 B.C.) witnessed or
was earliest to report incidents of human scapegoating. Woodhouse conjectures that the
practice may have survived intermittently into the 5th century B.C. (219) or even into
the Hellenistic period (4th century B.C.) (
320). An extant speech, given in 399 B.C.,
possibly in Lysias, alludes to human pliannakoi (
219).

Ovid ( 18 A.D.) asserted that

during his lifetime the rite was observed in Abdera (220). Helladios (3rd century A.D.)
speaks of the customary use of the scapegoat as purificatory agent (219) and, as late as
1150 A.D., Tzetzes similarly identifies the scapegoat (selected because of physical
repulsiveness) as cleansing mediation historically utilized in time of social calamity (219).
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As in the Hittite experience, animal scapegoating may have occurred in tandem
with human, but this is unverifiable.

Recalling the prominence of animals in Greek

religious ceremony and divination, we might assume their popularity as both scapegoats
and blood offerings.

Masson remarks that "le chien est 1'animal chthonien par

excellence, consacré par les Grecs
infernales.

aHécate,

tout proche des demons et des puissances

Aussi suppose-t-on que le chien est particulièrement apte

aabsorber'

les

impuretés: ii est, si Pon peut dire, un excellent 'bouc émissaire" (22), but no evidence
of its use in preference to human victims among the Greeks is apparent. Gilbert Murray,
who praised "every Greek community

...

[
as] agarrison of civilization amid

...

hordes

of barbarians" (
Epic 11), virtually dismissed the probability of human sacrifice among
the Greeks ( 11-14, 253-58). In contrast, Bremmer asserts its reality, puzzled "why the
Greeks had to use a human being, whereas the Hittites sometimes and the Israelites
always found an animal sufficient. Evidently, to be more civilized does not always mean
to be more humane" (320). In any event, the ceremony surrounding the scapegoating
event was elaborately orchestrated.
On the first day of atwo-day celebration to Apollo, beginning the sixth day of the
month Thargelion (May-June) (Bremmer 301, 308), two victims were taken from the
community. They wore necklaces of dried black and white figs, as purificatory symbols
for men and women respectively, and were prodded through the city, running agauntlet
of buffets about the head and sexual organs (Bremmer 301, Woodhouse 219). Obvious
similarities are apparent between these surrogates and the Hittite substitutory lamb with
its collar of green and black stones (Sayce 283), or the condemned felon beaten along the
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streets on the sixth day of the Babylonian new year celebrations (Gaster 62).

All are

distinctly evocative of the bruised and chastised sufferer of Isaiah 53.
The fates of the phannakoi were various, but fire and water, antique accessories
to sacrifice, frequently were associated with their deaths.

Sometimes they were burnt

alive and the ashes strewn to the winds or scattered upon rivers, symbols of the
underworld. Often they were beaten or stoned (Woodhouse 219). At Leukas, scapegoats
were thrown or pushed from acliff (Woodhouse 221). But some scholars contend that,
generally, the pharmakos was not slaughtered but simply expelled from the community,
like the ancient Hittite counterpart (Bremmer 317).
An element of pathos pervades the act of scapegoating. As part of the denial of
its reality, afiction prevailed that every victim offered himself willingly. An exceptional
instance of such generosity is the recorded substitutionary gesture made by the friends
Kratinos and Aristodemos who, when Epimenides was purifying Attica after the murder
of Kylon, volunteered themselves as cleansing agents for their native land (Vernant 105,
Woodhouse 219).

But more commonly the candidates, so essential for society's

exoneration, were coerced, or hired at state expense, as amacabre source on which to
draw as calamity or crisis arose.

There is evidence that one individual contracted to

serve as saviour to plague-ridden Massilia in exchange for ayear's subsidized existence.
He thus embodied social superiority and inferiority, being at once redeemer and victim,
thus sacred and accursed (Petronius fr. 1.323). During his period of sacralization, he
was entertained at the city centre (agora). After twelve months, he was publicly paraded,
and cursed with the guilt of the community, in a manner similar to the Hebrew
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scapegoat. "Elimination from the community started from the heart of that community"
(Bremmer 313), culminating beyond its walls, where often the scapegoat was pelted to
death with rocks (Frazer, Scapegoat 253).

The ejection was a collective catharsis, in

belief that "the involvement of all persons in the expulsion of one member of the group
helps reconstitute that group" (Bremmer 315).

Betrayal of the one by the many was

expedient.
In Athens, the day following the dismissal of the pharmckos was celebrated as a
festival of fertility and seasonal rejuvenation. Olive branches, hung with figs and vials
of wine and oil, and decorated with strands of wool, were carried through the streets by
boys. Temples and household doors were festooned with the Eiresione to ensure concord
and plenty. But without the communal discharge of the "venom" on the preceding day,
the renewal on this joyful occasion was impossible. As poison and curse, medicine and
cure, the pharmakoi served as socially designated replacements in centres as distant as
Marseilles, Thrace and Athens, through to the fifth century B.C.

A Latin equivalent

surfaced in Rome where, each March, aman representing both the vegetative god Mars
and the stricken scapegoat, was beaten out of the city by priests (Frazer, Scapegoat 229).
This rite (reminiscent of the Asiatic dying god cycles of fruitfulness and decay)
presumably served the dual purpose of expelling a depleted generative force and a
burdened carrier of communal guilt, during aperiod of annual renewal.
Expulsion, the conventional fate of the scapegoat, reinforces our awareness of the
scapegoat's designation as "foreigner," a thing beyond the social pale, to be used,
without compunction.

Bremmer makes a valuable familial connection between the
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various degrees of Greek pharmakoi and their situations: " Criminals, slaves, ugly
persons, strangers, young men and women, and aking
these different signifiers

...

possess the same signified

in common that they are situated at the margin of

--

...

have something in common
since all these categories have

...

society" (303).

A sinister

atmosphere surrounds the designation of the scapegoat, whether recorded in oriental or
Hellenistic cultures and religions.

Isuggest that such asingular ambience distinguishes

Shakespeare's utilization of the concept. For him, the image is more than its explication,
for it is embedded in our inner consciousness, activating our personal experience of
"using" and being "used." Shakespeare recognizes that, in asituation contrived by the
manipulator, the scapegoat may, paradoxically, attain the potency of an icon. Thus the
inherent reciprocity between victimizer and victim can merge into a complex
configuration of mutual power. Authority is dedicated to the logic of exclusion which
operates to stigmatize the scapegoat as the embodiment of negativity in society. Yet this
personification of bad luck ensures communal purification.

ifi

Having reviewed some instances of scapegoating in the societies and religions of
oriental and occidental cultures, Ihope in this portion of my study to trace the influences
and significance of the scapegoat pattern when transformed by dramatic art, as observed
within specific classical Greek and Roman dramas.

In each of the plays selected its

presence is unstated but implied through the empowering theme of " riddance" permeating
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all.
Attic drama worked the familiar presence of the phannakos in Greek thought into
representations of social marginalization unequalled in later theatre.

The crises of

expulsion and the centrality of the surrogate, manifest in anthropology and theology, are
discernible particularly in the context of Greek tragedy, where violence and victimization
seem, similarly, to define the scapegoat. But, whereas this figure is directly observable
as acultural and religious phenomenon, in drama it is primarily an associative presence.
On stage, parallels implied, but not explicitly stated, evoke scapegoat analogies
reminiscent of the archetypal "outsider" revealed in early myth. Though Greek drama
recreated the fundamentals of myth, an idiom in which anthropology and theology
coalesce,

it freely investigated the social intricacies of power and dependency

surrounding the scapegoat.

Uniquely, drama has the capacity to reveal distinctions

between the tragic victim, the scapegoat and the comic dupe.

Recognition of such

subtleties are significant to us because of the use made by Shakespeare of these images
in his dramatization of the nature and attainment of power.
In attempting to discover evidence of the scapegoating mechanism, primarily in
Sophocles' Oedipus Rex and Oedipus at Colonus, aspects of the practice apparent in
Euripides' Alcestis and Sophocles' Philoctetes are also noted, in order to illustrate its
prominence in Greek tragedy. Similarly, the scapegoat's presence within Roman comedy
is recognized, specifically in the reciprocity apparent between fool and flatterer in
Plautus' Miles Gloriosus and Terence's Heautontimorumenos (
The Self-Tormentor). My
treatment does not purport to be comprehensive.

By being highly selective, Ihope to
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concentrate attention upon the existence and forcefulness of the scapegoat as an
acknowledged dramatic agent within classical drama.
Oedipus is acharacter of Greek myth and drama whose pivotal position as both
execrated and precious scapegoat exemplifies with great clarity and intensity the
paradoxically heroic heights possible to the socially rejected. Halting and blinded, he is
the maimed object of communal coercion and rebuke.

Denounced for a deed

unknowingly committed, he is segregated as ascapegoat upon whom society's horror of
parricide and incest can be placed.

The underlying foulness of the group thus becomes

personified in this cripple, fated to be both ejected and protected by opposing power
factions.

His physical and moral deformities occasion unease among the citizens of

Thebes.

In repulsion, they designate him .apublic liability because his shameful acts

result in communal turmoil (much as in medieval lore the maimed Fisher King's wound
engendered sterility within his realm).
power and weakness.

Oedipus is apawn in the game played to align

He is a contradiction.

While bearing the weight of his own

troubles, he carries his people's sorrows: "Igrieve at once / Both for the general and
myself and you" (King 64-5).
outcast.

He exists as both king and scapegoat, protector and

The terror and pathos associated with Thebes' rejection of him and Oedipus'

humiliation are inherently tragic. The distraught king pleads for banishment, yet only
when exiled does he become, once more, imperative to the welfare of his subjects. As
developed in Oedipus at Colonus, an ambience of sacralization, born of pity and fear,
surrounds his suffering.

Segregated as subject of oracular pronouncements, he figures

as apowerful talisman whose repugnant physical presence can assure national security.
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But Oedipus is resentful of his people's harsh judgment and subsequent courtship. He
reacts irately upon discovering himself to be the object of ruse and exploitation.
Repudiating former associations, he obstinately refuses to be used to enhance his
persecutors' power. He clearly perceives their intentions: "Thou art come to take me,
not to take me home, / But plant me on thy borders, that thy State / May so escape
annoyance" (Sophocles, Colonus 785-87).
Though Oedipus is conceived as asocial contaminant, he is notable as ascapegoat
because, in his situation, the question of the scapegoat as tragic hero arises. The tragic
protagonist, according to criteria established by Aristotle in the Poetics, must be one
neither completely virtuous nor thoroughly corrupt, who encounters misfortune, not as
aresult of evil, but of ham artia, an error in judgment. His consequent suffering is pitiful
because undeserved.

The fall of such afigure generates fear in beholders because he

reminds them of their frailty.
As a figure of superior proportions, the tragic hero suggests a degree of
idealization and perfection rarely associated with the scapegoat. The tragic hero proceeds
from aposition of authority, the scapegoat from a state of weakness.

The tragic hero

embodies all that is titanic in human conduct, and the scapegoat all that is abject. The
hero's unquestionable nobility and devotion to honour reflect a " greatness of soul"
proceeding from magnanimity, adeserved pride in accordance with his merits (sanctioned
by Aristotle in The Nichomachean Ethics, Book IV).

The scapegoat's submissiveness

reflects aspirit bruised by intimidation.
The tragic hero expects that his community's salient duty is to honour natural
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excellence. The scapegoat demonstrates that his society's chief delight is to exploit the
marginalized. Though polarized, these figures share asignificant attribute. Both possess
infinite capacity for suffering.

The tragic hero, like the scapegoat, can be "used" to

either justify or reproach society. Both are alienated from, and by, their community.
However, the fall of the tragic hero "while it destroys him, invisibly reintegrates him
with the community of the audience. As long as he was in prosperity he was inscrutable,
with his own world locked up inside him; once fallen, something of his world passes into
our possession" (Frye, Natural 102).

Such identification with the scapegoat and his

predicament usually occurs less frequently.
The tragic hero is assumed to be hounded by Fate. It activates the suffering he
is called to endure. The scapegoat too must bow to circumstance, but the coercive forces
he confronts originate principally from society. The hero should, ideally, be prominent
and apparently fortunate, one in whom we witness a change in condition.

Though

possible, no such qualifications need pertain to the pharmakos. By definition, he is preeminently a " reject" of the community.
The tragic protagonist is frequently celebrated for self-reliance. The scapegoat
is, noticeably, adesolate figure who is hardly afree agent. However, like Oedipus, an
individual may be perceived as both tragic hero and scapegoat, because of the role played
as indisputable leader and indispensable bearer.
In examining Oedipus' character and tragic destiny, René Girard consistently
interprets Sophocles' dramas as depictions of social crisis involving the surrogate victim.
In The Scapegoat ( 1986), he identifies Sophocles' account of the Oedipus myth as
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containing all the stereotypes of persecution (
25). These he enumerates as ( 1) real acts
of violence, (2) real crisis, (3) victims designated, not for their crimes, but for signs of
victimization, (4) imposition of blame upon victims who must be destroyed or banished
(24). He cleverly comprehends the essential " separateness" of Oedipus, who "manages
to combine the marginality of the outsider with the marginality of the insider" (
25)
through his paradoxical role as pollutant and powerful monarch, outcast and tragic hero.
These attributes signify him as "averitable conglomerate of victim's signs" (26), which
convinces Girard that the myth of Oedipus is not merely aliterary or psychoanalytic text,
but a persecution text, in which historical reality is mirrored (27).
Sophocles' dramas detail the transformation of the hero

-

to victim

For Girard,
-

to saviour.

Oedipus ranges from criminal problem to divine solution, reflecting the propensities of
the classical phannakos as poison and medicine and the scriptural scapegoat as profane
and sacred.
Conceived as a persecution text, Oedipus functions for Girard as a classic
depiction of the scapegoat because it documents one punished by the community and
forced to suffer the misdeeds of others. Yet this interpretation of the drama leads Girard
to ignore textual evidence of Oedipus as culpable. The nuances of the drama, suggesting
the hero both as innocent and guilty, are not properly addressed, although Girard
acknowledges the " ingenious solutions" of mythology to "reveal innocent culprits, like
Oedipus, juxtaposed with communities that are innocently guilty" (82).

In such

instances, attribution of violence to the gods exonerates the community from the violence
it displaces onto the scapegoat during the act of "mimetic desire."
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Several have disagreed with Girard's interpretation of Oedipus as scapegoat.
Pietro Pucci considers it "at once powerful and oversimplified" because he "applies his
anthropological model

...

while disregarding acloser reading of the text" (42).

Pucci

argues that "the image of the pharmakos is certainly present at the beginning of the play"
(45) but notes that the ritual expulsion Girard projects for the ending of Oedipus is not
textually apparent, because Oedipus is not in fact exiled from Thebes at that point.
Therefore he maintains that, in Oedipus Rex, "there is no scapegoat and no savior of the
crisis" (46).

Oedipus remains in Thebes at the end of the play, contemplating life

"outside Thebes in aspiritual and physical dimension of solitude and recollection" (46).
This new retrospective aspect of his character transforms Oedipus into "the conscious
tragic hero" (47). Countering Girard, Pucci concludes that "the play ends without any
ending.

...

It is for this reason that the tragic pharmakon can only be intuited, the

scapegoat can only be imagined along the line of the transgression, but it cannot heal.
It is this unending end that makes Oedipus Rex eminently tragic" (47).
Similarly Laura Jepson argues that Oedipus is not an innocent victim.

She

condemns him "as the agent of his own guilt" (38). In that " Oedipus constitutes aritual
defilement" (44) he must be dissociated from the community.
But, according to William McCollum, Oedipus is atragic hero who reacts against
imposed calamity, but is innocent of it.

He contends that Sophocles in Oedipus at

Colonus finds the king "not guilty" (
53). Peter Burian takes up the argument of Oedipus'
role in that drama by focusing upon his transformation from reviled to revered sufferer.
In this respect, the author expresses the conviction that "cursing and blessing, vengeance
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and protection are simply two ways of looking at the hero's power" (416).

Through

Oedipus' "paradoxical role as suppliant and savior, victim and avenger, seeds of his
transformation from outcast to hero are sown" (417).
Significantly, Euripides presents afemale counterpart to the great-hearted hero.
In the drama Alcestis he reveals the generous qualities of a woman who alone has
sufficient courage to stand surety for her husband and thereby save him from death. As
willing substitute, this wife emerges as the heroine of the play, superior in humanity and
fidelity to its self-centred male character.
Though Admetus, king of Thessaly, gratefully acknowledges his wife's ultimate
gesture, his notably self-indulgent expression of sorrow suggests that her response is his
necessity. Her trial of devotion is occasioned by Apollo's desire to repay the king's
former kindness to him. The god negotiates the Fates' pledge that Admetus could escape
death if someone would die in his stead. Only his wife offers. He gives her to Death,
grateful that she assumes what is too hideous for him.

In her replacement capacity,

Alcestis accepts the complex role of consenting scapegoat and martyr. As the former,
she serves as salvation and commutation. As the latter, she witnesses to extraordinary
love and allegiance. Admetus promises to honour and mourn for her to his life's end,
but makes no attempt to reverse their positions.
In the midst of the funeral procession, the hero Heracles enters, and, when he
learns of the tragedy, he determines to retrieve Alcestis from Hades. Upon his return,
he leads aveiled woman, whom he entrusts to Admetus. The king reluctantly agrees to
accept this responsibility because the female vaguely resembles Alcestis.

Before
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departing, Heracles removes the woman's veil, discovering the live Alcestis. He leaves
Admetus rejoicing in his good fortune.
Alcestis is surely arevealing account of the unusual retrieval of ascapegoat. The
myth of Philoctetes, as adapted by Sophocles, offers, by contrast, aportrayal of the
attempted restoration of a scapegoat who resists reinstatement into the community.
Philoctetes, praised by Homer as "well-skilled with the bow" (2.628), possessed
Heracles' fabled bow and arrows. On the way to Troy, he and the Greek force stopped
at an island, where Philoctetes was bitten by asacred serpent. By reason of his resulting
offensive wound and screams of pain, Philoctetes becomes adisturbing and polluting
liability to the army. Upon Odysseus' advice, the Greeks abandon him in his agony at
Lemnos, an uninhabited island. Ten years afterward, in the final year .of the Trojan war,
a prophecy proclaimed that Troy could not be taken without the aid of this disabled
outcast and his famed armoury.
The plot develops about the intent by the Greeks to use any means to bring the
bitter and suspicious Philoctetes to Troy as an instrument to facilitate victory. The dual
attributes of the scapegoat are apparent in his characterization. He figures as bane and
blessing to the Greek force.

It originally rejects him as adisgusting burden and later

woos him as a surety of success.

Under the direction of Odysseus and the young

Neoptolemus, Achilles' son, it is sought to trick Philoctetes into assent. In the course
of the drama, the exploitive techniques of the powerful, intent upon success, are
counterpoised with the exile's pathetic gestures of trust toward Achilles' son, who, under
Odysseus' influence, dupes him.
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When guile fails, Odysseus impatiently threatens to secure Philoctetes' bow and
arrows forcibly and with them win for himself the personal glory of victory.

It is

apparent that Philoctetes is still considered expendable, tolerated only for his mighty
weapons and his immediate use as an assurance of Greek ascendancy. Understandably,
this alienated sufferer is unwilling to accept tantalizing promises of cure and fame if he
accedes to the pressure of those whose treachery he has previously experienced.
In atonement for his former deceit and manipulation, Neoptolemus eventually
relents and agrees to return the cripple to his home without any conditions or
reservations. As they are about to leave Lemnos, Heracles appears. Where coercion,
trickery and exploitation failed, spiritual intervention succeeds. This ghostly intercessor
orders Philoctetes to Troy. Addressing Philoctetes and Neoptolemus, he bonds together
the erstwhile deceived and deceiver: " Like two lions together on the prowl, / Either the
other guards" ( 1435-36). Recognition of dependency is an essential component of this
drama which, ironically, reflects the mutuality underlying the scapegoat process itself.
The central problem in Philoctetes arises from the conflict between the individual and the
demands of asociety intent upon using its members to secure collective benefit. Initially,
Neoptolemus, as arepresentative of authority, is anot uncompliant accomplice of the
ruthless Odysseus.

Latterly, as an advocate for justice, he illuminates the devious

processes of scapegoating and its sinister capacity for recruiting and subverting the
unwary. Philoctetes is aware that Neoptolemus is being "directed" by Odysseus and he
confronts the wily old soldier: "Thou circumvented me
stalking horse, /

...

...

,

/Making this

Thy tool who merely did as he was bidden /

...

...

boy thy

he learnt thy
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villainy" ( 1006-14).

To this the ever-politic warrior replies: "Iam aman / Who can

adapt his humour to the hour. /

...

My one concern is ever to prevail" (1050-54). That

cryptic response echoes throughout the literature of the villain, antiphonally voiced by
Shakespeare's Richard III, lago and achorus of associates.
Burian considers the importance of exploitation in the process of asserting power.
He notes that writers such as C.H. Whitman, Sophocles: aStudy of Heroic Humanism
(207) and B.M. Knox, The Heroic Temper (156), have compared Creon in the Oedipus
dramas to Odysseus in Philoctetes.

With Burian, these authors recognize that both

shrewd pragmatists "know of oracles concerning aman whose power they wish to use
for their own ends. Both intend to win that power by any means without fully accepting
the man himself.

Both employ intrigue as their weapon" (Burian 418).

Oedipus' son seeks to bend him to his advantage.

Similarly,

The reciprocities of power and

weakness and their continuity are conveyed through Oedipus' curse, "to which he was
bred and which he breeds" (Burian 247). Father and son are equally indictable.
Knavery, in various guises, is frequently an adjunct to scapegoating. To exploit
another, one must be willing to dissemble.

In the tragedies I have considered for

evidence of scapegoats, all include characters who, to protect or project themselves,
dismiss integrity in favour of expediency. Admetus and Odysseus are obsessed with the
need to achieve their goals:
respectively.

the escape from death and the enticement of Philoctetes,

Nothing is allowed to intervene.

while their enterprises are in process.

Compassion is suspended or rejected

In Philoctetes and Alcestis, the arrogant

campaigner and the self-absorbed king experience power as apersonal capacity to effect
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change. To succeed is, for them, to alter the course of the Trojan War and the laws of
mortality.

In Sophocles' adaptation of the Oedipus myth, however, the persistent

commitment to power is an integral part of communal activity. The incentive to brand
their king as ascapegoat facilitates, among Thebans, amore complex configuration of
denial responses than is noted in either Philoctetes or Alcestis.

Thebes suspects that

Oedipus' transgression is associated with the plague ravaging them. By ejecting him as
a pollutant from their midst, they hope to expel contagion.
morally (as their king

They blind themselves

has blinded himself physically) to the reality of collective

responsibility for defilement.
The Oedipus plays are conventionally considered tragedies of destiny illustrating
the reversal of fortune portrayed in the passage of a great man from prosperity to
misfortune describing, therefore, the frightening trajectory of the classic hero. But in
these plays particularly, attributes of the hero and the scapegoat overlap. For example,
Oedipus, whether as autocratic king or humiliated regicide, functions in isolation. At the
height of his power, he stands splendidly aloof.

In the depths of his degradation, he

blinds himself in order to separate himself from all contact with humanity.

His only

companion is Antigone. He endures death alone. Solitude is adistinguishing mark of
the "outsider."

The fact that it relates to both the greatness of the hero and the

sacralization of the scapegoat makes it at once aglorification and acondemnation.
Though not of the stature of Oedipus, the solitary Philoctetes exhibits another
attribute of the "outsider"

-

the heroic capacity to endure. Denied Oedipus' apotheosis,

he yet achieves some measure of ennoblement through adherence to conviction and
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submission to Apollo. Similarly, Alcestis' purposefulness identifies her as "different."
Her obedience to the stipulated conditions for saving Admetus imparts to her an aura of
sacredness, though Rosemary Nielsen depicts her death as "fraudulently manipulated"
(93). She perceives this drama as stripping away "the veneer of respectability" ( 110) that
obscures the ruthlessness of exploitation.
When scapegoating was represented in Greek drama the intricate chain of power
and weakness was most frequently distinguishable through interpretations that were
variations upon sacred incident already familiar to audiences. In contrast, Roman theatre
drew widely upon imported sources for inspiration. As F.H. Sandbach remarks: "It is
not surprising that when the Romans began to develop aliterature of their own, they
should have been dependent on the highly advanced productions of the Greeks" ( 107).
The Latin world, like the Greek, equated festival and drama.

As at the Greek

Greater Dionysia, dramatic performance was a feature of a Roman April holiday,
instituted in 204, celebrating the great Phrygian Mother Goddess (Sandbach 107). Both
national audiences were therefore participants in public drama, by reason of attending a
religious celebration,

because such performances were included in the official

proceedings. In designating the scapegoat, Greek classical tragedy proclaims this figure
as vicarious sufferer.

A different perspective of the scapegoat is presented in Roman

classical comedy. Focus is transferred from the scapegoat as carrier of social accusation
to its position as bearer of ridicule. The archetypal "goat" becomes the "gull," an object
of laughter. The pharinakos is admirably delineated in Greek tragedy. Its variant, the
dupe, is superbly depicted in Roman comedy.
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Aristotle, in Poetics, states that comedy imitates the actions of men worse than
the average. It is in such amilieu that the manipulative skills of the deceiver are readily
observed.

While comedy reflects the amenities of social living, it ridicules those who

pursue their own ways counter to the community. The naive scapegoat often confuses
appearance with reality. He falsely evaluates himself, and his self-deception encourages
others to mock and outmaneouvre him. His fate is inextricably linked to the deceiver,
the shrewd manipulator of the absurdities of others.
In the ancient theatre, the exploration of comic dimensions in the victimvictimizer relationship evolved primarily from the gradual identification of stock
character types.

Thus the wronged woman, the stern father, the courtesan and,

particularly, the clever slave, could be slotted into stereotyped plots involving hilarious
complications and coincidences that featured the prototypical gull and his facilitator, the
trickster.

The latter appears to be an essential element in occidental and oriental

cultures, often figuring as acombination of dissembler and culture hero. This "goblin
belongs to atype of minor deities that

...

are simultaneously bad and good. The good

trickster always makes up for the damage that he has done in his capacity as a bad
trickster" (Girard, Envy 237).

For example, in Greek mythology, Hermes was

celebrated not only as patron of cunning and trickery, but also as honoured messenger
of the Olympians. Similarly, Loki, the trickster and rogue of Scandinavian mythology
is renowned for discernment. D. Gifford proposes that the trickster depicted in classical
Roman art (and subsequently transformed in medieval works) may be descended from
the Egyptian god Seth-Typhon, deceiver, brother and slayer of Osiris.

Particularly as
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featured upon curse-tablets, or defixiones, Seth appears to be perpetuated, as late as the
twelfth century, as "the evil prince of confusion" (33). Gifford concludes that "medieval
tombs, penitentials and the survival of Roman festivals may all help cast
light on the trickster tradition" (
35).

...

gleams of

Such intimations of cross-fertilization of

components of the trickster image vouches for the abiding popularity of wit over
dullness. The trickster's victims are generally unaware of his intrigues as he involves
them in an equivocal game in which the elements of mutual trust and cooperation are
compromised.

The naive have whatever social powers and authority they may enjoy

filched from them by the clever improvisations of the trickster whose nimble intellect
allows him to devise schemes to captivate the dullard. Innocence is the dupe's essential
flaw, which when coupled with stupidity and conceit, presents aperfect target for one
who excels in imagination and cunning.
The process of gulling inverts the normal power structure. In Greek and Roman
comedy, the lowliest member of society, the slave, frequently seeks to rise above his
betters, through subterfuge and rascality.

Though in the end the established social

structure isn't altered, these plays display the safe and limited depiction of rebellion
against authority.
Probably one of the most famous gulls of classical drama is Pyrgopolynices, the
braggart warrior.

His character and comic situation was adapted by Plautus from a

Greek New Comedy of unknown authorship.

Scenes of ridicule abound in Miles

Gloriosus, where trickster and flatterer (Gk. kolax), exploit the boaster and imposter
(Gk. alazon).

The flatterer is avariant of the trickster, in that he employs deceit to
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attain concrete benefits. The Miles Gloriosus in fact opens with the parasite Artotrogus
fawning upon the appreciative conceited soldier, admittedly because thereby he is assured
of a dinner: "If you never change, you'll never miss a meal; / You'll always be my
table's closest friend" (I.i.50-1).

A direct Renaissance descendant of this Ephesian

sycophant is the ever-hungry and opportunistic Pasiphilo, in George Gascoigne's
Supposes. Both demonstrate that flattery gives unlimited access to the table of the vain.
By contrast, the trickster-slave Palaestrio in Plautus' play is more instrumental to theplot
because he positions his arrogant master for abuse by planning and directing tactics for
Pyrgopolynices' humiliation.

In recognition of his organizational skills, Palaestrio is

frequently addressed by others as "master craftsman" (III.iii.902).
The function of the alazon is to absorb ridicule.

He is an imposter, so self-

deluded that he believes reality to be as it appears to him. This basic misconception is
emphasized through the double plot of the Miles Gloriosus, which details the elaborate
strategies for gulling the pompous warrior and his parallel dupe, the stupid slave
Sceledrus.

Both are completely fooled and left at the mercy of the triumphant

opposition, directed by the slave-hero Palaestrio. He is himself an imposter, playing as
he does roles of loyal servant, confidant to his fellow-slave and ingenious organizer of
the intricate confusion. But he is never self-deceived within these roles. He intentionally
misrepresents himself in order to entangle and manipulate the alazons whom he entices
deeper into self-delusion.
The action in Miles Gloriosus revolves about the ludicrous lecher and military
fraud Pyrgopolynices, who steals an Athenian courtesan during her lover's absence. By
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aseries of misfortunes, the latter's slave becomes slave to the vainglorious soldier. But
Palaestrio is a wily servant.
courtesan's abduction.

He manages to inform his previous master of the

As aresult, Pleusicles, the lover, hastens to Ephesus, settling

next-door, in the home of the old bachelor, Periplectomenus, afamily friend.

In the

course of aconvoluted plot, the inspired trickster so cajoles and compliments his fatuous
master that he willingly releases his Athenian mistress, sending her back laden with gifts,
with Palaestrio as her personal slave and Pleusicles as the disguised captain of her
homeward-bound vessel.

As a parting gesture, Palaestrio has orchestrated a plot

whereby, with the help of a hired courtesan and the amenable old bachelor,
Pyrgopolynices is publicly scandalized as an adulterer.

The blustering warrior is

completely duped into expectations of anew love assignation, only to be caught and
beaten. True to form, the braggart is easily intimidated when pressed and confesses his
guilt.

Much to the glee of everyone, the coward begs to be spared.

The gulling has

succeeded perfectly, because, though everyone else recognizes that Pyrgopolynices is
morally compromised, he remains unaware that he is abutt of their jibes. He assumes
himself victimized, cheated of rightful property by acrook. These two assessments of
the same situation stand, awaiting the audience's decision.
As an adaptation from Greek comedy,

Miles Gloriosus is a rollicking

representative of the genre delineating the gull and trickster.

It is more farcical than

Heautontimorumenos (The Self-Tormentor), Terence's more sedate study of the same
relationship. Significantly, the insolence and inversion of authority that characterize the
schemes of Plautus' saucy slave Palaestrio are largely absent from the tactics of Syrus,
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the more subdued slave in The Self-Tormentor. Though as shrewd as Plautus' conniving
servant, Terence's lackey is troubled about proceeding with the trickery of his master in
order to assist the love-life of his master's son, Clitipho. He queries the consequences
to himself if discovered. This drama primarily investigates the intricacies of father-son
relationships, only secondarily focusing upon master-slave interactions. Terence's drama
offers representations of permissive and authoritarian fatherhood.

What begins as an

object lesson given by Chremes, the complaisant parent, ends with his grudging assent
to his neighbour Menedemus' temperate advice upon child-rearing.
The plot concerns the schemes devised by their two sons to have their loves while
still maintaining their fathers' good will.

Clitipho, Chremes' son, is involved with a

mercenary courtesan who dominates him and Clinia, Menedemus' son, loves and is
adored by the circumspect orphan, Antiphila. Through ascheme devised by Syrus, the
young women are brought to Chremes' house. The courtesan is introduced as Clinia's
mistress and Antiphila sequestered, as her servant, with Clitipho' smother. After aseries
of complicated interactions, Chremes grows suspicious of the boys and seeks Syrus'
assistance in acounter-scheme. Syrus rejoices at yet another opportunity to fool others,
with his master's apparent sanction: "Inever

...

I

...

heard him offer such an invitation

/To me to outwit him and run less risk" (III.ii.557-60).
A third plot discloses Antiphila as Chremes' lost daughter. When Clinia and his
father are reconciled, Syrus must quickly improvise another way of tricking the fathers
into allowing one son to marry and the other to secure money to dispatch his clinging
courtesan. Syrus persuades his master to personally recompense the courtesan for loss
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into allowing one son to marry and the other to secure money to dispatch his clinging
courtesan. Syrus persuades his master to personally recompense the courtesan for loss
of her former " servant" Antiphila.

Chremes agrees, still duped into believing that the

courtesan is Clinia' smistress. Clinia' sfather arrives to tell Chremes that the courtesan
he has just paid off is, in fact, his own son's mistress.

Chremes is astounded that he

could have been so totally deceived by his son and Syrus.

He disinherits his son, in

favour of his newly restored daughter, Antiphila, who is to marry Clinia.
Menedemus intercedes for Clitipho and his father relents.

But

Clitipho begs his father to

pardon Syrus, the fertile source of all this deception. Happily, once again, the trickster
escapes unscathed, though the dupes are left bruised.
When encountering the trickster in classical comedy, one sees that almost every
one is an endearing rascal.

Though not himself the ostensible hero, he has away of

taking centre stage, usually at the expense of his poor dupe.. Though he seldom has real
social power, his wit is skilfully employed to give a semblance of authority.
Manipulation, persuasion and pandering are the trickster's stock-in-trade, employed to
deceive the fool by exploiting his weakness and subjecting him to mockery. Unlike the
tragic scapegoat, the gull often himself displays an appetite for gulling, but is seldom
clever enough to cheat others into playing the fool. In the theatre, the dupe, as comic
butt of others, functions as asafety device by which we may resist the chaos threatened
in tragedy.

The hilarious disorder and confusion of comedy, where gull and trickster

romp, distance us from realities at which we would weep if we did not laugh.
Having examined two ancient comedies that define tricksters and gulls and four
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as objects of manipulation. Like the factual "outsider," the fictional counterpart confirms
that "the highest form of aggrandizement is power and power consists in using other
people. ' Nature' in man means simply this will to power" (Grene 143).
It is the mutual involvement of heart and head, experienced in drama, that permits
us to appraise the scapegoat, tragic or comic, as one exploited "by those of his
community who have assumed that branding him is reason sufficient for discarding the
victim from their midst, on sheer grounds of self-interest" (Grene 154).

Whether

portrayed as asacred and profane king, dutiful surrogate, expedient instrument, or butt
of tricksters' abuse and deception, the scapegoat/gull emerges as avital component in the
drama of Greece and Rome. From these antecedents, the figure evolves, attaining full
stature in the Elizabethan theatre.
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CHAPTER TWO

Coriolanus

-

A Leader Led

The presence of the scapegoat in myth and religion suggests its potential as a
dramatic device, reinforced as biographical accounts of the surrogate victim emerged on
the margin between myth and history. For example, the story of the fabulous warrior
Coriolanus is included in aparallel comparison of the lives of forty-six memorable
Greeks and Romans, written by Plutarch.
Attempts to discover the sources from which Shakespeare drew the plots of his
dramas have been numerous, involving, in the case of the Roman plays and Timon of
Athens, conjecture about Shakespeare's knowledge and use of Greek and Roman drama.
Probably, as T.W. Baldwin sought to prove, Shakespeare's grammar school education
introduced him to certain classical authors and provided him .with the associated linguistic
foundations of. rhetoric, logic and grammar.

Baldwin is assured of Shakespeare's

familiarity with the Latin poets Ovid, Virgil, Horace and Juvenal. Pertaining to drama,
Anders presumes Shakespeare's acquaintance with Plautus and Seneca, either in the
original or translation, since these authors "were accounted the best for classical Comedy
and Tragedy by the Elizabethans" (32-4). With specific reference to Greek literature and
drama, Shakespeare's knowledge is considered to have been obtained indirectly, perhaps
through translations or awareness of popularizations of the ancient classical themes.
In any event, Shakespeare and his contemporaries, perceiving that "originality is
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not creative production but novel combination" (Anders xvi), advantageously used these
rich sources.

As Kenneth Muir observes of Coriolanus, "Shakespeare takes the main

incidents of his play from Plutarch's Life, though he selects and rearranges them" (246).
He suggests that Shakespeare closely follows Sir Thomas North's translation ( 1579) of
the Lives, which was, in turn, a rendering of the French version of Jacques Amyot.
However, he acknowledges the possibility of other influential sources such as Livy,
Philemon Holland's translation of the tale in 1601 and political works such as Richard
Knolles's translation, in 1606, of Six Bookes of aCommonweale, by Bodin (241).
In Shakespeare's drama, the victor of Corioli offers an insight into the subtleties
of establishing dominance in anascent republic. William Hazlitt, writing of Coriolanus,
proclaimed it acompetent statement of "power and the abuse of it" (
53), observing that
its appeal is rooted in the " love of power in ourselves and the admiration of it in others
the one makes

...

atyrant, the other a slave" (
55).

Shakespeare's confrontational

-

theatre of plebeians and patricians is essentially a dramatization of this truism and a
forerunner of modern social drama.
While much critical assessment of Coriolanus interprets this drama as being about
the drive to secure power, it has recently been appraised in terms of gender and the
related issue of exploitation. This is afruitful approach directed toward examination of
close relationships and reactions in time of testing.
aspect in her essay "Anger's My Meat':

Janet Adelman has pursued this

Feeding, Dependency and Aggression in

Coriolanus" ( 1976). She focuses upon the insatiable zeal that Volumnia transmits to her
son, while analyzing the apparent affection and sexuality in the drama in terms of male-
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female psychology.

This psychoanalytic appraisal of mother and son as mutually

voracious and unsatisfied beings surrealistically transforms the text's images of feeding
and dependency. The mouth of the nursing infant becomes the warrior's bloody gaping
wound ( 110). Oral fixation evolves into bellicosity, vulnerability into aggression.
Adelman indicts Volumnia as afailed mother, unwilling and unable to nurture.
Coriolanus, denied her nourishing affection, and thrust too early into the male world of
violence and war, is forced to feed upon himself, as he strives for self-sufficiency. "And
his whole life becomes a kind of phallic exhibitionism, devoted to disproving the
possibility that he is vulnerable" (Adelman, 111). Adelman' sstriking inference contorts
Coriolanus into anarcissistic character who is areflection of his mother.

It is the potent

mother-son dyad of mythology.
The obvious significance of male-female allegiances and domination in Coriolanus
has also been effectively treated by Adelman as she uses the belly fable, told by
Menenius, to support her contention that unsatisfied hunger (physical or psychological)
spawns aggression: "The spectre of amultitude of hungry mouths, ready to rise and
demand their own, is the exciting cause of Coriolanus, the image of the mother who has
not fed her children enough is at its center" ( 109).
Stanley Cavell, while acknowledging Adelman's assessment, chooses to identify
the play's motivation as primarily contingent upon the audience's understanding of the
nature of the body politic.

He indicates the source of Coriolanus' frustrations to be

• based in the warrior's "absolute contempt for the people" and "absolute need for them.
what maddens him is that neither the people nor his mother

--

neither of the things
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that mean Rome

--

will understand his position" (
155). His feelings foster his withdrawal

into self-righteousness. The erstwhile national hero becomes increasingly isolated from
the reality of communal life.
To Cavell, Coriolanus is adrama about the preservation of the community. He
asserts that it is not about politics, "if this means about political authority or conflict.
It is about

...

what it is that makes arational animal fit for conversation, for civility"

(165). It allows us to observe the attempted domestication of the Aristotelian god/beast.
I suggest that, in revealing the coercion and manipulation inherent in the
socialization process, this drama reiterates Plato's assertion of the primacy of the State,
and the alienation of the individual "other." Coriolanus increasingly demonstrates his
unsuitability to participate in communal life. He becomes progressively identifiable as
an unassimilable hero with all the ambiguous qualities that make agood scapegoat and
the requirements for asacrificial victim.
The repeated word "alone" charges this drama with an aura of isolation.'
Coriolanus' innate solitariness is aclue to his ambiguous position as both predator and
prey. Mistaken in his conviction of self-sufficiency and indispensability, he aspires to
be agod, but is transformed into ascapegoat.

His opposing virtues and vices interact,

preparing him for eventual victimization.
The aristocratic Coriolanus might be expected to show contempt for the
aspirations of the lower classes, but we realize that he also stands apart from his "true
bred" peers. As Frye observes, Coriolanus is concerned with the "collision of personal

'According to The Harvard Concordance to Shakespeare (Spevack), it occurs fourteen times.
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loyalties" (
Fools 50). Conformity is the prime concern of the community. What matters
to the hero is individual integrity.

Coriolanus' tragic inability to connect both is an

aspect of his search for identity.
Projecting a false aura of independence that

mesmerizes others and himself,

Coriolanus lives as if his values were absolute, subject to no revision. In response to his
failure to adjust, Rome rejects him. His scornful reaction to the plebeians' sentence of
banishment reflects profound contempt, which is the righteous indignation of the demigod. One who can dispense with communal existence is somehow beyond the range of
humanity.
Indeed, throughout the drama Shakespeare has intimated that we are in the
presence of agod-man whose intransigence is amanifestation of greatness, not mere
stubbornness. He is atragic figure of profound complexity. "
His love of reputation, his
contempt of popular opinion, his pride and modesty, are consequences of each other"
(Hazlitt 58). Perhaps because of this he impresses others as atitan. Aufidius hails him
as Mars (IV.v. 118). To the Volscians generally "he is their god," "grown from man
to dragon: he has wings" (V.iv.13). The tribunes whine that he pontificates "as if you
were agod, to punish; not / A man of [our] infirmity" (IILi.81-2). A shaken Menenius
declares: "he wants nothing of agod but eternity and aheaven to throne in" (V.iv.23-4).
Only his mother recognizes his role-playing "to imitate the grace of the gods"
(V.iii. 150). Tragically, she unmasks and strips him of his half-mythologized persona.
Forced into public display, the sharpness of the contrast between Coriolanus and
his society enhances the impression of his divinity.

However, the more godlike he
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appears, the more pronounced his retreat into unreality. The conflict between illusion
and reality forms abase upon which the moral argument of this drama is mounted. A
superficial reading supports the impression of Coriolanus as one driven by pride. This
flaw is strategically cited amere thirty-four lines into the play: " He pays himself with
being proud" (I.i.34). Despite the plea of mitigating circumstance offered on Coriolanus'
behalf by a generous citizen, the general consensus remains that he is belligerently
officious and socially unmanageable.

He hurls abuse and derision indiscriminately:

"Being mov'd, he will not spare to gird the gods" (I.i.256). So convinced is the city of
his conceit that even his compliant acceptance of asecondary command under Cominius
is assessed for ulterior motive and discerned to be ashrewd tactic for self-enhancement
(I.i.263-69).

Obviously, Coriolanus is a marked man, condemned as completely

intractable, awolf loose in the street, incapable of domestication.
Shakespeare posits the conundrum: "Who does the wolf love?" (ILi.7). Cavell
cleverly suggests two methods of attempted response. The question may be "asking for
the object of the wolf's affection" ( 151) or "in its opposite direction

...

asking whose

object of affection the wolf is" (152). Both require identification of the lamb and the
wolf in atext elaborating upon acannibalistic state that devours itself by consuming its
citizens.
Coriolanus' increasing coercion by selfish factions compounds the issue of the fate
of the man of integrity in apower-obsessed society.

The hero, in a sense, victimizes

himself, becoming crushed between the claims of social duty and individual dignity. It
is asacrificial imperative that only substantiates the hero's god-like attributes.
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Upon this basis Isuggest that Coriolanus is a type of the mythical dying god.
This concept fundamentally disclaims class tension as the drama's chief motivation by
identifying its focus as the compulsions of power, sustained by victimization.

Seen in

this context, Coriolanus is areligious drama, ritualistically discovering the agony of the
failed sacrifice.

In order to establish this parallel, it is necessary to review briefly the

legendary and theological origins of the belief in the cyclical extinction of gods.

Our

receptivity to the implied image of Coriolanus as pharmakos may be enhanced through
such asensitivity to the anthropological variations upon this theme of god-leader-victim.
As previously noted, the primitive belief in the king as source and relayer of
vitality has appeared in the writings of many races. The mythologizing of the beloved
transformed into cadaver has also preoccupied many cultures, particularly as expressed
in the oriental mystery cults of Tammuz, Osiris, Attis and Adonis.

Sir James Frazer,

in his study of the origin and spread of these influences in Egypt, Western Asia and
subsequently the Roman world, concludes that the figures shared a common identity,
belonging to "that class of divine kings
people and the world" (
Adonis 240).

...

whose duty it was to die each year for their
They personified the vegetative spirit and

reinforced the conviction that while the man-god flourished so did the people. When,
through age or sickness, he declined, so did the fortunes of the people. To preclude this
collapse of society, intervention (via sacrificial death) was necessary (Frazer, Dying 9).
Of the Shakespearean characters discernible as scapegoats, Coriolanus most
appropriately fits into the anthropological perspective of the rite of the dying god.
Without undue strain, the elements of his situation may be extrapolated to fit the
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paradigm of the divine victim, with, however, acrucial provision: Rome panics at the
prospect of Coriolanus' waxing, not his waning. Gilbert Murray has depicted the hero
as embodying resurgent and perishing forces, "acurious combination of contradictory
qualities.

...

derived both from the Life Spirit

...

who comes to save the community

and from the polluted Old Year, the Pharmakos or Scapegoat who is cast out
with him the sins of the community

...

first pure and then polluted

...

...

bearing

both phases tend

to be combined in the tragic hero" (
Classical 56-7). Coriolanus, in his position as both
hope and despair of his city, is such afigure. As warrior-saviour, he personifies the Life
Spirit.

However, his moribund view of the " real" Rome, with himself as its "true"

•representative, is a negative attitude, ignoring the city's transition from military
stronghold to peaceful metropolis. His subsequent expulsion by the community re-enacts
•cultural necessity, observed anthropologically through such rituals as the "Carrying Out
of Death," by which sterile impediments to society are eradicated. Coriolanus' eventual
compromise, though personally destructive, facilitates Rome's political re-definition. He
belongs to the fraternity of those who, in death, are responsible for the rejuvenation of
others.
The folk deities Tammuz, Osiris, Attis and Adonis are, similarly, such
"facilitators." Their fates, like that of Coriolanus, are dependent upon crucial females
who define their influence and power.

These significant females share a common

attribute. Whether as spouses, mothers or lovers, they are overwhelmingly possessive.
In the pantheon of eastern deities, Isis, wife of Osiris, personifies the creative potency
of the female.

She literally re-assembles her dismembered mate.

She shares prestige
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with Ishtar, queen of heaven.

In her nourishing and sustaining role, Ishtar yearly

descended to the nether regions to recover Tammuz, her spouse-lover-son, from Allatu,
queen of the dead.

Only upon their return did vegetation flourish.

Adonis, Tammuz was worshipped in Greece.

Under his title

There, legend cast Aphrodite in the

retrieving role, with Proserpine as the one who reluctantly released the infant Adonis,
whom Aphrodite had entrusted to her, hidden in achest. Though varying in detail, the
essence of these tales is the same, stressing as it does the goddesses' obsession with the
beloved.

As conceived by Shakespeare, the intense Volumnia similarly realizes for

Coriolanus his existence. She fashions him as her warrior, aresponsive projection of her
ego.

It is she who animates his martial savagery, persistently sending him forth to be

torn or slain.
Equally analogous to Coriolanus' situation, the story of Cybele and Attis is a
Phrygian variant of the tales of possessive and destructive love for amale by afemale
relation.

M.J. Vermaseren, in Cybele and Attis:

the Myth and the Cult ( 1977),

identifies Cybele, the prominent female figure in Asia Minor legend, as asavage earth
mother and sustainer of the gods. As arbiter of life and death, she produces all things
and retrieves them again at will.
Myths generally depict Cybele as afierce parent fatally dominating her lover-son.
She secures from him apledge of eternal fidelity. When he succumbs to the charms of
another, the majestic goddess turns avenger. Attis, frantic at his breach of promise to
his mother, becomes insane. Either voluntarily or under compulsion of the stern mother,
he castrates himself, rejecting those bodily parts which occasioned his perfidy. There

-
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are varying accounts of his end. One suggests his mysterious disappearance, which was
memorialized annually.

A Lydian version suggests that he, like Adonis, was

subsequently killed by aboar (James, Cult 162). A more macabre account maintains that
this eunuch, before bleeding to death, was forced by Cybele to renew his vow of fidelity.
Only then is the mother-tormentor remorseful.
Writers retained interest in the barbaric Cybele beyond classical times. Edmund
Spenser in Book IV of The Faerie Queene witnesses to Renaissance familiarity with the
awesome figure. In Canto xi, 28, he cites her as "mother of the Gods," picturing her
as proudly wearing aturreted crown and riding in an impressive iron chariot. Something
of her frightful potency he projects upon his character Cambina, who in Canto iii, 39-41,
is conveyed, like Cybele, in achariot drawn by lions. By exercising her wizardry to
secure peace, Cambina retains about her something of the unrepressed might the ancient
goddess wielded to achieve her will (
F.Q. IV.iii.48).
In somewhat parallel fashion, Shakespeare, Spenser's contemporary, creates in
Volumnia a forceful female who dominates and transfixes those in her sphere of
influence. Cybele-like, she demands her son's manhood, reducing him to vassalage.
As recounted in the ancient tales of "loving" possession, goddesses figured as preeminent, being instrumental in the youthful gods' ascendancy.

This superiority is

commonly observable in the literature of matrilineal societies where "early mythic images
indicate that the functions of mothers and their hero sons are often much alike" (Rabbuzi
33). Aspects of the special relationship of spouses as sustainers is elaborately developed
in the myth of Osiris, as detailed by Plutarch.
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Jean Hani, in studying Plutarch's attraction to oriental religions (
La religion
Egyptienne dans la pensée de Plutarque) proposes that it often served only to enhance the
enlightened Greek's repugnance for the superstition and cruelty they reflected.
According to Hani, Plutarch's particular hostility to the cults of Attis and Cybele is
revealed notably in Dialogue on Love, 13, 756 C and On the Oracles of Pythia 25, 407
C (8).

This aversion did not, apparently, extend to Egyptian theology. "La religion

égyptienne lui offrait un ideal religieux et mystique qui correspondait
ideal, auquel elle donnait, en quelque sorte, une caution divine" (9).

...

Ason propre

His account of

Osiris is, from this aspect, significant of his religious thought, as well as being ahistory
of religion.

His version of the Egyptian tale was composed in the early part of the

second century A.D., during his ministry at the sanctuary of Apollo.(Hani 11). Plutarch
had been initiated into the Dionysic mysteries; in which the god is identified with Osiris
(Hani 12).
The worship of Isis and Osiris, which established itself firmly in the Nile Valley
was later successfully transplanted to Greece.

It has been proposed by Jean Hani that

this religion influenced the Delphic worship at Chaeronea, Plutarch's city of residence.
There, the priestess (who had been consecrated to the Egyptian deities) was personally
known to the author. Their acquaintance, and the prevalence in the region of Egyptian
influences, may, Hani suggests, have motivated Plutarch to write his account of Osiris,
which he dedicated to the priestess (Hani 11).
It is fascinating to discover that the author of Lives, Shakespeare's prime source
for the character Coriolanus, should also write of Osiris, the dying god, whom, in his
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redemptive aspects, Shakespeare's Coriolanus resembles. Although there is no evidence
that Shakespeare knew of Plutarch's version of the story, his awareness of it is not
impossible.

T.W.

Baldwin,

in his study of sources possibly contributing to

Shakespeare's learning, concludes that, given agrammar school education, Shakespeare
"had as good a formal literary training as had any of his contemporaries" (II, 663).
Though he used his knowledge as ameans to an end, not, like the scholar, as an end in
itself, that "would not mean that Shakespeare did not have considerable learning" (II,
669). This, coupled with an apparent curiosity for mythological lore, could have given
access to the Osiris legend.

But Baldwin makes the important point that he found no

evidence that Shakespeare knew Greek literature, even through Latin translation (II, 675).
In tracing the editorial history of Plutarch's Isis and Osiris, J. Gwyn Griffiths
establishes the first translation of the Moralia (in which is incorporated the Osiris myth)
as that of Aldus Manutius and Demetrius Ducas (Venice, 1509).
Frobenius and Nicolaus Episcopius (Basle, 1542), followed.

An edition by H.
Subsequent editions

appeared in Basle in 1570, Paris in 1572 and Frankfurt, 1599. An English translation,
by Philemon Holland in London, 1603, entitled The Philosophie, commonlie called, The
Morals, included the tale on pages 1286 to 1319 (Griffiths 2).

Shakespeare probably

wrote Coriolanus about 1608.
Significantly, in the Osiris legend, it is Isis, the divine sister-spouse, and maternal •
principle (James, Cult 174), who is responsible for the regeneration of Osiris. According
to tradition, the god reigned over a savage people.

With the ad of his consort, he

pacified them and introduced civilization and agriculture to Egypt. His trickster brother
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Set (Seth, Typhon) conspired against him, much as the Norse god Loki plotted against
his kin, Balder.

Set enticed Osiris into an ornate box, and, joined by seventy-two

accomplices, he secured the lid. Together, these murderers threw the cabinet into the
river. Osiris' death by drowning is the ancient motif by which the god consecrated the
Nile to himself. Eventually the coffin washed ashore at Byblos, where, gradually, it was
overgrown by atree. The tree's magnificence attracted the country's king, and it was
cut to provide aroof support in his palace.
Isis is divinely directed to Byblos, where she demands the column.

The coffin

is extracted from it and, attended by Isis, Osiris' remains are placed on a homeward
bound ship.

Alone with Osiris, Isis embraces him and conceived a son, Horus.

To

attend her child, she momentarily hides Osiris' coffin and departs. Set discovers it and,
recognizing the body, dismembers it, cutting it into fourteen parts and dispersing them
throughout the kingdom. The mourning Isis searched for and retrieved all parts, except
the genitals, and, by magic formula, re-vitalized Osiris. These graphic details, created
to enhance a primitive fertility ceremony, nevertheless incorporate the essential
characteristics of vicitmization.
The primacy of the female is remarked in myth and legend from earliest times.
E.O. James believed that this reverence was enhanced through the popular cult of the
Magna Mater, which was originally sited in Phrygia ( 163).

Eastern deities, male and

female, established themselves in the West through the mingling of commercial and
social currents as populations migrated. "The worship of the Great Mother
lover or son was very popular under the Roman Empire

...

...

and her

not only in Italy, and
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especially in Rome, but also in the provinces" (Frazer, Adonis 250).
The primordial image of the Magna Mater exists as a complex fusion of
emotionally conflicting symbols. Savagery and spirituality blend in the myths of terrible
parent and dying son, maternal spouse and restorative lover.

The motifs of

dismemberment, emasculation, possessive passion and sacrificial death infuse them with
astrain of barbarism. Reading Coriolanus in the light of these tales, its detailing of the
surrender of power for impotence reveals a leader confounded, a husband and wife
emotionally strangled and ason manipulated. René Girard in Des choses cachées depuis
la fondation du monde describes the affectional fault line that opens to receive
Coriolanus: " Ce sont les pères et les fils, ce sont les voisins et les amis qui deviennent
des obstacles les uns pour les autres" (446). For Coriolanus, maternal ties particularly
bind and render him vulnerable.
When we consider the relationship between Coriolanus and his mother, parallels
to the dying god motif are apparent.

Coriolanus is emotionally captivated by his

predatory parent. He is asplendid instrument of her will. In the Cybele-Attis myth, the
goddess's demands culminate in her beloved's emasculation. Similarly, in Shakespeare's
drama, the absolute obedience Coriolanus' mother exacts from her son deprives him of
independence and dignity as aman, awarrior and aleader. As arepresentation of the
community, she forces her son to compromise himself because it is expedient that he
should be scapegoated rather than that Rome should perish under Aufidius' attack.
Volumnia progressively exerts pressure upon Coriolanus.
position as an "agent of the state" is enhanced.

As his reputation fades her
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Whether out of filial duty, love or intimidation, Coriolanus always' succumbs to
Volumnia's authoritative presence. Frye rightly asserts that only she elicits in him this
total submissiveness (
Fools 58).

He perpetually kneels in reverence to her; only once

does she kneel before him, the sacrificer prostrate before the sacrifice (
53-56). Volumnia
is apolitical being, sensitive to nuances of influence and position. Her interaction with
her son is governed by this awareness. Like the control the ferocious Cybele wields over
Attis, the discipline Volumnia enforces over Coriolanus establishes her as arbiter of her
son's life and eventual death.

This stridently masculine mother has supervised

Coriolanus' martial indoctrination and fashioned afond child into asingle-minded "thing
of blood" (II.ii. 109). Her self-consuming fury is the nourishing passion of her life. She
weans her son upon it, raising him a choleric man, impatient of others.

Living

vicariously through him, she has been the proud' and ambitious promoter of his glory.
She relishes his wounds and subsequent honour and exaltation to near-mythic status.
According to Kenneth Muir, Coriolanus' problematic affinity with his imperious
mother is unique to Shakespeare. "There is nothing in Plutarch [ie. the Lives] to suggest
the fatal relationship between mother and son" (248). But Volumnia's coercive influence
parallels closely Plutarch's delineation of the determined female will, as revealed in his
recounting of the myth of Isis and Osiris.
Isis-like, Volumnia assembles the significant male figure in her life into a
splendidly energetic demi-god. Tragically, it is she who, Cybele-like, also systematically
enervates him, until at the supreme moment of trial he stoops to sacrifice his honour and
his life to her.

Paralleling the jealous Cybele, Volumnia monopolizes her beloved's
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emotional life until he loses himself in her.
Both mothers are mercenary temptresses who demand from their sons an
exorbitant price for "love." Cybele enslaves Attis through passion that demands absolute
fidelity.

Volumnia subjugates Coriolanus through his need for her approbation.

She

beguiles him to follow her in betrayal of principle, and, at her insistence, he prostitutes
his integrity. "Some harlot's spirit" possesses him, in parody of his mother, who plays
wantonly with honour, willing to "dissemble with [her] nature where /

...

fortunes and

friends at stake requir'd" (III.ii.62-3). Intentionally to set his will against hers is an
impossibility for Coriolanus.

As Attis emasculated himself in contrition for his

disobedience to the goddess-mother, so Coriolanus, in fidelity to the "honour'd mould"
who bore him, renounces his empowering nobility.

Volumnia does not repent of the

sacrifice she requires of her son.
In analogous re-enactment of Ishtar's fecundity role, Volumnia, by prevailing over
Coriolanus, returns fruitful prospects of peace to Rome. Unlike the goddess, she does
not retrieve her son, but leaves him in the Volscian camp, to offer his life and idealism
in her service.

This event can be assumed as part of the process of regeneration

facilitating the common welfare of the new Rome.
Volumnia's personal survival requires the consumption of her child.
nourished by his fame.

He is the man she would be.

She is

Progressively, we witness her

sapping his emotional vigour, to vitalize her own social eminence and influence.
Volumnia's ambition is insatiable. It compels her to utilize her son as an instrument of
self-realization. Her psychological cannibalism is also reflected in the fantasies of power
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and terror expressed by the people of Rome and manifested in their scàpegoating of
Coriolanus. They know themselves likely to be devoured, either by war or their social
superiors (I.i.85-6) and are eager for atarget at which to direct their apprehension. As
related in Act I, the fable of the rebellious body parts accentuates the necessity for unity.
Those aloof from society are unnatural members, posing adanger to the group:
must be consumed to nourish the body politic.

they

Out of rage and jealousy, as at some

hideous eucharist, the city prepares to feed upon Coriolanus, the "outsider."
On Rome's behalf, Volumnia assumes the priestly role of intercessor.

She

presents her son, an offering for her own and the civic vantage. In this ritual, one deity
dies and another is vitalized.

Coriolanus falls, while Volumnia is exalted as "our

patroness, the life of Rome!" (V.v. 1). Her triumphant return to the, city is reminiscent
of the Matronalia, the ceremony honouring Juno, celebrating the salvation of Rome by
the Sabine women. Volumnia thus prevails as agoddess, an honour Coriolanus himself
proposed for her: "You deserve / To have atemple built you" (V.iii.206).
To worshippers, the belligerent Roman goddess Bellona was apparently closely
associated with the Asian Cybele (Vermaseren 141).

Volumnia emulates both fierce

deities in her truculent appetite for confrontation and slaughter. Relative to this, Peggy
Simonds has treated the mythical substructure of Coriolanus most effectively by
examining Volumnia and Coriolanus in light of the relationship between the Roman
deities Juno and Mars, pugnacious mother and son.

She suggests that their mutual

savagery is generated by feminine arousal of masculine aggressiveness (34).

She

observes that the crucial meeting between Coriolanus and the significant woman in his
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life (V.iii) reveals that he "accepts his sacrificial role in relation to the Feminine
Principle" (38).
Traditionally, Juno had been acknowledged as patroness of Rome, and Mars
revered as the protector of its surrounding territories (Simonds 35). Simonds recognizes
the parallel between the goddess and Volumnia as guardian of her city. She makes the
association between the fatherless warriors Mars and Coriolanus who, because of
aggressiveness, are impossible urbanites (44). Only the battlefield can be their abode.
In establishing similarities between Coriolanus and Mars, the author cites a
pertinent annual Roman festival. During the Equus October ("as Shakespeare could have
learned from Plutarch [Roman Questions 94]") (44), ahorse was sacrificed to Mars "to
bring him once more under control" (44). "The animal was then dismembered and its
bleeding tail

...

carried to the hearth of the Regia where the blood was sprinkled" (47).

Simonds reminds us that "after the battle of Corioles the only reward Coriolanus will
accept is awar horse" (44), inviting us to make the connection between the sacrificial
animal and sacrificial warrior. The offering of Coriolanus, "the steed" (I.ix. 13), is not
aplacatory gesture to Mars, but to the new Rome and "to the peaceful values of Civitas
which must now rule" (46).
Coriolanus' death is an expedient sacrifice, clearly of the nature of the classical
sparagmos "
the tearing apart of the sacrificial body" (Frye, Anatomy 148). Coriolanus
defiantly cries: "Cut me to pieces" (V.vi.111).

The crowd responds: "Tear him to

pieces" (V.vi. 120), relieved at the opportunity to vent its fury. As Frye remarks, this
image also prevails in the account by Euripides of Pentheus' mutilation by his mother
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(Bacchae 216-7).
body lies scattered

This son, like Coriolanus, is avictim of maternal obsession. "His
...

and she

...

[
exults] in her fearful and horrible prey" (
Bacchae

217), much as Volumnia exacts terrible tribute from her offspring. Both men witness
to the grim reality that the Great Mother creates, but never hesitates to sacrifice her
creation.
In a sense, Pentheus and Coriolanus invite their destruction.
obstacles in the path of power

--

sacred and civil.

They figure as

Challenging this unrelenting force,

both lose. The deaths of Pentheus and Coriolanus are events of ritual catharsis. "The
social relation is that of the mob, which is essentially human society looking for a
phannakos" (
Frye, Anatomy 149). Without one, every faction of the community will
feed upon the other.
As presented in Coriolanus, Roman society is fragmented. Only hostility toward
Coriolanus is common.

Patricians and plebeians are each intent upon promoting their

own immediate ends.

This lack of cohesion anticipates the sparagmos to which

Coriolanus is ultimately subjected. Warrior and society are both in jeopardy of being
torn apart.

Ironically, Rome's eventual integration is dependent upon Coriolanus'

disintegration.
In Coriolanus, "the play's rhetoric makes us see the body politic as chopped up
into

...

limbs and organs that refuse to become acomplete body even though political

orthodoxy says that this is what they must do" (Jagendorf 458).

Recurring images of

mutilation and cannibalism substantiate the impression that the roles of predator and prey
blur in this drama. "In the sinister human world one individual pole is the tyrant-leader
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with an insatiable will.

...

The other pole is represented by the pha.rmakos or

sacrificial victim, who has to be killed to strengthen the others. In the most concentrated
form of the demonic parody, the two become the same" (Frye, Anatomy 148).
Coriolanus is Aristotelian god and beast.

Too intractable to entertain the reality of

change, he is an alien, whether in Rome or Antium.

His usefulness to friend and foe

alike is ended. They have to rid themselves of his uncompliant presence.
By colliding with the civic norm, Coriolanus in asense activates asocial crisis.
He is a type of social provocateur, fuelling the political disorder that ravages Rome.
Initially, his testy reactions are not, of themselves, outrageous. They become so only
because of the antagonistic response they generate. Contempt breeds areciprocity that
ignites resentment and identifies Coriolanus as one with whom the community fears to
live and therefore wills to die.
All characters in Coriolanus have, individually or collectively, formulated an
image of Coriolanus they project as "the thing itself." Their rigidity in mounting and
sustaining the representation fully matches the inflexibility with which Coriolanus
maintains his aristocratic convictions. Their image of the soldier is in fact acomposite
intentionally fabricated to contain the jealousy and fear this near-mythic creature conjures
up in their hearts. The opinion expressed by most against Coriolanus readily prepares
them to relinquish him for the scapegoat role at an opportune moment.
Possibly the Coriolanus all Rome thinks it recognizes is indeed amirage.

His

actual presence flickers in and out of our consciousness, but is never fully apprehended.
This is the crux of our difficulty with the development of Coriolanus as atragic hero.
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Menenius' terse appraisal: " You know neither me, yourselves, nor any thing" (II.i.67)
pertains to all the characters of this drama, revealing the potency of misconception.
Because each faction is intent upon its own interest, it contrives to position
Coriolanus advantageously for itself. He is expertly manipulated by each power broker
and consistently excluded from their deliberations. They rob him of initiative, usurping
his sense of self.

For example, though Coriolanus is groomed for success among his

peers, they are ready to smother his idealism.

Menenius, the superficial "humourous

patrician ," is typical of this group. He is amaster of policy. After some commendable
show of loyalty toward Coriolanus, he eventually despairs of him, defensively conceding
that Coriolanus is aliability to the city. His temporizing is reminiscent of the shrewd
Alcibiades, whom Plutarch in Lives critically compares with Coriolanus.
The patricians are inherently parasitical. They eagerly batten upon Coriolanus,
hoping to persuade him to follow their policy, that they may consolidate their power
through his. But they are nervous in his presence and amazed that one of their rank is
averse to subterfuge. When they realize he is arenegade, they tremulously attempt to
calm the rebel, then desert him. Imploring that he go "home to

...

/Leave us to cure

this cause" (III.i.232-3), they coolly assess the damage to Coriolanus' personal prospects
and to theirs by association. With the acumen of professional politicians they conclude:
"This man has marr'd his fortune" (III.i.253).

Henceforth his peers eye him as an

uncertain quantity. No longer confident that he is the proper vehicle through whom to
realize their craving for dominance, they concur with Menenius' earlier appraisal of
Coriolanus: "You'll mar all / I'll leave you" (II.iii.57-8).
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Coriolanus naively believes he has "as many friends as enemies" (III.i.233) and
it is his tragedy to realize how wrongly placed is his confidence. Apart from pacifying
utterances of Comenius and Menenius, no great effort is mounted by the patricians to
prevent Coriolanus' banishment.

Their encouragement of the peoples' malice and

ferocity against him does not go unheeded by the warrior. ("The cruelty and envy of the
people, / Permitted by our dastard nobles, who / Have all forsook me") (IV.iv.74-6).
Disdain prevents the patricians from recognizing the considerable political
sophistication of the tribunes, who bully and preach to the agitated plebeians, confident
of using them to advantage. The patricians desperately require a "cause" that will keep
the masses subservient. Coriolanus, by querying the illusory rights of the rabble and the
bombast of the tribunes, unconsciously articulates this purpose.

His lack of restraint

easily targets him as adomestic peril. The patricians agree that the people's hatred of
tyranny may better be focused on one dissident patrician than upon their whole class.
As war galvanized the nation to unite, so fear mobilizes it against aperceived
menace.

Coriolanus is branded "chief enemy of the people" and as such concentrates

upon himself the animosity, distrust and jealousy each social sector bears the other. All
conspire to expedite his removal; some by passive disregard, some by active force. The
tribunes bar his way to civic power for ulterior motives that bear significantly upon his
designation as a scapegoat.
guard and extend it.

Their freshly accorded authority renders them jealous to

Coriolanus alone raises the alarm against them.

They have

opportunity for important leverage of power if they can transfer suspicion of despotism
to him and silence his warning voice.
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The tribunes resent hereditary power and are aware of Coriolanus' charismatic
potential to sway the mob.

Pathetically, this rabble only wish to be acknowledged by

their hero. They are convinced that "there was never aworthier man" (II.iii.38) to be
granted authority, were he but kind and less remote. But he taunts them, much as he had
rallied his wavering troops before Corioli by shaming them (I.iv.30-42).

His style of

leadership is to goad to action rather than mildly persuade. It is an effective strategy,
but dangerous, for though " severity breedeth fear

...

roughness breedeth hate" (Bacon,

Place 400).
The severity of the tribunes is apparent. More zealous to test the limits of their
mandate than represent their people, they relish aconfrontation. They demand that the
plebeians, " lesson'd" by them, bait Coriolanus.

Their intended demolition must be

swiftly effected, for they suspect that once Coriolanus becomes consul "then our office
may, / During his power, go sleep" (H.i.222-3). In confusion, the plebeians revoke their
former support, incensing Coriolanus with their fickleness.
oblivious to the political reality confronting him.

In his indignation, he is

Tribunes and their duped lackeys

appear to him as merely "acommon cry of curs" (III. iii. 120), but, actually, "the people
are the city" (III.i. 199).

His incapacity to grasp this new reality condemns him as

expendable.
Like the crowd before Pilate crying "Crucify!," the plebeians shout: "He's
banished, and it shall be so" (III. iii. 107). The earlier threat of "precipitation / From off
the rock Tarpeian" (III. iii. 102-3) is reminiscent of the fate of the phann akos of Leukas,
in ancient Greece. From reports by Strabo and Ampelius (Bremmer 301), this sacrifice
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was reputedly thrown from acliff into the sea "for the sake of averting evil" (Bremmer
301).

Like the scapegoat of Massilia, (Bremmer 313-4) Coriolanus is ushered outside

the city gates, expelled by common consent. The plebeians are delirious with asense
of authority which is, in reality, non-existent, because "it is apower that we have no
power to do" (II.iii.5). Ironically, they and Coriolanus have much in common. Both
are positioned into situations in which they are pressured to act at someone's bidding.
At his mother's encouragement, Coriolanus is not above using the plebeians to secure his
nomination (II.ii. 154).

They in turn, tutored by tribunes, utilize him to gratify their

sense of importance.
Suggestions of fanaticism in the behaviour of Coriolanus and those ranged against
him make of this drama aclassical study in the politics of power. He who had justified
war as apurgative blood-letting is himself discharged as an outcast. The people of Rome
demonstrate the fearful capacity of the group to eliminate the "other" in order to protect
itself.
Critics have recognized cannibalism as aviable image of the engrossing anger and
ambition prevailing in Coriolanus. The tale of Osiris relates how he had dissuaded his
people from cannibalism (Frazer, Adonis 270), but the heroic Coriolanus, unlike the
mythic Osiris, is himself a man of blood.
(II.ii.119), savouring the carnage.

He runs "reeking o'er the lives of men"

Images of Coriolanus as an imperious eagle

(V. vi. 114) or dragon (IV.i.30) suggest him as apotentially predatory being capable of
"mammocking" his fellows. His belligerent behaviour occasions bestial reaction in others
to satisfy their appetite against him.
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The emphasis in this drama upon the reciprocity of hungering develops into a
question of the feeding of the body politic. The issue is one of social relationships. Most
of the factions in Coriolanus are "cannibally given" (IV.iv. 188). As the soldiers ruefully
observe, enemies of the state are fated "to th' pot" (I.iv.49).

Early in the play, the

citizens conclude that by killing Coriolanus they'll "have corn at our own price" (I.i.1O),
estimating that a full belly is worth the slaughter.

The tribunes as "tongues o' the

common mouth" (Ill.i.22) taste, in this public preoccupation with food, and Coriolanus'
blood, ameans to advantage. Employing hunger and rancour as goads, they encourage
in the plebeians adesire for Coriolanus' downfall. The mob possess asharp hunger for
power equal to that of Coriolanus' patrician peers and his mother.

Together, all seek

from Coriolanus his authority and nobility.
In his need to be self-sufficient, Coriolanus has a horror of being part of the
group.

The concept of community, with its necessary acknowledgement of mutual

frailty, disgusts him. As aparagon, he cannot be reconciled to defective humanity and
must, consequently, be driven into isolation and exiled.
In a blind gesture of autonomy Coriolanus rejects Rome (III.iii.120-35), but
discovers he cannot endure solitude. He turns to his rival as acompanion in his revenge.
His unsatisfied rancour eventually is transformed into acompulsion for self-destruction,
which is assisted by Aufidius. Shakespeare made them "mutual analogues." John Velz
notes that "Plutarch offered Shakespeare Aufidius in sketch only and that character is
therefore largely Shakespeare's invention" ( 167). Though "co-mates in war" (Hutchings
45), they are differently impelled. One is driven by self-aggrandizement and jealousy.
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Honour and devotion activate the other.

One is a calculating person concerned with

reputation, the other is aforthright man destroyed by emotional dependency. One gives
way to meanness, the other to anger.

Coriolanus suffers from disastrous inflexibility.

Aufidius' pragmatism allows him to capitalize upon the moment.
Each warrior is fascinated by his magnificent rival. Both are perpetually aware
of the relativity of fame.

Anthony Dawson has remarked upon the importance of

appraisal in this drama: " In almost every scene, the characters are engaged in evaluating
and judging, especially in relation to the central figure" (436). With cynical exuberance,
Aufidius evokes Coriolanus' past glory, admitting him to a treacherous fellowship in
which "a root of ancient envy" still flourishes. With the credulity of the honourable,
Coriolanus accepts this coalition, perhaps seeking in it the self-definition he lost when
exiled from Mother Rome and Volumnia. "Relationship with this man, this rival, this
enemy, replaces his relationship with women in Rome" (Dawson 437).
Coriolanus places himself at the mercy of this associate who serves, at this point,
as his alter-ego. In his rage for revenge, Coriolanus conspires with Aufidius in Rome's
destruction. It is this irony that David Hale considers in The Body Politic: aPolitical
Metaphor in Renaissance English Literature ( 1971). He considers Coriolanus' retreat
to be the opportunity for Aufidius to dispense with his rival ( 107).

Though it is an

apparent gesture by the Roman toward "citizenship and membership in the body politic,"
it is actually "an act of suicide" ( 107) by one perpetually alienated.
Having capitulated to his mother, Coriolanus presumes Aufidius' understanding
accord. ("Were you in my stead, would you have heard IA mother less? or granted less"
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(V.iii. 192-3). He is oblivious to how his moral struggle encourages Aufidius to renew
himself in his rival's blood (V.vi.45-8). "By making afriend of Tullus, [Coriolanus]
becomes a predestined victim" (Frye, Fools 58), easily exploited.

Like Oedipus and

Philoctetes, Coriolanus is atalisman ensuring ascendance over ahostile power. When
his strategy to employ Coriolanus as an avenging sword against Rome miscarries,
Aufidius speedily arranges his rival's elimination, because he is no longer useful. His
insulting condemnation of Coriolanus as traitor and "boy of tears" infuriates the warrior
to the point of suffocation. "For the moment, the word and the thing are confounded,
producing a situation that can be resolved only by violence" (Charney, 188), which
enhances Aufidius' stance as apatriot.
Plutarch, in Lives, states that though not all Volscians were contented with
Coriolanus' concession to his mother, many did not blame him that "he yelded to such
a forcible extremitie" ( 186).

Likewise, Shakespeare refuses to portray Coriolanus as

entirely culpable. He appears to be coerced into self-betrayal and compromise. Through
"love" his mother has fashioned him into her image and participated in his humiliation.
What she has wrought in him she actively pursues through the education of her grandson.
She is establishing adynasty subservient to her will, which negates her daughter-in-law's
influence as wife and mother.
In complete contrast to Cybele-like Volumnia, Virgilia stands as restorative Isis.
Unfortunately, her rejuvenative potential is stifled by the stronger woman who
impatiently denigrates her supportive attempts.

Virgilia's central concern is for

Coriolanus' private welfare, not the public image so important to Volumnia. She figures
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as the one stable point in his struggle to be true to himself.

Considering her, W.

Hutchings discovers an attribute relating significantly to the essence of the drama: "Real
communication comes through silence. This is why Virgilia's almost speechless role is
such an important one for it establishes acore of silent suffering in the midst of
sounds of war, insults and self-assertion" (47).
In the emotionally-charged Act V, Scene iii, the vociferous Volumnia, ever
insensitive, presses Virgilia: " Daughter, speak you; / He cares not for your weeping"
(V.iii. 155-6). But Virgilia is mutely testifying to the turmoil in this drama that is too
deep for words. The ordeal through which the unpolitical Coriolanus is sacrificed for
the polis is aviolent yet cleansing spectacle.
Marjorie Garber perceives that such a moment " involves some kind of
transgression of boundaries" (39) associated with the sacred.

In her essay "The Rest

is Silence': Ineffability and the "Unscene" in Shakespeare's Plays," she investigates the
complexities of the "rhetoric of silence" (38) in Coriolanus, drawing particular attention
to the moment in this drama when all conversation ceases (V.iii).
silence" (37) conveys "an inexpressible emotion,
and perhaps fear.

...

...

That " speaking

compounded at once of love, grief,

In this case silence is adramatic element as fundamental as speech"

(38).
The "presentational" image of silence in the strategic capitulation scene is,
Maurice Charney suggests, "one of those marvelous bits of strategy by which
Shakespeare could create a great climax" ( 192).

The warriors silent grasp of his

mother's hand " is the yielding of Coriolanus presented in the symbolic language of
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dumb-show.

...

This is the climax of the play; and the words that follow only express

his own wonder at what has happened" ( 192).
Similarly, Jean Maclntyre observes how movement communicates significantly
in Coriolanus, in ways usually reserved for the spoken word (2). Virgilia, for example,
quietly witnesses to her allegiance to Coriólanus. But her loving gestures to confirm her
husband's sense of self are essentially ineffectual.
emotional devastation inflicted by his mother.

A lingering kiss cannot heal the
Husband and wife fall victims to

Volumnia's talk and frenzied activity. Tragically, Virgilia's last words to Coriolanus
(V. iii. 125-7) reflect Volumnia's militancy, suggesting that she too has capitulated finally
and become the older woman's puppet.
Much insight into the intent of this drama may be achieved by considering it as
abeast fable. Allusions to animals abound throughout the work. Surprisingly, Caroline
Spurgeon, in her scrupulous study Shakespeare's Imagery and What It Tells Us, has not
directed attention to this.

Rather, she has concentrated upon the obvious "central

symbol" in Coriolanus: the body's members and associated disease. Maurice Charney,
however, is alert to the string of animal images in the play. However, his interest "is
not so much in the images themselves as in their expletive force" ( 188), reflecting
Coriolanus' rhetorical limitations and innate wrath. Coriolanus "tags plebeian faults with
what is for him asuitable imagery, and if it seems familiar and trite, that in itself is a
comment on his own image-making powers" ( 188).

Because Charney perceives

Coriolanus as "the least articulate of Shakespeare's tragic heroes" ( 189), he maintains
that the "imaginative force" of this play "lies in that large area of non-verbal

...

images
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presented to us" ( 189).
But, the striking catalogue of beasts Shakespeare presents enhances the dramatic
effect of the passages in which they figure.

The inconstant plebeians are profiled as

timorous hares (I.i. 171), stupid geese (I.iv.34), or crows (III.i. 139) to peck the imperious
eagles of the senate (III.i. 139).

They are detailed as mules (II.i.247) and camels

(II.i.260), bearing the weight of patrician authority.

Coriolanus coils as a viper

(111.1.263) in the bosom of the state or looms as a lonely dragon (IV.i.30) whose
remoteness strikes fear into all. As he prepares to assault Rome, the butcherous warrior
is deterred only by a maternal vixen who slyly camouflages herself as a "poor hen"
(V.iii. 162) fussing over her sole chick. "Tiger-footed rage" (III.i.310) stalks most
characters in this drama. Nowhere in Shakespeare is the pack instinct more graphically
delineated, as Rome pounces upon the "outsider" to "hoot him out o' th' city"
(IV. vi. 123): as aperceived threat to the state.
Surrounded by such beasts, Coriolanus' fatal mistake is to aspire to exist "as if
aman were author of himself" (V.iii.36) and "of stronger earth than others" (V.iii.29).
His god-like commitment to excellence becomes a form of hubris.

Jan Kott, in

Shakespeare Our Contemporary, suggests, unsympathetically, that Coriolanus blindly
"opposes the world with his own absurd system of values," he is "the only one who
rejects compromise" ( 160).

His attitude condemns him as a stranger whose very

intellectual processes alienate him from others. By reason of his idealistic preference for
"a noble life before along" (III.i.153), Coriolanus has little hope of ingratiating himself,
even had he the desire. Plutarch judges that "the absence of this gift

...

made his great
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deeds and virtues obnoxious to the very men whom they benefited" (225).
Coriolanus explores the problem of the leader led and questions the place of the
principled in aworld of easy acceptance. The heroic drive for self-realization necessarily
collides with the self-sacrifice demanded to ensure communal existence.
Coriolanus' struggle and his failure.

This is

His innate integrity becomes a social liability,

erupting in wrath and pride. He is at once god-like and beastly. His death is necessary
to asociety that cannot accommodate this paradox. The body politic or the body of this
hero must be torn apart. Sparagmos is demanded in this competition for power, which
Coriolanus loses because he is an anachronism in his own time.

The tragedy is that

excellence is destroyed and, group power confirmed. To this extent, Coriolanus counters
the "classical" theory of the scapegoat aspharmalcon purging and curing society. Rather,
the hero of this drama is atype of the eternal expedient substitute. Replicated in him is
the violent model of the scapegoat who is destroyed to satisfy and rescue the many.
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CHAPTER THREE
Desdemona

-

A Sacrifice to Fraternity

Having perceived in Coriolanus the scapegoat pattern operating in the public arena
to the destruction of a career and the termination of a life, it seems appropriate to
consider adramatization of its force in the domestic sphere. Othello presents such an
opportunity.
On stage, the downfall of Coriolanus reverberates through Roman and Volscian
power centres.

In contrast, the collapse of Othello, a fellow-warrior, is primarily

concentrated within the narrower, no less intense, emotional boundaries of family and
acquaintance. Coriolanus emerges, theatrically, as an apparently greater civic liability
than Othello, though the implications of the Moor's betrayal corrode the basic social
expressions of friendship and community.
Coriolanus is Rome's saviour in war and a native son bidding for political
recognition in time of peace. He is also by birth amember of the ruling class.

Only

when repulsed by the community does he move to disrupt social tranquility. Hence, the
state is in jeopardy because of arenegade son until his allegiance to mother-state is reestablished.

The drama's climax evolves at afamilial level, becoming momentarily a

"domestic" tragedy of exploited affection, before reverting to its wider demonstration of
the polis as prior to the individual.
Like Coriolanus, Othello is the republic's hope in war, but, unlike the Roman,
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by appearance, background and speech, Othello is " different."

He is a foreigner,

contractually obligated to serve Venice "against the general enemy Ottoman" (I.iii.48).
He holds aprecarious position in the city, more tolerated by reason of his proven use to
the state than any recognition of his innate worthiness. Throughout the drama this sense
of Othello as "other" permeates the action, alternately attracting and repelling. It is from
this perspective that the political contrast drawn in the play between Venice, Cyprus and
Turkey becomes significant in evaluating Othello.
Alvin Kernan, in examining this " symbolic geography" ( 1090), categorizes the
Turk, along with the mythic and strange peoples whom Othello has encountered, as
representative of barbarity.
influences.
sophisticated.

Venice and Cyprus are encircled by these threatening

The republic is a powerful mercantile centre, politically and socially
Renowned for justice, it is apattern of the Aristotelian polis, realizing

strength through community. David McPherson in Shakespeare, Jonson and the Myth
of Venice ( 1990), has evaluated the importance of this city's reputation for The Merchant
of Venice, Othello and Volpone, contending that certain of the leading characters in these
dramas are more readily comprehended relative to it.

For instance, the position of

authority Shakespeare assigns the Moor is, apparently, historically verifiable. "The idea
that the Venetians would appoint aforeigner to command an army is

...

plausible when

one learns (reading Lewkenor, as Shakespeare himself probably did) that in Venice that
practice was not merely permitted but was indeed customary.
military coups d'etat" (
McPherson 73).

...

The idea was to prevent

This author suggests that, to sixteenth and

seventeenth century writers, Renaissance Venice appeared as areincarnation of ancient
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Rome (94), with the traditions of its courts and the authority of its Senate.

Othello

(1604) and Volpone ( 1606), reflect contemporary interpretations of Italian society, so
fascinating to English writers of the period.

McPherson finds historical evidence

supporting the suggestions in these plays that cosmopolitan Venice was a profligate
society noted for its courtesans (44, 81, 85) and famed for husbands reputed to be
excessively jealous ( 117). These realities, as utilized by Shakespeare and Jonson, project
the city as agrotesque image of amaterialistic society propelled by gold and power.
In Volpone the avaricious merchant Corvino is willing to debase his wife in hope
of fortune. Assured that there is no danger in "loaning" the desirable Celia to a "dying"
Magnifico, this gull tries to convince her that she doesn't compromise herself by agreeing
to participate.

He demands she be obedient as a wife (IILvii.31).

Ironically, it is

precisely Desdemona's avowed obedience as a spouse that maddens Othello with a
suspicion of her easy manners: "and she can weep

...

/And she's obedient

...

/0 well-

painted passion!" (IV.i.254-7).
Corvino is duped to lead his wife into temptation orchestrated by the lecherous
Volpone.

Though madly jealous to protect her from possible dalliance with rascals

without means, he enters upon an arrangement hazarding her virtue for gold.

By

contrast, afaithful wife is, to Othello, beyond price (V. ii. 143-6). He could never equate
fidelity with money. lago is therefore forced to more devious means of persuading him
that Desdemona is, indeed, a typically accommodating Venetian woman.

Neither

Corvino nor Othello can endure the thought that he may be cuckolded. When Celia is
trapped into apparent flirtation, and throws her handkerchief down to the disguised
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scoundrels Volpone, Mosca and Nano, Corvino immediately reacts to humiliate and
degrade her. A similarly innocuous misplaced handkerchief also signals to Othello proof
of Desdemona's guilt.

By it Desdemona (not unlike Celia) is manipulated as an

accessory to treachery.

Coincidentally, Othello's conviction of his wife's perfidy is

echoed in Celia's husband's assertion: "You were an actor with your handkerchief"
(II. iii. 40). It is significant that such aminor token figures as catalyst to the degradation
both men impose upon their wives. Corvino proposes to incarcerate his wife (ILv.4873), isolating her from all social intercourse. Othello likewise acts to restrain his erring
spouse, but through the finality of death.

Neither husband comprehends the true state

of his situation in Venice as gull, nor that of his wife as scapegoat sacrificed for the ends
of himself and the acquisitive community.
In Othello, Cyprus is identified as atransitional frontier between Venice and the
Turkish wilderness.

Even though, historically, it served as a source of crucial

commodities to Venice (McPherson 80), " Cyprus was a rough place because the
Venetians used the wars there as an excuse to send undesirables to the island"
(McPherson 75). Othello, himself aveteran of "most disastrous chances

...

hair-breadth

scapes" (I.iii. 134-6), is singularly equipped to accept a commission to defend this
anarchic territory. Yet the mystery and romance surrounding his life and origins set him
apart from those he commands, aligning him with the unpredictable forces Venice
dreads.

In this respect, parallels between the play's geographical terrain and its social

and psychological scenarios are apparent. "The movement of the play is from Venice
to Cyprus

...

from collective life to the life of the solitary individual" (Kernan 1091),
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much as it is in Coriolanus. Desdemona and lago represent the opposing conditions of
social peace and civic chaos, the Venetian and the barbarous Turk. "One is alife force
that strives for order

...

and light.

and darkness" (Kernan 1092).

The other is an anti-life force that sucks

...

death

Othello's "psychic voyage from Venice to Cyprus is a

passage of the soul and the will from the values of one of these characters to those of the
other ( 1092)... from The City to anarchy" ( 1093). As Coriolanus' death is the price paid
for social reinforcement, Othello's suicide is a tacit acknowledgement of the rule of
justice and social power. "So he ends as both the Turk and the destroyer of the Turk"
(Kernan 1093):
in Aleppo once,
Where amalignant and aturban'd Turk
Beat aVenetian and traduc'd the state,
Itook by th' throat the circumcised dog,
And smote him

--

thus."

(V.ii.352-6)
In his conception of Othello and Coriolanus as professional soldiers, Shakespeare
has bound them together by ashared rigidity of outlook. Partly in consequence of their
inflexibility, both are handicapped by social awkwardness. The guarded distance they
cultivate between themselves and others creates and maintains a personal isolation.
Across this void they necessarily view life as an experience upon which order must be
imposed.

This obsession predisposes them to an appreciation of, and loyalty toward,

those acknowledged as commanding presences.

Both men's tragedies arise from the
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mistaken assumption that such influential power figures inevitably possess superior
insight and absolute integrity. Each naive hero suffers agony and death because of his
credulity. Whereas Coriolanus emerges as avictim of misplaced idealism (specifically
in a mother whose cynical expediency astounds and compromises him), Othello is
displayed as the butt of amonstrous mimicry of comradeship. When it is disclosed, the
Moor is aghast at the enormity of such abetrayal.

Not unlike the biblical David, he

reels under the awareness that "mine own familiar friend

...

hath laid great wait for me"

(Ps.41.9).
It is vital to consider the question of friendship when evaluating the influence
upon Othello of his male associates. As an "outsider," he endeavours to derive asocial
identity from his comrades.

They represent a secure point of reference amidst a

confusing civilian population. The particular form of friendship that war has generated
in the male encourages a fraternity at once intense and foreign to the female never
subjected to the trauma of battle.

In this drama, not only do we encounter the

proposition of the solidarity of military friendship, as opposed to civilian, but are also
required to appraise female acquaintanceship compared with male.

The presumed

superiority of the latter relationship disintegrates, however, amid aconfusion of reality
and appearance, as Othello, successively, is disappointed in Cassio and seems supported
by lago. The honourable lieutenant is rejected as irresponsible, the dishonest ensign is
embraced as an obviously loyal confidant and counsellor.

Misjudged friendship

precipitates the ensuing tragedy of Othello.
As an assessment of friendship, Othello reminds us of the popularity of this

-
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subject as aliterary theme through the ages. Classical writers, as well as the psalmist,
were drawn to meditate upon it. For example, it is the subject of Plato's Lysis. In this
dialogue the method of the historical Socrates is applied to discover " in what way one
person becomes afriend of another" (
35), but it is inconclusive in determining "what a
'friend' is" (71).

Ajistotle's study of philia in Book 8 of the Nicomachean Ethics

effectively complements the Lysis.
concluded
(VIII.9.

to

be

1159b•30)

(VII. 9.1 160.5).

part

of

He argues that friendship, like justice, may be

politics, "for

friendship

depends

on

community"

and "all forms of community are like parts of the political community"
Friendship cements the state together (VIII. 1.1 155a.20), ensuring

against strife, for if citizens be friends "they have no need of justice" (VII.1.1155a.25).
Aristotle declares that "the truest form of justice is thought to be .
a friendly quality"
(VIII. 1•1155a25)•

Cicero, in apparent agreement, declares that "even if anyone were

of anature so savage

...

as to shun

...

the society of men

not refrain from seeking some person.

...

...

yet even such aman could

[
because] nature, loving nothing solitary,

always strives for some sort of support, and aman's best support is avery dear friend"
(De Amicitia xxiii.87-8).
Aristotle identifies friendship for the sake of the mutual good as its ideal form
(VIII.3. 1156b.525). He contrasts this state with the friendship of convenience, which
is based upon some hope to realize tangible advantage (VIII.3. 1156a. 10-15). Both he and
Cicero reject such relationships. Cicero asserts that "in friendship there is nothing false,
nothing pretended" or calculated by "how much profit the friendship is likely to afford"
(De Am. viii.26-7). Since the first rule of friendship requires that "there be no feigning
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or hypocrisy" (
De Am xviii.65), he queries whether there is "anything more discreditable
than to be made adupe" (xxvi.99).
Friendship, honoured and betrayed, was common theme for writers in the Middle
Ages. Notably, heroic epic poems, chansons de geste, expressed ideals of such fidelity.
The twelfth century Chanson de Roland, while celebrating the prowess of Charlemagne,
details the love and loyalty existing between the hero Roland and his comrade Olivier.
Both fall at the Pass of Roncevaux, steadfast in friendship.
Drawing inspiration particularly from classical sources, Renaissance authors also
pursued the fertile theme of friendship.

Edmund Spenser, in Book IV of The Faerie

Queene, offers asustained examination of this relationship, presenting several pairs of
characters who represent various aspects of friendship. He concludes that friendship is
the supreme form of affection, since "love of soule doth love of bodie passe"
(1111.IX.2).

Similarly, Shakespeare, in sonnets and drama, considers the importance

of genuine friendship and the perniciousness of false acquaintance.

For example, like

lago, the slanderous Proteus, in Two Gentlemen of Verona, pretends friendship. Each
of these opportunists appears "loath to do
anything unworthy.

...

against his very friend" (
TGV III.ii.39-41)

But their innuendo succeeds where accusation could not.

Both

Valentine and Othello pay for misplaced trust in friendship.
Manifest in the Sonnets is the agony generated within an uncertain relationship.
Pertinent to this, Judith Gardiner, in "The Marriage of Male Minds in Shakespeare's
Sonnets," speaks of the dramatist's anxiety surrounding fidelity.

She suggests, for

instance, that the "true" mind extolled in Sonnet 20, is the "male" mind, equated by the
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author with ideal constancy, in contrast to feminine duplicity.

Gardiner contends that,

to the poet, affiliation with women implies " subjection to mortal time and change"
(347), which he seeks to evade.
The argument for friendship as male defence against the threat of woman as the
"outsider" is very apparent in Othello. Relatively simply, acase is made by Jago against
Desdemona, the sexual "other."

The ramifications of this identification permeate the

drama, allowing us to visualize Desdemona as ascapegoat to male conceptualizations of
the female as achallenge to male solidarity. The female bonds of allegiance operating
between Desdemona and Emilia are affectionate supports that prove largely useless before
the concerted efforts made by men to coerce them into behavioural modes conformable
to male definitions of womanhood. Because Desdemona is not entirely compliant, she
is fated to be scapegoated. The target of lago's hatred may be Othello, but Desdemona
is the instrument he uses to achieve his ends, the springe to catch the woodcock.
Brabantio may be jealous to maintain his authority over his daughter, but Desdemona's
perceived disobedience is the pretext he uses to vent his anger at losing her, as achattel,
to arival. Possessing Desdemona, Othello may be ecstatic, but her forthright expression
of love unnerves him. The force of such passion impinges upon his ordered existence,
generating exhilaration, panic and confusion of his own status as "master." Desdemona
is outside the experience of "maleness" anchoring all these men to Venetian society. She
is, therefore, athreatening unknown, the ultimate unpredictable "foreigner" who must
be burdened with their sense of inadequacy.

On her rests the weight of their role

confusion, fear of emasculation and secret dread that male allegiance may itself be a
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myth.
Desdemona is self-defining, unlike Othello (and Coriolanus) who achieve their
sense of self through their army affiliation. When, through circumstance, they each lose
their splendid occupation and its fraternal assurance, these formerly decisive officers
capitulate. Because they are so engrossed in their vocation, their one-dimensional lives
are easily assailed at their weakest points. lago, presuming upon comradeship, contorts
Othello's soul/sole love for Desdemona into apornographic experience that demands
requital through death.

Even as lago terms the dead dupe Roderigo "my dear friend"

(Vi. 102), he successfully tricks Othello into asimilarly fatal relationship.

The Moor

confusedly imagines this traitor as "a sort of image of himself" (
De Amicitia vii.23).
Jago's pledge of loyalty: "I am your own forever" (llI.iii.480) assumes sinister
proportions when we recognize the capacity for rage and retribution these men share.
This violent affinity reflects a male animus toward sexuality, with women as target.
Perhaps this is "the cause" that binds them together in perverted friendship.
Othello and Coriolanus, like their tormentors, lago and Aufidius, are not what
they seem. The bulwark of their professionalism proves but afacade behind which they
crouch, bewildered and remote. Before the onslaughts of sentiment their firm control
falters.

The entry into each man's soul is via a woman who elicits his total loyalty,

respect and love. It is she who interprets to each his emotional nature. But it is through
affection for her that the carefully crafted social appearance of each is attacked and
destroyed.

These heirs of Mars are, respectively, subject to awife who, Venus-like,

unwittingly assists his enemy in snaring him in anet of deception, and by amother who,
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Juno-like, fosters her son's aggressiveness.
It is useful to mark the differences between the postures of these soldiers in their
respective situations, if we are properly to discover the workings of the scapegoat
mechanism as applied in Othello. Coriolanus eschews self-aggrandizement and disdains
public accolade (
Coriolanus I.ix. 13-20).

Conversely, Othello, the "extravagant and

wheeling stranger / Of here and every where" (
Othello Li. 136-7), willingly speaks, upon
invitation, of his exotic career. He transforms it, with graphic flourishes, into the very
stuff of romance.

Ironically, he thereby captivates Desdemona, an alien to his male-

oriented world.
Desdemona thirsts for accounts of Othello's adventures.

She is like Dido, the

Carthaginian queen in The Aeneid who pleads to Aeneas: " You must tell me, guest of
mine, the whole story from the beginning

...

your own wanderings

...

roaming over the

land and sea throughout the world" (1.757-61). As aresult of the fantastic depictions of
these soldiers of fortune, both women are prompted to love. Dido invites "Aeneas the
True" (1.379) to remain in her realm "on an equal footing" (
1.574-5) with her.
Similarly, Desdemona, taking the initiative, makes Othello aware of her affection and,
through marriage, exalts his social status.
Infatuated by Aeneas, Dido is less than circumspect.
instigation, to passion, not counting social consequences.
widowhood,

She proceeds, at Venus'
Her confession that, since

no one but this stranger ever made an impression on me, or stirred my

heart to wavering" (IV.25-6), suggests Desdemona's similar thralldom to Othello: " My
heart's subdu'd / Even to the very quality of my lord" (I.iii.250-1).
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Othello, like The Aeneid, is "atale of arms and of aman. Fated to be an exile"
(Aeneid 1.1). Aeneas and Othello are warriors who remain perpetual outsiders despite
the socially prominent women they love. Dido and Desdemona are akin, for theirs is the
sadness of "lovers whose love is not matched well" (
Aeneid IV.522-3).

Both have

abandoned themselves to men who cannot remain true to love's ideal. Aeneas is coerced
to realize his destiny as hero. Othello is goaded to realize his role as judge, sentencing
Desdemona to a terrible "justice."

As each man withdraws his love, each woman

perishes, "neither by destiny nor adeath deserved, but tragically, before her day, in the
mad heat of a sudden passion" (
Aeneid JV.701-2).

Both expire upon bloodied beds.

Dido is self-immolated, Desdemona sacrificed by her husband.
The passions of Dido and Desdemona compromise their men, in that such
intensity silently reproaches these soldiers for the potency of their own desire over duty.
As such, the women become embarrassments, in their lovers' eyes the only obstacles that
prevent their self-realization.

In the service of the state Othello has attempted to

sublimate feeling, that it neither obscure nor hinder his profession. In Act I, Scene iii,
he offers firm assurance that he will not be remiss in duty, due to passion. But the Moor
also demonstrates aproclivity for ritualization.

He celebrates his vocation as asacred

trust, his marriage as a holy miracle, his cuckolding as a cosmic betrayal.
experiences are "the ultimate."

All his

In his mind Desdemona figures as a sustained

personification of fidelity, an incarnation of virtue.

Therefore, when she "proves"

unfaithful, chaos ensues, because vice apparently has masqueraded as virtue, duping him
into marriage. Such tendency to allegorize experience makes him receptive to doubt and
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suspicion. Through his capacity for abstraction, harmless signs expand into monstrous
symbols.

Othello can collect innuendo and from it conjure up referential "reality" so

convincing that it eventually obscures his reason. Thus, for example, Desdemona's hot,
moist palm denotes treachery and rebellion to Othello (III.iv.39-43). In his imaginings,
he functions alternately as adventurous hero and self-pitying victim of marriage and
women generally (
Othello III.iii.263-77). His inability to discern what seems to be and
what is, makes him anatural prey.
As Coriolañus is overshadowed by The Mother, Othello is awed by The Female.
Erich Neumann notes in his study of this archetype that the central symbolism of the
feminine is the vessel. "All the basic vital functions occur in this vessel-body schema,
whose 'inside' is unknown" (39). It is mysterious and terrifying, always yearning to be
filled, yet glutted. "The Feminine appears as great because that which is contained,
sheltered, nourished, is dependent on it and utterly at its mercy" (Neumann 43). This
magical-psychic image of the potency of Woman is commonly recognized in the
matriarchal cultures of the "dark continent," from which Othello hails. lago's strategy
of deception brilliantly capitalizes upon the awed conceptualization of woman rooted in
Othello's African origins. Coupling this reverence with the foreigner's social insecurity,
Iago elicits from the Moor the confusion dormant in all aliens. Othello endeavours to
play the role conferred upon him by asociety he experiences as neither compatible nor
comprehensible. Perhaps only Shylock approaches him as astudy by Shakespeare of the
exorbitant price exacted from those caught in this intimidating position.
The astounding impression Othello makes upon Desdemona, and the love she

-
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freely offers in consequence, amazes him. Its wonder transfigures and infuses him with
joy that renders him tragically malleable.

In his account of this miracle that has

transformed his life and self-image, Othello infers that Desdemona coaxed him and
originally attracted him because she mirrored his own self-opinion (I. iii. 162-8).

This

sensitized egotism is an inverted form of self-pity, which is ameasure of his tragedy and
at the core of his sense of alienation.
Partially because of his uncertainty in identifying and acceptably participating in
the community and its values, Othello is dependent upon those within it to interpret for
him an appropriate response. Though suggestible, he initially accords an unprejudiced
hearing to lago's evocative. observations. But eventually, he allows lago to dictate his
view of social reality.

As Barbara Everett contends, because Othello is essentially a

displaced person, segregated by culture and colour, he is "preposterously vulnerable to
the sense of social shame" (108).

Because of his personal concern for reputation and

decorum, his self-protective instincts require that he position himself so that blame for
his actions falls elsewhere. He is too narcissistic to be caught as atrue scapegoat. He
has the alien's sensitivity to propriety. For example, Brabantio tries to fix accusation for
his daughter's disobedience upon Othello, but this "false" scapegoating fails because of
Othello's indisputable social discretion. Because of his circumspection, the Moor cannot
be compromised easily. But Desdemona is strategically placed to be the instrument of
his downfall. lago uses her as bait to achieve his destructive purposes against Othello.
She is the "real" scapegoat in the drama because, though faultless, she is incriminated
and bears the indictment of the men whose weakness, jealousy and villainy precipitate
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the tragedy.
Even when lago's treachery is revealed, Othello's reaction suggests his constant
awareness of "appearance." Frye properly remarks upon "the touch of miles gloriosus"
(Anatomy 39) observable in Othello.

His capacity for the dramatic enhances his

projection as amysterious "other," possessed of apeculiar power in love and warfare.
Even the cadences of his speech suggest an exotic origin and augment his hints of a
fabled career.

The grandeur of Othello's expression, in comparison to that of the

Venetians, is demonstrated in his mesmerizing account of his life and fortunes, as
presented to Desdemona.

He conjures for her "antres vast and deserts idle

whose [heads] touch heaven

...

...

hills

and men whose heads / [Do growl beneath their

shoulders" (I.iii.135-44). But even, when authoritative, Othello expresses himself with
poetic sensitivity. Reminiscent of Christ's response to the armed troop who surrounded
Him in the garden (Matt.26.52), Othello, when confronted in the street, retains his poise
and repulses incipient violence by commanding: "Keep up your bright swords, for the
dew will rust them" (I.ii.58-9).

The ambience of the imaginative and its dramatic

potential is here apparent. This capacity to weave words into aconvincing, if strange,
reality eventually contributes to Othello's destruction, for that gift entices him to enhance
Jago's innuendo.
In a study entitled "To Be Once in Doubt," D.L. Smith touches upon the
flamboyant phraseology of the Moor and its inherent danger.

Citing the ecstatic reunion

speeches of Desdemona and Othello beginning: " 0 my fair warrior! / My dear Othello!"
(II.i. 182-3), he proclaims it "the greatest concentration of exclamations in the play.
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Othello's soul is so absolute in its contentment that this is the pinnacle, the ideal" (21).
In consequence, lago, " sensing the hubris of [the lovers'] certainty,

...

has asense of

his power to come" (22). " Only by making their love common can he assert the power
of his will" (23). This he accomplishes partially by twisting Othello's extravagant mode
of expression back upon itself, so that the happy celebration of love is corrupted into
revelation of afilthy secret.
The pleasure reflected in Othello's welcome to Desdemona suggests emotional
abandonment violating Venetian propriety. Smith proposes that, by such exclamations,
Othello would, to Aristotle, "be either subhuman or superhuman in fancying himself free
of convention's restraints.

...

No one should be so smugly independent of community"

(23). Initially, love renders this couple self-sufficient. "Othello confirms [Desdemona's]
courage to be unconventional, even as she confirms to him his self-esteem" (Smith 35).
But once Othello admits deceit (represented by lago) into their paradise, the charm is
broken. Through lago's connivance, Othello is taunted by his own splendid assertions
and heroic self-image, which he has created as an integral part of his love for
Desdemona.
Partially by natural inclination and partly because he is a "foreigner," Othello
assesses events from aself-centred perspective. Yet his fragile self-image is dependent
upon others' reassurance, which entices him into a compromising situation.
Coriolanus, Othello is purposely positioned by those seeking power.

Like

Yet Othello is

never, technically, ascapegoat in the sense that Coriolanus embodies the concept. As
the precisely designated goal of lago's malevolence, the Moor is indisputably a
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personally targeted victim.
Something of lago's apparent misogyny may be deflected upon Othello.

As

Anthony Dawson perceived of the relationship between Coriolanus and Aufidius (437),
these two men are also linked, to the exclusion of women, the "other."

By a subtle

transformation, Othello, the alien, may momentarily supplant Woman as the "foreigner"
lago seems compelled to harrass.

But in lago's strategy Othello does not displace

Desdemona as specific scapegoat. She is the selected dupe who will, unwittingly, assist
him in engineering the collapse of the Moor. She is the only sure route through whom
he can successfully work to madden his "friend."
To Jago, Desdemona is manifestly expendable, but others also query her intrinsic
worth, relative to themselves. In formulating an appraisal of Desdemona as scapegoat
Iam indebted to James Calderwood's work The Properties of "Othello" ( 1989) for
valuable insights into Elizabethan conceptions of ownership.
was viewed as "amatter of staking out property rights

...

Specifically, matrimony

the function

...

was patrimonial

business, its primary aim was to 'ensure the perpetuation of the family and its property'
by securing financial and territorial advantages and producing amale heir" (Calderwood
11-12).

From this perspective, the tensions of male animosity, jealousy and drive for

power apparent in Othello, centred upon Desdemona, reflect a sociological reality
Calderwood contends was the norm.

The drama therefore delineates not only the

devastation prepared for the credulous by the cunning, but investigates the perceived
threat women posed to male authority.

The dramatic conflict operates on both these

levels, creating acomplex configuration that confounds Othello.
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Trust engendered through the shared male-bonding experience of military conflict
renders Othello arelatively simple target for lago's comradely exploitation. Because of
what they have witnessed together, Othello is fooled into believing that a mutual
sympathy exists between the two veterans (III. iii.115-6).

He accepts that lago is "full

of love and honesty" and just in his assessments. Puzzled and uncertain of his place in
Venetian society,
circumstances.

Othello more readily appreciates lago's "frank" appraisal of

For all he knows, marital unfaithfulness may be acceptable procedure

among the sophisticated Venetians, even as lago implies.

As an "outsider," Othello

naturally tends to credit information tendered by an " insider."
Increasingly accepting lago as an honest social critic, Othello revises his own
romantic idea of matrimony. Prior expectations of wifely behaviour are systematically
shattered; idealism sours to mistrust.

To Othello, the sanctity and sanctuary of male

allegiance therefore prevails, eventually, over the marriage bond. To expedite Othello's
emotional deterioration, lago employs their friendship to distort the particular issue of
Desdemona' ssupposed infidelity into aprosecution of general female depravity.

The

perspective shifts from one woman suspect, to all women arraigned and to the
formulation of a "them" and "us" mentality, in attempted consolidation of male prestige.
Edward Snow suggests that both men are sensitive to the danger Desdemona poses to the
male order of things. Like Hermione in The Winter's Tale, she figures as an intrusion
of sexuality into the stable world of male association. This is "the predicament of every
woman caught within apatriarchal society" (Snow 287).
Desdemona's ingenuous admission of love signals an imbalance in the social
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power base.

Traditionally, gentlewomen should be circumspect, not forward.'

Possession, reinforced by socially sanctioned right, operates to hold women under
authority. The candid Desdemona is thus clearly an aberration, troubling to father and
husband and challenging to the male community generally. Tutored by lago, Othello's
interpretation of his marriage as asordid affair with awhore (IV.ii.27-95) betrays ataint
of the ensign's misogyny. He "is able to make Othello look at himself and Desdemona
in terms of Brabantio's warning" (Snow 399). This unsettling identification wakens in
Othello an awareness of love's potential to unman (I.iii.268-74). Snow observes that it
is only as Othello assumes a more judgmental, patriarchal stance that "the note of
alienation

...

virtually disappears from Othello's voice.

home in the Venetian world

...

...

he finally seems to feel at

he knows that he is acting in the name of men, as

minister of their justice and their faith" (411). This dearly-bought fraternity, for which
he sells Desdemona, is predicated upon sexual anxiety. Threatened depreciation of the
male ego by the female renders Desdemona's scapegoating expedient to their cause.
Under this perverted conviction, Othello's personality becomes progressively
deformed.

He is obsessed with himself as apersonification of propriety.

Duty and

decorum are vital components in Othello's resolution. Desdemona's death is perceived
by the Moor as an obligation owed to male society.

Male "occupation," "honour,"

"friendship" must be venerated above the protestations of love by one of the hypocritical
"daughters of the game" (
Tro. IV.v.63). To him, Desdemona's slaughter is aredemptive

'Dr. R. Bond has ingeniously suggested that, in male-dominated society, the concepts of
"propriety" and "property" may well coalesce, forming aconstruct of the female as acommodity owned
and appropriately conformable to male expectations.
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act emancipating all men (0th. V.ii.6).
endemic in women's "mystery."

By it he stops a source of male contagion

Ironically, this " reason" for breaking lust's chain-

reaction is reiterated in Desdemona's song:
Sing willow, willow, willow;
If I court moe women, you'll couch with moe men
(IV.iii.56-7)
The " sad" willow's ancient associations with marginality, rejection, sterility and chastity
(Bremmer 310-2), may have evoked in Renaissance listeners to this dirge a sense of
foreboding hardly appreciated by modern audiences.
In this drama, the horrible consequences of male attachment and priority are made
more strikingly apparent when we recall that, initially, Desdemona's surrender elicits in
Othello acomplex tenderness compounded of reverence and passion. Spontaneously, he
submits absolutely to her. In reciprocating, she draws him into her social orbit. Thus
the "insider," by the power of love, seeks to introduce the "outsider" into the closed
circle of preferment. Desdemona's influence over Othello is, at first, as complete, and
potentially, as corrosive, as that which Volumnia wields over Coriolanus. When she
bombards Othello with importunings on Cassio's behalf, he cannot deny her (III.iii.84),
though the threat of emasculation is inherent in his devotion.

Edward Snow proposes

that Desdemona's insistence not only arouses Othello's jealousy but suggests the
promptings of an over-anxious mother. Such chiding raises in Othello sexual misgivings.
His reply reflects "how precarious and pathetic the sense of manhood wrested from it is"
(405).

Though Snow interprets this exchange as establishing Desdemona as "a free,
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ethically empowered subject

...

self-assured" (406), her self-confidence is eroded as it

is subjected to Othello's subsequent taunts and accusations. It is expedient for him that
she be identified as disobedient daughter and wanton wife.

Such recognition assuages

male discomfort when confronting aspirited woman whose forthrightness embarrasses
and silently comments upon their own lack of integrity.
Othello's relationship with Desdemona renders him aparadoxical figure of both
comic and tragic dimensions.

At the beginning of the play, he is a soldier from a

romantic comedy, valiant in war and triumphant in love, despite formidable odds. But,
as in Much Ado About Nothing, when an intriguer whispers about his beloved's chastity,
he rapidly loses faith in her. Rumour cools his ardour, but fans his jealousy.to afrenzy
(0th. IV.i.374).

Doubts arise from what is spoken and what remains unspoken, yet

Othello denies the power of words to gain ascendance over him (
0th. IV. i.41-2). As the
romantic vision darkens, he fails to perceive that he is caught in their web of ambiguity.
Their veiled meaning destroys his equanimity and threatens madness. Confused by what
he hears, Othello insistently demands ocular proof, which, arranged by lago, is itself an
exhibition of deception.
Othello's "eye and heart are at a mortal war" (Sonnet XLVI).

The inner

conviction of Desdemona's fidelity, being undermined by doubt, insists upon the eye's
outer corroboration of infidelity.

Lynda Boose has noted that this drama is "vitally

concerned with concepts of vision" (368) and the conflicts generated by perception and
blindness. To this end she demonstrates the significance, in this play, of associational
links, specifically those surrounding the strawberry-embroidered handkerchief. Her well
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argued proposition is that, by it, "Shakespeare was representing

...

a visually

recognizable reduction of Othello's and Desdemona's wedding-bed sheets, the visual
proof of their consummated marriage" (363). She contends that the fantastic attributes
Othello ascribes to the handkerchief invest it with amythic quality (367). As "aprimal
symbolic action representing internal states" (Aldus 24), myth may truly be acontributing
factor in the confusion surrounding Othello's attempted sacralization of the vital
handkerchief.

His original account of its source and properties derives from a

matriarchal focus, but his second explanation suggests apatriarchal view (III.iv.55-65,
V.ii.216-7). Thus the possibility of feminine power over men is first mooted, only to
be revised in alignment with social convention.

Othello's initial explanation, involving

recognition of female occult capacities, seems linked in his mind with his mother's own
possible necromancy. She supposedly employs the charmed napkin as avehicle for her
own sorcery, to enslave Othello's father in love, and, in dying, to awe her son into belief
of its efficacy. If not aclever fabrication meant to intimidate Desdemona, the power of
the handkerchief, as described by Othello, is associated by him with reverence and fear
of a mystic maternal presence.

This peculiar connection between mother and son is

reminiscent of the constricting bond Volumnia establishes between herself and
Coriolanus.
Boose notes that "in his use of a sophisticated dramatic technique of visual
reduction, Shakespeare depended on his audience to draw from an understanding of
accepted custom and age-old ritual significations" (363). The handkerchief thus becomes
ocular proof of constancy.

Desdemona's retention of this "trifle" is emblematic to
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Othello that she has not trifled with his affection. When "evidence" "proves" otherwise,
Othello feels compelled to judge, and Desdemona is "condemned without recourse of
explanation and

...

executed because she lacks the single piece of necessary evidence to

prove her innocence" (Boose 374). As awoman, Desdemona spins magic about Othello
that, as a man, he dare not allow, else it spread to entrap other men.
scandal, Desdemona loses all personal identity:

As threat and

she is seen as merely a "thing."

By

insisting upon her disobedience and infidelity, father, husband and community reinforce
the patriarchal facade.

Society's power to control debases her, and her intentional

scapegoating, as devised by lago, reveals the contempt in which she is held.
perceived by Jago, this is necessary, to advance his scheme against Othello.
Desdemona as useful.

As

He " sees"

Othello " sees" her as foul. Brabantio " sees" her as rebellious.

Yet none care to " see" her as she is, for fear of compromising themselves.
From his early romantic role, Othello declines progressively into the tragic mode,
always with our attendant uncertainty as to whether we may categorize him as atragic
hero or tragic dupe.

The hesitation exists because he shares with tricked husbands

generally aparticular dread of being "new christened" ajealous dupe (Jonson Volpone
II.i.390-99, 0th. III.iii.260-77).

What is difficult to reconcile is Othello's comic

potential as he balances between the roles of cuckolded spouse and ecstatic lover.
Hindered by artlessness that destroys his discrimination, Othello is liable to social
ridicule. Throughout the drama he plays stolid " straight man" to lago's black humour
with such perfection that we marvel at his gullibility, even as we admire his ensign's
superbly executed cunning against one so determined yet so compliant.
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The trickster as celebrity is unsustainable in either melodrama or tragedy, because
we are more intent to observe how this villain's malignity becomes functional than why
it functions.

lago burns with resentment that extinguishes our obsession with him

personally once we identify his destructive manoeuvres. Like the mischief-making Vice
of the morality plays, he is essentially aparasite through whom is carried out the intrigue
of the plot.

If the Othello-lago confrontation is perceived as paramount, the drama is

transformed into acelebration of evil rather than atragedy of love.
Tangled motivations propel the characters in Othello.

Only Desdemona is

constant throughout the drama. Because of her unqualified love she is obedient even to
death. Stephen Greenblatt contends that "rather than simply confirming male authority,
her submission eroticizes everything to which it responds
murderous cunning,

...

...

[
it,] conjoined with lago's

effectively, if unintentionally, subverts her husband's carefully

fashioned identity" (
Improvisation, 48). To the anxious Othello, his experience of sexual
delight becomes associated with fear of contamination. Jago so successfully improvises
upon the severe sexual ethic that interprets sexual pleasure as lust, that he convinces
Othello that Desdemona must be destroyed for giving and for awakening in him such
bliss.

This proposal by Greenblatt of afeasible "cause" for Othello is reminiscent of

Julia Kristeva's observation that "through the process of interiorization, defilement will
blend with guilt" ( 116).
Though ingenious, this argument strains unnecessarily for motives. Its somewhat
murky extensions of sexually-instilled pleasure and guilt disregard the possibility that
action for the sake of power yields its own devastating rewards through the destruction
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of the instigator and the confounding of the prey.
In Act I, Scene 3, lago declares his animosity toward Othello. Roderigo states:
"Thou toldst me thou didst hold him in thy hate" (I.i.7). lago confirms: "Ifollow him
to serve my turn upon him" (I.i.42). Under guise of duty and loyalty, the Moor is to be
targeted. This assertion is critical to our observation of the Moor as victim rather than
scapegoat. By his confession, lago positions Othello as his quarry, to be hounded until
annihilated.
In that others in the drama also experience lago's hatred, they too are susceptible.
In assisting Jago's concerted attack upon Othello, the innocent, the naive, the weak are
employed to undermine the strong. Until lago fastens upon Bianca, Roderigo and Cassio
however, they are isolated. His malevolent genius converts them into asingle instrument
for Othello's devastation. Thus they become pawns and scapegoats. lago's timing is
precise as he insinuates each into the others' lives, so that they become accessories to
their own entrapment.

His purpose is to "make the net IThat shall enmesh them all"

(0th. IL.iii.361-2). Their fates critically interlock, to form asnare in which Othello is
taken.
As the catalyst who effects the transformation of this drama from romance into
tragedy, lago is master of Machiavellian tactics. He appears "to be full of pity, faithful,
.open

...

but with [his] mind constructed in such amode that when the need not to be

arises [he] can, and know[s] how to, change to the contrary" (Machiavelli, Prince 108).
This kaleidoscope of being and seeming dominates the play's action. To the distraught
Othello, it is apparently the inconstant Desdemona who "can turn, and turn; and yet go
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on / And turn again" (0th. IV.i. 153-4), though actually it is his ensign who is intent to
serve his "turn" upon the credulous commander.
That lago successfully subverts Othello is of real import only if we identify what
propels this villain.

Beyond Coleridge's "motive-hunting of a motiveless malignity,"

(172) attempted identification of lago's excess of motive merely confounds.

Envy of

others' career success, resentment that Cassio is admittedly a morally superior man
(V.8.19), suspicion that both lieutenant and general may have seduced Emilia, jealousy
of Othello's marital happiness, have all been posited as "the cause" of lago's dogged
pursuit of Othello. Bernard Spivak, in Shakespeare and The Allegory of Evil (1958),
discovers apattern of devilish suggestion and mortal frailty in Othello. He proceeds to
identify Jago with the traditional Vice of early drama.
English audience knew him unmistakably

...

By his obvious villainy "an

beneath his 'motives'

...

they had seen him

many times before" (
55) through the ages. Though Spivak assiduously plots the parallels
between lago and the old dissembler of the moralities, he perhaps too readily bases his
identification upon generalization deduced from drama separated in time, intent and
dramatic credibility.

Obviously, lago resembles conventional prototypes of evil.

knavery of Lucifer is probably generic.

The

However, lago, surely, is a subtler creation.

His Vice-like attribute of mischief, though suggestive of traditional portrayals, possesses
nuances significantly differentiating him from villainous predecessors. Power is lago's
passion.

So complete is the obsession that he loses his sense of self, inadvertently

destroying himself, along with his victims.

Here is a predator more than a little

astonished at being caught in the backlash of the evil he has initiated.

But he never
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admits, like Volpone, "Iam caught / I' mine own noose" (V.v. 17-18), because hatred
consumes his ego to the point of annihilation.
lago is an abstract of the self-destructive urge to power. He is neither symbol of
incarnate evil nor trickster supreme. His charm and humour combine with arrogance and
cruelty to produce an ordinary cynical mortal "hoist with his own petar" (
Ham.
III.iv.207). Therefore, no elaborate recourse to metaphysics or the satanic is necessary.
The obligation of balancing the impossible equation of motives recedes. This scoundrel's
yearning for power is the primary force activating his plan of provocation and ruin, "for
discontent and want / Is the best clay to mold a villain of" (Tourneur, Revenger's
V.i.46-7).

Imperative to lago's achievement of power is his ability to accommodate.

•
As he injects Othello with jealousy, he switches smoothly from apparent supporter, to
counsellor, to accomplice, to controller. Paul Tillich has observed that "power is never
only physical force but it is also the power of symbols and ideas in which the life of a
social group expresses itself

"

(
101).

By insinuating the provocative dream and the

patently symbolic handkerchief, lago obscures Othello's distinction between the signifier
and the signified, effectively paralyzing him.

Because lago is the teller, Othello is

convinced of the truthfulness of what is told. lago's animation is avital feature of his
posture as dissembler.

He acts and reacts decisively, bewildering the troubled Moor.

Under the protective colouring of friendship, this master illusionist projects asurrealistic
image of reality.

The entire drama is a conjuring act by this wizard who casts a

forbidding shadow over its action. In his sinister function as the poisoner, he determines
who shall be destroyed.
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Jacques Derrida, in an essay clarifying Plato's Phaedrus, has stated:
If a speech could be purely present, unveiled, naked,
offered up in person in its truth, without the detours of a
signifier foreign to it, if at the limit an undeferred logos
were possible, it would not seduce anyone.

It would not

draw Socrates, as if under the effects of apha.rmakon, out
of his way. (71).
This is the core of the problem confronting Othello. By lago's stealth, words cause the
Moor's disintegration. " Operating through seduction, the phannakon makes one stray
from one's general, natural, habitual paths and laws" (Derrida 70). As administered by
lago, the lethal idea of cuckoldry takes rapid effect upon the trusting Othello.
The power of fascination can be turned to good or ill effect, producing healing
or destruction. It is this "malleable unity" (71) that Derrida examines in his assessment
of the complexity of meaning surrounding the word "pharmakon." As the pharm akos can
be identified, alternately, as impotent scapegoat and potent magus, so the term
phannakon is inherently ambivalent. Specific to Othello, we may perceive Desdemona's
love (pharmakon/medicine), operating to energize Othello. It serves as remedy against
his feelings of alienation. Under its influence he is empowered as awarrior and lover.
Conversely, lago's hatred (pharmakon/poison) activates in Othello corresponding hatred
for the lewd Desdemona who is foreign to his experience.
Remedy and poison are the opposing offerings available from the phannakoi in
this drama.

It is Othello's tragedy that he rejects Desdemona's elixir and swallows
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lago's venom.

Othello and subsidiary characters move within the circuit of lago's

intrigue. It permeates all relationships, fostering the play's auxiliary theme of madness.
Influenced by him, Othello is transfixed by emotions so powerful that his mental stability
is suspect. He experiences ametamorphosis, transformed from dignified warrior into a
snarling personification of rage, without delicacy, occupation or sense of reality.
Jago's success is the culmination of his scheme involving the decimation of others
simply because they can be opportunely useful. All these unsuspecting instruments are
infinitely pliable.

They readily accept lago's definition of actuality.

Of these

accessories, Desdemona most poignantly symbolizes the crucial bait, without which the
traps cannot be set.

To catch the Moor, Desdemona's allure is exploited by lago, to

entice Othello to destruction.

She serves as decoy, positioned between the hunter and

his prey. As unwitting assistant to lago's strategy, she herself becomes the means to her
own death: "thy selfe art thine owne bait" (Dinne, The Baite).
Having suggested the wider social scope upon which lago's malevolence operates
to undermine Othello, it is necessary to observe Desdemona's position in the lives and
ambitions of the principal males in this drama, in order to confirm the proposition that
she is caught in a male power contest.

Their attitudes variously establish her as an

expedient object to enhance their sense of authority and personal aggrandizement. The
initial manifestation in Othello of such imposition is apparent in the father-daughter
relationship of Brabantio and Desdemona.

She is to him as "half [his] soul," his

treasure, who, like his other chattels, is safely locked away from grasping hands.
Brabantio's shocked reaction to the alarm raised by lago and Roderigo is not
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unexpected.

Fatherly concern for the fate of a tender child is salutary.

catalogue of Brabantio's possessions
-

-

But lago's

"
your house, your daughter, your bags" (I.i.80)

perceptively establishes Desdemona's priority in her father's valuation. Next to his

real estate, her reality as a prospect for great estate looms importantly in his social
investment portfolio. lago's crisp itemization is reminiscent of Shylock's frenzied audit:
"0 my ducats! 0 my daughter!" MV. II.viii. 15), and conveys the same confusion of
things and persons into aconglomerate of ownership. Both aristocrat and infidel resent
being robbed of what is exclusively theirs. For another to possess their offspring in love
is to them a hideous expropriation of their proprietorial, paternal rights.

Cupidity

confronts Cupid for acquisition of the desired.
The tirades of Shylock and Brabantio identify them as comic characters,
archetypal fulminating fathers. Christine Gallenca, in the study La dupe Elisabthaine
ou l'homme tromp, recognizes Brabantio particularly as a relative of Pantalone, the
commedia dell'arte's aged fool ( 116). As an Italian art form, the commedia flourished
during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In imitation of its stock figures of vecchi,
zanni, and innainorai, Elizabethan dramatists could have utilized the formula of accepted
traits and comic business (
lazzi).

Professionals of the commedia were responsible for

popularizing characters related ultimately to Latin comedy, although adaptations
reflecting parallel origin and native development were probable.
Like the silly old men of Italian scenari, Brabantio is prominent in what appears,
initially, to be afarcical sub-plot. He is mocked, duped and disillusioned. Such trials
are easily associated with the abuses traditionally assigned to the famed Pantalone. At
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once feeble and powerful, he personified the careful Venetian bourgeois, popular symbol
of Renaissance mercantilism. The vigilance displayed for possessions by this somewhat
ridiculous yet pathetic old man is always futile. He is invariably unlucky, ever the target
of deception.

The elderly buffoon is consistently exploited by others.

His servant

Harlequin is particularly adept at foisting absurdities upon him. Yet he is avictim who
in turn is avictimizer. There are corrupt elements in his character that make this shrewd
old man justly reproved by detractors.
Pantalone, as aprincipal improvising mask of the commedia, plays every type of
severe father, distrustful husband, decrepit roué, in every social condition, ranging from
needy sycophant to respected magnifico. Edward Sostek, in The Commedia Dell'Arte:
a Study in Dramatic Form ( 1976) suggests that the varied character of this Venetian
ancient makes it impossible to project all the many facets he reflects in asingle play (
45).
For instance, Pantalone is sometimes portrayed as an aged lover risking ridicule for
loving ayoung woman ("which is unseemly for aman of advanced years") (Sostek 43).
In this, he and Othello share humiliation.

Or, like Brabantio, he may be deferentially

received when issuing "a lengthy malediction against [a child] who he claims has
deceived him" (Sostek 43).
The solemn and nonsensical aspects of Pantalone's, nature mean that his repertoire
includes both the grave and comic. In Othello it is possible to discover in the ranting old
senator apotential for pathos and humour, equal to his commedia counterpart. Like the
celebrated vecchio, he has lost respect and possessions.

At least that is his conviction

after lago's alarming disclosures. Othello's ensign thereby plays aprovocative Harlequin
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to Brabantio's distracted Pantalone.
The rapid exchange of repartee in Act Iaffords us opportunity to witness
Shakespeare's own improvisational skill in plotting dramatic event. At this point in the
drama, all characters are in flux, their possibilities for tragic and comic encounter
intimated, yet still to be realized beyond Cinthio's sombre frame. For example, there
is much that is superficially comic in the influential magnifico's disjointed response to
the apparent flight of his daughter. As he might query the loss of awayward pet, his
initial concern is: "0 heaven! How got she out?" (I.i.469). Then the conviction that
all daughters are deceivers claims his thoughts.
Brabantio shows evidence of possessiveness mirroring " Pantalone's major bad
habit

...

avarice" (Sostek 43), avice "appropriate to old men" (Sostek 43). With the

peevishness of old age, Brabantio would dismiss the allegations of lago and Roderigo.
Yet he is reluctantly swayed by their report, even as he protests against it.

He

rationalizes that he is victimized, maintaining that, through black arts, another has stolen
what is lawfully his (I.iii.60-4).

However, he never concedes that he has himself

provided the opportunity to the thief, who, ironically, is also an older man.

Briefly,

Brabantio and Othello compete for Desdemona's allegiance. They are mirror images.
The jealous father is the prototype of the jealous husband who is, significantly, his rival
for claim to the daughter.

Each demonstrates love's darker side, transforming this

woman into aprojection of his own acquisitiveness and fears of impotence.
Fatherhood conveys authority over adaughter. Marriage sanctions the domestic
confinement of awife. While Desdemona prepares to respond to the challenges of duty

•
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and love, she hovers between father and husband, as a "free agent." Momentarily, male
dominance is suspended, generating anxiety in Brabantio and Othello concerning what
it is to be father-husband-protector-male. Proprietorial claims openly confront each other
in Act I, Scene iii, where the antagonisms of power are forcefully enacted. Desdemona's
candour, as she proffers Othello her primary loyalty, appalls her parent, who, like
Juliet's father, had expected " she will [be] rul'd / In all respects by me" (Rom. III.iv.1314).

However emotionally devastated and publicly mortified he is by his own child,

Brabantio retires from combat only when he recognizes that his peers, possibly for their
own benefit, favour Othello's case. He reluctantly bows to their pressure, bitter at their
dismissive

stance (I.iii.210-20).

By

implication,

he is

thus relegated to

an

inconsequential role.
Because of Othello's strategic importance to the protection of Venice, Brabantio
dare not retaliate against his vanquisher.

He therefore defensively discharges upon

Desdemona his shame and rancour at being hoodwinked and repudiated. As "the cause,"
she becomes the convenient target for his invective.

His bruised self-image smarts

under the loss of peer status, of parental influence and of enfeeblement of power.
Turning upon Desdemona, he denounces her duplicity, significantly implying the
existence of an inherent character defect in this headstrong daughter. Through her, he
thrusts at Othello.

It is his parting caution: "Look to her, Moor, if thou hast eyes to

see; / She has deceiv'd her father, and may thee" (I.iii.392-3), that sets in motion the
mechanism of doubt and jealousy that, when fuelled by lago, eventually crushes Othello.
As Brabantio had presumed upon parental privilege to secure Desdemona's
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obedience, Othello assumes his spousal proprietary interest in her by right. To each man
she is an acquisition of social value.

This drama is predicated upon commercial

premises. Everything holds prospect for gain. Preferment is sought, service to the state
tendered, loyalty bartered, for individual enhancement.

Othello's military skills are

contracted to Venice and the state "owes" him gratitude (V.ii.339). He has given himself
to Desdemona and she "owes" him reciprocating fidelity (III.iii.272-3). lago considers
he "owes" Othello back for the slight to his self-esteem (I.i. 11-33) and "pays" him with
treachery. Brabantio is convinced Othello has robbed him and vainly seeks restitution.
The gulled Roderigo suspects he may have been defrauded by lago and becomes
impatient for promised, prepaid amorous returns from Desdemona (ILiii.364-9).

All

these Venetians and the Moor trade in expected advantage.
By marriage, Othello becomes the privileged holder of Desdemona. She passes,
as achattel, from father to husband, "belonging," in turn, to each. Unquestionably for
him this is a "good" alliance. As Leonard Tennenhouse suggests, " Desdemona has, like
the Duchess of Malfi, violated the law of her blood in so marrying" ( 116). Both women
have "blurred within their bodies the distinction between what is

...

inside and what must

be kept outside the aristocratic community" ( 116), and are therefore socially culpable.
But undaunted, Desdemona functions as afair advocate for her husband. She certifies
him worthy of her, and the Duke apparently concurs (I.iii.290).
Even though we dismiss lago's suggestion that Othello may be merely afortunehunter (I.ii.50-1), it is undeniable that Desdemona's loving testimony is ahighlight of
Othello's career as amercenary. It celebrates his acquisitive abilities as an enterprising
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"outsider."

Later, as he convinces himself that Desdemona is avendible commodity

procurable through her agent Emilia (IV.ii.89-94), the cost of loving and possessing
becomes prohibitive.

He bitterly offers money in pledge for Emilia's silence, but the

price exacted is too high.

When eventually she speaks, her own life is exchanged in

payment.
By transferring his own viciousness to Desdemona, Othello forces her to assume
the repulsiveness that he dares not attach to himself. He never has acomplete awareness
of his own accountability. She stands condemned before him and, by this conviction, he
is cleansed, justified and exonerated. So complete is the transferral that, at Desdemona's
death, he is persuaded he is. ordained to officiate at acleansing sacrifice, not. perpetrate
amurder. It is as high priest, rather than butcher, that he approaches her. Lynda Boose
has recognized this parallel (373).

The incentive for Othello's assumption of priestly

authority she discovers in the Book of Deuteronomy, wherein the defence of virginity is
sanctioned and the obligation to accuse and kill the lewd woman is stated as essential
"because she hath wrought folly in Israel, to play the whore in her father's house: so
shalt thou put evil away from among you" (Déut. 22.21).
Desdemona is not, however, a mild martyr to love, as Helen Gardner
romantically suggested in her lecture to the British Academy in 1955.

Rather, she

heroically proclaims her innocence, before succumbing, as ascapegoat, to the demands
made for asacrifice to male conceptions of "I" and "thou."
In this drama detailing the confusion between expropriation and love, Desdemona
emerges as strategic to the personal enhancement of most of the male characters. Cassio
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is dependent upon her persuasive powers. Roderigo longs to possess her. lago, unlike
Brabantio and Othello, has no legitimate proprietorial claims upon Desdemona.
However, he, like father and husband, controls her destiny. By exploiting her virtue,
he reveals strong elements of self-aggrandizement.

He " loves" her as alure to .attract

Othello and Roderigo and utilizes her to arouse the Moor's suspicion of Cassio.
Brabantio and Othello rationalize their possessive intent, but Jago makes no excuses. To
this extent, he is honest.

He plots to expend Desdemona.

After being used, she is

discarded. Not only has she served her purpose in the scheme against Othello, but she
has substantiated Jago's cynical appraisal of womanhood (II.i.109-15), which supports
the conviction tacitly demonstrated by Brabantio and Othello.

Sexually inspired male

exclusiveness works its disastrous way through this drama, paralleling and related to its
"insider-outsider" motif.
The selection of a surrogate who will vicariously suffer is the essence of
scapegoating. Though Desdemona is asocial "insider" her innocence and gender make
her "the other."
intimidates.

To both Othello and Brabantio she is disreputable.

Her frankness

In an attempt to justify themselves, these men concentrate upon her

supposed disobedience and infidelity.

She is offered as propitiation for the

acquisitiveness that condemns her to be "theirs."
Othello is premised upon the assumption of female fealty to male expectation.
But Emilia's sense of outrage, upon realization of her husband's villainy, frees her from
his domination.

Unlike Desdemona, who remains obedient, Emilia disregards male

authority, boldly refuting her duty to submit. Her defiant retort: " Perchance, lago, I
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will ne'er go home" (V.ii. 197) proves prophetic, as her enraged husband finally silences
her.

Unlike the false comradeship lago offers Othello, the loyalty Emilia feels for

Desdemona extends beyond life itself. It differs significantly from the male bonding so
apparent in this play because it has no aggrandizing intent.

Their relationship

substantiates the definition in Lysis: "the real friend is afriend for the sake of nothing
else that is a friend" (61).

These women relate to each other on an emotional plane

which admits them as confidantes.

Emilia is willing to "lay down [her] soul at stake"

(IV. ii. 13), vouching for her mistress' honesty and Desdemona champions Emila before
lago's slander (ILi.100-116).

The compact Jago and Othello make (III.iii.460-69) is

merely a role lago assumes, convenient to his purposes.

But the covenant between

Desdemona and Emilia is genuine despite male derision and attack.
In their relationship, Emilia and Desdemona are reminiscent of Spenser's
Britomart and Amoret (FQ) in that one is more militant in protecting the other, "and
evermore from villenie her kept: ne ever was there wight to [her] more deare"
(IV.vi.35). Though Emilia is more spirited than Desdemona, they share acommon fate
at the hands of their "most filthy bargain[s]" (V.ii. 157).
exonerating her murderer, the other, denouncing hers.

They die, one willingly

Both have been exploited, but

Emilia refuses to be allied with her mate in knavery. She is agull enlightened too late,
but, by boldly witnessing to her friend's innocence, she dares to define the limits of
female subservience.

In contrast, Desdemona is intuitively aware of her redemptive

function in Othello's tragedy and she assumes its burden.
In asingular manner, Desdemona gives substance to the motivations of all other
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characters in this drama. Lacking her presence, they are dramatically deficient. She is
an emotionally violated figure, used and abused by the men encircling her. Suffocated
by paternal rebuke, a profligate's desire,

ascoundrel's

contempt and a confused

husband's veneration and jealousy, her inherent power is nullified and her perceived
worth steadily declines. Originally Brabantio's "jewel," she functions as lago's well-set
snare and concludes as the very emblem of corruption to the crazed Othello.

She is

sacrificed to these men's delusions of her and their own distorted self-conceptions.
The dual meanings of the pha.rmakon attach to Desdemona because she serves as
Othello's poison and antidote, enabling his damnation and certifying his salvation. Her
supposed infidelity contaminates Othello's mind, her actual virtue neutralizes his hatred.
In the final act of the drama, she attempts to absolve her husband, through an ultimately
self-annihilating act. Her last breath incriminates "nobody" but "Imyself." It is both
aperjured confession and astatement of dereliction, for, having lost Othello's faith and
love, she believes herself "nobody."
To the end, Desdemona exemplifies total commitment.

Othello expires,

frantically rationalizing his complicity in the tragedy. Declaiming that he has acted "all
in honour," he, like the classical hero, purges his faults by condemning and executing
himself. D.L. Smith dares to interpret Othello's final words as role-playing intended "to
shift off blame" ( 173). With some justification, he queries whether the Moor may "be
trying to gull those who will survive him, so as to protect his reputation" ( 173). Yet,
even at this moment, he does not comprehend Desdemona's forgiveness and love stronger
than death.
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Othello evokes asense of useless sacrifice. As the crucial link between lago and
Othello, Desdemona facilitates the Moor's destruction. She is the instrument by which
lago gains ascendency, as well as the conveniently designated "cause" of turmoil. Her
position as scapegoat probes the degradation of human relationships and illuminates the
enigma of love as violence.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Falstaff

-

the Con-Man Confounded

Othello, Shakespeare's portrayal of marital jealousy, explores the self-possessed
woman as threatening the community of male sovereignty.

Ralph Houlbrooke, in

researching the formation of the early modern English family, 1450-1700, concluded that
"the duty of obedience

...

rested on the wife" (97). " In the official image of marriage

sustained by amale-dominated society, woman was the subordinate partner" ( 118) and
the common law granted control of matrimonial property to the husband.

From this

viewpoint, the forthright woman, by her candour, like the adulterous woman, by her
sexual indiscretion, challenged social norms. Because the whore was common goods,
and the assured female was no man's chattel, each posed a dilemma.

Paradoxically,

these two were similarly assessed by males. To them, both witnessed against aman's
exclusive proprietary rights.

Calderwood has noted that in a society propelled by

commerce, Renaissance man drew his identity not so much from what he did as from
what he owned ( 14). "In place of adeep sense of belonging, economic man substitutes
owning and possessing" ( 11).

When masculine appropriation of woman falters,

presumption of male sovereignty suffers under the suspicion of cuckoldry, which
undermines reputation among peers.

Thus the unruly body of woman had to be

constrained, whether on the street or in the home.
To Othello, Desdemona is of Bianca' strade.

She maddens him because he
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believes

she has

played the harlot.

Their mutual

tragedy

arises from

this

misapprehension. But sexual trickery, however destructive to marriage, also possesses
elements which, when viewed from another perspective, encourages acomic appraisal
of matrimony such as is taken in The Merry Wives of Windsor. To note aconnection
between Othello and The Merry Wives is not, therefore, as ludicrous as might appear.
Just as the whiff of the farcical lingers about Othello, it settles around Master Ford, who
also suspects himself to be the victim of wifely philandering. Similarly, as the genuine
mutual loyalty of women is instanced in the bond between Emilia and Desdemona in
Othello, so female capacity for active collaboration is demonstrated in the Windsor
comedy in which Falstaff is transformed into arepresentation of masculine subjugation
at the hands of women. Throughout its scenes, proof that feminine solidarity is effective
and ruthlessly retributive charges The Merry Wives with apiquancy that, by parading
female wit and resourcefulness, investigates the implications of gender and women's

-

unacknowledged power within the context of amasculine-oriented society.
The potency of women's will is more obvious in The Merry Wives than in
Othello, where its ineffectuality is exposed. In these kindred dramas of suspect marital
bliss, male jealousy threatens women's autonomy, even as male prerogatives of authority
are queried. Male possessiveness, tragically manifested in Othello, is soundly routed in
The Merry Wives. There, women initiate the central activity, dominate the disposition
of characters and manipulate male reaction.

The concentration in both plays is upon

women as property and cuckoldry as humiliating public exposure of male incapacity to
retain possession.
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As articles of exchange whose value is determined by men holding purchasing
power, the women in Othello and The Merry Wives testify to the male sense of women
as the insignificant "other" within the patriarchal institution of marriage. Ford, in The
Merry Wives, assures himself of the innate duplicity of women (
Wiv. II.ii.305-08), just
as the males do in Othello (
0th. III.iii.200-04, 267-7). Masculine scepticism of female
fidelity constricts Othello and Ford, delivering them into the hands of male and female
rascals. Thus, lago successfully perpetrates his destructive scheme upon Othello, using
the unsuspecting Desdemona and Emilia. In comic reversal of this situation, men are
unwitting instruments of women, in The Merry Wives. The females triumphantly plot
the humiliation of asuspicious husband and execute aplan of revenge against aroué who
has insulted them. In both dramas, men are abruptly awakened. Othello and Ford are
eventually humbled by the evidence of their own folly, while Falstaff is made " abutt and
no mistake" (Stoll 95).
Unlike Othello, The Merry Wives works toward afinale in which the shamed are
received back into an accommodating society. Much in the manner that Roister Doister
is retrieved by those formerly hostile (Udall 5.6), Falstaff is invited to share in
communal mirth (
Wiv. V.v.242-3). Northrop Frye (
Anatomy 165) and Jan Hinley (46)
have each remarked upon this integrative capacity of comedy. In this genre apervasive
sense of the ridiculous intervenes to neutralize antagonistic elements. This, perhaps, is
the essence of comic scapegoating. The edge of cruelty and perversion inherent in the
practice of scapegoating is dulled by the laughable situations in which the buffoon
receives his due.

Comic scapegoats are figures of confusion representing influences
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countering social convention. Theirs is the power of misrule to subvert. They summon
one to an awareness of the distinctions between licit and illicit authority. C.L. Barber,
in Shakespeare's Festive Comedy, describes the potential of such afigure as "asource
of destructive consequences for society" (213).
In opposition to legitimate command, the comic scapegoat possesses an energy
whose frenzy draws others into involvement.

Unlike the tragic scapegoat, the comic

counterpart enjoys powers of disguise and craftiness which in turn rebound upon him.
The comic scapegoat is an alien figure who unsettles society, weakening its authority
through the introduction of eccentricity. He applies powers of inversion, to emerge both
as boaster and cleansing pharinakos, an anomaly who is laughingly made adupe in order
to purge the community. We laugh to relieve stress, hide embarrassment, and express
our sense of the incongruity between social expectation and personal behaviour. The butt
of our laughter lifts these psychological hindrances from us, as our ridicule washes over
him.

But Frye has noted the dark underside of drollery: " Comedy often includes a

scapegoat ritual of expulsion which gets rid of some irreconcilable character, but
exposure and disgrace make for pathos, or even tragedy" (
Anatomy 165).

This

bittersweet quality adheres particularly to the fat knight Falstaff, Shakespeare's supreme
comic creation.
Is it possible to offer afresh appraisal of this much-analyzed figure? He, like
lago, has been "explained" as a subtle tempter deriving from the devils of the miracle
plays or the Vice of the moralities (Spivak, Shakespeare 204). Some recognize him as
the flamboyant soldier of Plautine comedy (Wilson 20, Stoll 79, 95) or the commedia
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dell'arte's Capitano. Others, like Bradley, see him as the abject Victim, " degraded by
Shakespeare himself" (247), aview countered by Traversi and Barber, for whom Falstaff
is Riot and Carnival incarnate (Traversi, Final 82, Barber 213).
There is even some question as to whether the knight in The Merry Wives can
be linked reliably to Hal's boon companion (Bradley 248, Stoll 95, Wilson 4-5, 28).
W.H. Auden however contends that the "essential Falstaff is the Falstaff of The Merry
Wives" (
195), for he best personifies "the comic hero of the world of play" (195). In
the history plays Falstaff is, according to Auden, "out of his proper world" (195), forced
into confronting the reality of suffering and death. But Harold Bloom recognizes Falstaff
in the Henriad as related to the candid Faulconbridge in King John because each "has a
way of providing adaemonic chorus that renders silly all royal and noble squabbles and
intrigues" (3). Falstaff of The Merry Wives of Windsor was reputedly created by royal
command.

According to theatrical gossip, ascribed to John Dennis in 1702, Queen

Elizabeth longed to see Falstaff in love on stage and Shakespeare complied.

Leslie

Hotson proposed that the play was originally produced as a court entertainment
performed in 1597 at an Order of the Garter feast.

Anne Barton (286-7) noted that

others dated its composition after Henry V ( 1599). Whichever dating is accepted, and
whether the royal request is held true or apocryphal, it is probable that Shakespeare and
his theatrical company profitably capitalized upon the popularity of the Windsor Falstaff.
In his various manifestations in different plays, Falstaff intimidates critics, who
for easier scrutiny, prefer to compartmentalize his extravagant persona.

Such action

threatens to diminish our conception of Shakespeare's comprehensive vision of " Sir
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John." As Scott McMillin points out, until the twentieth century, IHenry IV particularly
had been a "Falstaff" or a " Hotspur" play "about one or both of the most flamboyant
characters" ( 1). He maintains that, when first performed, "the two Henry IV plays were
sometimes known as 'Falstaff, Parts One and Two" when played at the court of James
I (2). The Stratford performance in 1951, during the Festival of Britain, when Richard
II, Henry IV, Parts One and Two and Henry V were staged as a cycle, is cited by
McMillin as responsible for the modern attitude toward viewing these dramas as "astudy
of political power with Prince Hal as the central character" ( 1).

In their course, "the

Prince grows into royal authority by turning aside the old fat man" (McMillin 11-12).
Throughout Henry IV Parts One and Two and The Merry Wives of Windsor, the
confrontation between assertive power and the personification of wit and joviality
highlights Falstaff's dramatic potency.

His associations with the mythic figure of the

trickster who romps through world literature is apparent. He is an antic Loki, exhibiting
and sharing his artful skills.

He is aguizer, like Anansi, the conniving spider-man of

West African and Caribbean folklore, whose mischief often ricochets. Recognized as a
crafty clown intent upon deception and influence, Falstaff emerges, in every drama
through which he cavorts, as acozener who is his own victim. Like all traditional conartists, he is parasitic, seeking advantage from his host and pretending to be more than
he is.

In Aristotelian terms, he is an alazon, an imposter, " deceiving or self-deceived

normally an object of ridicule in comedy

...

but often the hero of atragedy" (Frye,

Anatomy 365). Being a subtle combination of predator and prey, he cannot be neatly
categorized. However, he is feasible as atheatrical portrait of the "has-been," the social
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bankrupt clutching desperately at opportunities to re-coup fortune.
"outsider," he necessarily endures the rigours of scapegoating.

Repudiated as an

Falstaff's predicament

is bred of ambition imperfectly realized. The dramas in which he appears are reflections
upon commodity and the merchandising of others. Profit motives underlie the economic
configurations of class and gender relations inherent in the activities of Falstaff, his
cronies, his prince and the Windsor citizens.

Expediency compromises them into

bartering acquaintances according to their marketable potential as accessories to power.
Co-existent with profiteering, betrayal figures as an element in their relationships.

In

both Windsor and London, subterfuge is the instrument by which persons and
circumstances are exploited for advantage. But Falstaff is fatally trapped in the power
play when "kings break faith upon Commodity" (
Wiv. II.i.597) and the folk of Windsor
scheme to disgrace him (
Wiv. IV.iv. 13-5.
Of the Falstaff dramas, The Merry Wives of Windsor is most apparently based
upon trading and speculation in affection for mercenary and emotional profit.

It is

therefore useful to observe the ingenious fashioning of the scapegoat within this comedy,
prior to tracing it in the Henriad. The principles of self-interest dominate the action of
the play, accounting for the behaviour of the wives and husbands, the suitors and
auxiliary matchmakers.

Perhaps because of such selfishness, the drama becomes an

exhibition of bourgeois values. In Windsor, all, except Falstaff the alien, participate in
the same code of propriety.

However, the lust and greed motivating Falstaff lurk

secretly in their hearts also. Their cathartic expulsion of the profligate aristocrat absolves
the community of association and re-commits them to middle-class ethics.
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Surprisingly, in The Merry Wives, the women surpass Falstaff in guile.

The

sport of female trickery generates the comic confrontations punctuating this drama, much
as it dominates in Love's Labour's Lost. The fat knight is caught out at his own game
by the ladies' superior resourcefulness. The moment he contrives to use them for his
pleasure and profit, he has lost the contest. Under guise of adeserved jest, his proposed
victims initiate a series of exposés.

Though they appear to be teasing, the wives are

engaged in an earnest game whose intended outcome is the repudiation of male arrogance
and possessiveness. By orchestrating the comic business; the women succeed in making
men dependent upon them for its culmination.
Upon entering parochial Windsor society, Falstaff becomes, simultaneously,
predator and prey. He presumes that he may angle for female favours by using his title
as bait.

But, as a great fish in a small pond, he flounders.

He underestimates the

women's intelligence and class allegiance. He conveys what he does not feel for them,
and they enthusiastically respond with artificial romance.

They perceive exactly how

they "might be knighted" (
Wiv. ILi.55) by Falstaff, and are not tempted. Housewives
and swashbuckler covertly vie with each other for mastery. Their exertions mirror the
sexual power-struggle warping the Windsor community.
In this comic treatment of marital relations, Frank Ford (not unlike Othello or
John Frankford in Thomas Heywood's A Woman Killed with Kindness) assumes the role
of self-righteous husband, even while his jealousy threatens to devour him.

His wife

skilfully plots retention of her power over her suspicious mate. However, she and her
friend eventually admit their spouses as conspirators, inviting them to devise the
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punishment of "deer" Falstaff, as ascapegoat for male folly. Though Page has formerly
proven sensible and moderate, he voices the animosity submerged in the minds of these
jolly burghers: "Yet once again (to make us public sport) IAppoint ameeting with this
old fat fellow, IWhere we may take him, and disgrace him for it" (
Wiv. IV.iv. 13-5).
The spectre of scapegoating thus rises, with all its attendant viciousness. The humiliation
of Falstaff is undertaken as ajoint project, but the women maintain control of the ,
situation. It is their " device" that when put into operation, vanquishes the old trickster.
The citizens castigate Falstaff for activities in which, with variation, they
participate. The possibility of acquiring profit and power by liaison or marriage runs as
a leitmotif through this drama corroborating the historical evidence for marriage as
partially amatter of agreement about property.

Matrimony involved "an exchange of

material benefits between the partners or their families.

In return for the portion or

'dowry' which the bride brought with her, she gained the right to support from herhusband's property for the rest of her life" (Houlbrooke 83). The intricate financial basis
upon which marriages were arranged and estates enhanced assumed prominence among
upper and lower classes alike. Falstaff condescendingly trifles with lower class women,
aware there is probably money to be made by the affair. Because it is rumoured that
Ford, "the jealous wittolly knave hath masses of money," his wife is appealing to the old
roué, who intends to "use her as the key of the cuckoidly rogue's coffer" (W iv. II.ii.2724).
Fully as exploitive as their fat suitor, the wives of Windsor participate in a
scheme to barter a daughter in marriage. "Seven hundred pounds and possibilities"
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attract swains primarily interested in monetary enhancement.

Even Fenton the "true"

love of Anne Page, had been lured, originally, by her fortune.

Mistress Quickly

explores the gullibility of all the hopefuls, achieving influence over them by reason of
her fraudulent marriage brokerage. The marriage candidates are shrewdly assessed by
Anne's parents. They calculate the likely benefits accruing from each potential son-inlaw.

Sharing a bourgeois attachment to cash and property, they both dismiss the

impecunious Fenton who is tainted by his associations with "the wild prince" Hal and
suspect because he is their social better (
Wiv. III.iii.73). The " stranger" is not trusted
any more than they trust each other. As apart of the larger plot to humiliate Falstaff,
each parent has devised acompanion plan whereby the personally preferred. wooer shall
elope with the daughter. Their deception is matched by Fenton's own successful trickery
and Anne's compliance.
The prevailing atmosphere in Windsor is one of deceit and rapacity that can best
be dispelled by scapegoating an "outsider."

Falstaff's disruptive presence attracts

attention to the need to restore to the community the values of order and domestic
tranquility which have been temporarily forfeited by his advent. He is representative of
amode of behaviour disastrous to social solidarity. It is expedient that they " dis-horn
the spirit," mocking him and themselves back "home to Windsor" through performance
of a comic regenerative rite.

Actaeon-like, the bewildered old knight is circled by

retaliatory townsfolk.
John Steadman has proposed a connection between Falstaff and Actaeon, the
mythical hunter who was changed into adeer by Diana and destroyed by his own hounds.
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He

considers

that Shakespeare

intended

a burlesque

of the

story

in

Ovid's

Metamorphoses, using Falstaff's rustic disguise to reinforce this image of the ill-fated
Theban.

Like Actaeon, Falstaff undergoes transformation.

Each acquires horns,

representative of the foolish victim.
Steadman discovers acorrespondence between Falstaff's masquerade as Herne and
the conventional Renaissance image of Actaeon as stag-headed man costumed as hunter
(231-2), concluding that Falstaff "bears acloser resemblance to Actaeon as Renaissance
iconography had represented him than to the Actaeon of Ovid's text" (237). "In
Falstaff's final metamorphosis Shakespeare seems to have deliberately parodied afamiliar
exemplum of lust" (237).

In Steadman's opinion, the figure of Actaeon and Herne

coalesce in The Merry Wives. He feels that Falstaff, by impersonating Herne, becomes
acomic counterpart of Actaeon. Leonard Barkan, in his consideration of the pertinence
of the Actaeon myth to The Merry Wives, has similarly perceived that the animal
transformation treated in both " is adirect sign of folly" (
352). The amazed hunter and
the fat roué are "not so much

...

stag[s} as

...

jackass[es]" (
352), as Shakespeare's

bemused Falstaff realizes in the drama's last scene.
Steadman does not comment upon the significance of the presence of aBritish
forest spirit in this drama of bourgeois realism. The mythic suggestiveness of the scene
enacting the legend of the mystic oak and phantom hunter, projects upon the play an
eerie pastoral ambience.

Traversi has interpreted it as apurification rite, exorcizing

"riot" and "misrule" (
Approach 256-7). But this green world of transformations harbours
more sinister, than cleansing, influences.
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Falstaff is unaware of the full import of his disguise as Herne. In his soliloquy
(V.v.1-15) he fantasizes about sexual prowess, asking Jove's assistance as he stands
beneath an oak, the tree sacred to Jove and, to the Druids, suggestive of virility and
fecundity.

But he impersonates one who, in English legend, is an evil spectre.

Accompanied by his hounds, Herne supposedly roams Windsor forest, prowling until
midnight in the vicinity of the oak bearing his name. Gertrude Jobes identifies him as
"a hunter of souls" (762) and equates him with Anubis, Egyptian god of the underworld
and Gabriel the angel of death and judgment. Though Herne may have been an actual
custodian of Windsor Forest, "he is probably alocal manifestation of the Wild Huntsman
myth known throughout the world" ("Hèrne" New 878). For example, " Herne has his
French counterpart in the 'Grand Veneur' of Fontainbleau" ("Herne" Brit 372). "The
usual story associated with the Wild .Huntsman involves someone

...

fond of the chase

who makes arash pledge or compact with astranger (the devil) and is thus doomed to
hunt forever" ("Herne" New 878), much as the Wandering Jew and the blasphemous
captain of The Flying Dutchman are condemned to journey perpetually.
Herne's ghostly presence denotes aresidual barbarity in England's "green and
pleasant land." He embodies malign elements. Similarly, Falstaff's lust poses asocial
peril. The ambiguity of his position in Windsor is apparent. His free. spirit attracts and
repels the circumspect who distrust the feral creature.

Steadman suggests that by

combining mythic and iconographic interpretations in the closing scene of The Merry
Wives Shakespeare achieves acommentary upon lechery appropriate in aplay intended
for performance at acelebration honouring the Order of the Garter and its motto: "Honi
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soit qui mal ypense" (244).
By making Falstaff a "Jack-a-Lent," (Wiv. V.v. 127) the folk of Windsor set him
up as target at which to aim their own indiscretions. Frederick Jonassen identifies the
"Jack-a-Lent" as atiny puppet at which stones were thrown by children, during Lenten
games.

He broadens the definition to include the scarecrow-like figure paraded at

festival time, which was similarly subjected to spectator violence.

He concludes that

destruction of these folk representations of the scapegoat was aritualization of the act of
slaughter (
52). Jonassen also associates the "Jack-a-Lent" with the effigy of Carnival,
the continental figure of fun, whom C.L. Barber, in his study, equated with Falstaff
(206).
By these analogies, Falstaff becomes both Celebration and Death. In discussing
the function of the "Jack-a-Lent," Jonassen concludes that society could not survive
"without an element of such irreverence to circumscribe the voracious appetite of
authority for power" (67). Falstaff's transformation into a "Jack-a-Lent" introduces onto
the Windsor scene a caustic aspect.

As communal butt, he "renders back to his

ungrateful tormentors the ridicule whereby their abusive power is subverted and their
community restored to harmony" (68). The strain of cruelty manifest in their persistent
attack becomes progressively grotesque as Falstaff is metamorphosed into a sacrificial
beast.

The entire process hints at a denouement rather too insistently vengeful to be

festive.
Frye identifies asignificant folkloric ritual discernible in Falstaff's predicament.
He contends that in The Merry Wives of Windsor Falstaff is victimized in a manner
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suggestive of an ancient ceremony known as "carrying out Death" (
Anatomy 183),
whereby the community seeks collective purgation.

Though Jonassen would seem to

concur (
57), J.A. Bryant queries the appropriateness of this comparison, because, he
contends, in neither of Falstaff's early humiliations is Death carried out "and neither
precipitates any kind of renewal."

But, concerning "the spectacle of Falstaff in the

forest, we may shudder as we laugh; for this last humiliation, involving as it does the
victim disguised as an animal and the people's participation in the punishment of that
victim, suggests unmistakably the ancient castigation of the scapegoat, whereby an
animal, or aman, or aman dressed as an animal was made to take upon himself and
suffer for the sins of a whole community" (298).

By humiliating Falstaff, Windsor

citizens carry out from their midst their own shameful selves.
My delineation of Falstaff as ascapegoat has necessitated asomewhat moralistic
reading of The Merry Wives, although Iadmire its farcical contortions and genuine
comic situations.

Anne Parten likewise sees this drama as afabliau-like exhibition of

middle class social foibles. Elaborating upon an observation by Jeanne Addison Roberts,
she perceives Falstaff, " in his role as the butt of apublic ceremony of humiliation," as
resembling "the victim of the folk ritual known as the skimmington.
expression of a community's disapproval of behaviour

...

...

aritual burlesque

a specialized form. of the

charivari [demonstrating] a community's concerted hostility towards a man who had
permitted alocal inversion of the normal sexual hierarchy" (
185). To Parten, the last
scene of The Merry Wives concentrates "on the punishment of asingle offender against
the rules of masculine dignity and superiority" ( 191). The women of Windsor triumph
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over their men, tipping the balance of power. But eventually, the community reverts to
the conventional social norm.
Falstaff's mythic, ritualistic presence as talisman against cuckoldry in The Merry
Wives complements his realistic identity as uncompromising social commentator in Henry
IV. Because posturing informs all his performances, he operates successfully, whether
in acomedy of urban indiscretion or the graver reality of the history plays. History is
largely achronicle of the struggle for power, tracing authority assumed and relinquished.
Its tensions, as interpreted by Shakespeare in Henry IV and Henry V, are the strategies
of realpolitik, which are activated and sustained by confrontation.

Accompanying the

intricacies of political in-fighting, there runs through the Henry IV plays afather-son
dissonance, through which the familial drive for power is exposed.
Falstaff crystallizes our recognition of the tactics of domination operating within
these complex plays. Ingratiating himself into the princely circle as bon vivant-buffoonsurrogate father, he disguises athirst for influence and acceptance.

Part of Falstaff's

dramatic appeal resides in our realization that he is participating in agame immensely
more complex than he is equipped to play. He deals at the same table with the Percies,
King Henry and Hal, but is outbid by these power brokers whose stakes are kingdoms.
He is the gamester who gambles and loses, inevitably disillusioned, humiliated and
rejected. In Henry IV, Iand II, Shakespeare has designated the spoils to the victor and
has illustrated that the vanquished are expendable.
In the risky bid for authority, Falstaff's pivotal position as cozener is apparent.
As he strives to cheat and beguile his way into preferment, we are more readily able to
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assess the stronger powers of others as they press their superior advantage.

Falstaff's

trickery and the stratagems of the loyal and rebellious serve to distinguish what is politic.
They epitomize the faults of the realm.

The sense of a sick and disordered nation

pervades these dramas of statecraft, creating an atmosphere of confusion and license.
Defiant rebels wrangle over divisions of spoils, a "crafty-sick" leader seeks both revenge
and his own safety, while an ailing king defends his kingdom, though aware "how foul
it is

...

/And with what danger, near the heart of it" (2H4111.i.39-40).
Spurgeon ( 132-3) has noted the proliferation of images of disease, particularly in

Henry IV, Part II. Examination of them reveals something of the personalities to whom
they apply. For example, Bolingbroke has won his kingdom by violence and the rebels
intend, by bloody means, to "purge th'obstructions" by which he restrains their
ambitions. They have brought themselves " into aburning fever" (2H4 IV.i.56), cooled
eventually in the lifeblood of Hotspur. The King fears that "this debate that bleedeth at
our doors" (2H4 IV.iv.2) presages the " rotten times that you shall look upon" when
madcap Hal reigns and "his affections fly / Towards fronting peril and oppos'd decay!"
(2H4 IV.iv.60,65-6).

Victory holds little satisfaction for Henry, and wanting "alittle

personal strength," he wonders, even as vigour ebbs, "wherefore should these good news
make me sick?" (
2H4 IV.iv.102). The State is wounded, and the factions, "all diseas'd
must bleed for it" (2H4 IV.i.54, 57), before a new and healthy realm emerges.
Shakespeare establishes aconnection between the defiled realm and the infirm sovereign.
The land is ill because of his act of usurpation and remains so because power-hungry
individuals pursue their separate goals.
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The kingdom is apolitical wasteland awaiting rejuvenation.

By his revealing

soliloquy ( 1H4 I.ii.195ff.), Hal is established as that generative force, who, in the
fullness of time, will expel the contagions smothering the state and assert himself as
guardian of the realm's health.

Shakespeare carefully develops Hal's promise to "be

more myself" (1114 IILii.93), providing acontext for eventual rejection of the old corrupt
order. The Prince recognizes that it is expedient, for his own enhanced image, and the
common good, that others should be sacrificed. Falstaff's repudiation is the price paid
for the re-structuring of arealm and the fashioning of amythic king from adissolute
prince.

To facilitate this transformation, Shakespeare has traced Falstaff's parallel

deterioration.

Pertinent to 2 Henry IV, Spurgeon examines how Shakespeare has

progressively coarsened Falstaff's " spirit" (377-80). L.C. Knights comments upon the
sense of mutability and physical degeneration pervading this drama. He considers that,
there, "it is impossible to turn the almost obsessive references to age and disease, as the
references to Falstaff's corpulence are turned in Part I, in the direction of comedy" (
35).
Falstaff's friends remind him of his mortality (2114 iv.230ff.) and this sense of personal
decay and changed circumstance is reflected in the disturbances within the foul kingdom
where "rank diseases grow." Yet the enterprising old fellow capitalizes upon his own
and the kingdom's debilitation: "A good wit will make use / of anything.

Iwill turn

diseases to commodity" (2H4 I.ii.247-8). Falstaff operates as paradoxical pharinakon,
a poisonous potion potentially damaging to the realm, whose ancillary curative
properties, nevertheless, enhance the quality of life.
As newly-proclaimed king, Shakespeare's Henry V cautions, " Presume not that
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Iam the thing Iwas" (
2H4 V.v.56). But we recognize that it is precisely Hal-Henry's
commitment to the pursuit of power that has consistently motivated him. Shakespeare
obligingly traces the reclamation of the prodigal, much as detailed in the chronicle play
The Famous Victories of Henry the Fifth, but he discerns that the new order is
predicated upon the old determination to achieve dominance. To appreciate Henry IV
as astudy in power requires awareness of Shakespeare's delineation of Bolingbroke as
opportunist, in Richard II.

Ostensibly come to retrieve his patrimony, he remains to

usurp akingdom. Richard best articulates the theme of the Henriad: "They well deserve
to have / That know the strong'st and surest way to get" (R2 III.iii.200-1).

Henry IV

describes this struggle for ascendancy and its cost. Specifically, the bid of the Percies
to regain what had been wrested from Richard involves civil conflict, for which they
sacrifice their son and nephew.
Within each hostile camp exists aparallel family tension between father and son,
reinforcing the power confrontation upon the battlefield. To create afeasible dramatic
friction between young men, Shakespeare fictionalized history, making Harry Percy of
an age with Prince Hal when, in reality, he was three years older than the king. Viewed
as rivals in filial duty and military honour, their ambitions for glory and power are
presented as mutually exclusive ( 1H4 V.iv.63-7). The rash Hotspur becomes akey to
our interpretation of Hal because he personifies the most tantalizing of the interrelated
choices forced upon the Prince within these dramas. The temptation to achivalric quest
for honour, so impetuously espoused by Hotspur, is rejected as superficial by the politic
Hal ( 1H4 V.iv.87-100), though he is responsive to true valour.

Shakespeare explores
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the consequences of each conception, tracing the lineaments of the winner and loser.
In Henry IV, Iand lithe reality of human relationship as contest is investigated,
with instinctive comprehension of its strategic battlefield, the family. King Henry yearns
for a son like Hotspur who, unlike the riotous Hal, proves amenable to paternal and
avuncular influence ( 1H4 I.i.96). To indicate that the sons are intended as instruments
of the fathers' struggle for power, the submerged motif of family disaffection surfaces
intermittently throughout these plays, then disappears under political manoeuverings.
Filial duty and the sacrifice it demands prove expensive for Harry Percy, who is unaware
of being manipulated. His opinions are controlled by the father and uncle who shrewdly
exploit the dangerously erratic youth.

Their pressures undermine his confidence and

strain his tenuous self-control. He does not act, but reacts to provocations instigated by
family members intent upon personal security and aggrandizement. He is kept ignorant
because the old rogues consider him an expendable scapegoat: "We did train him on,
/And his corruption being Wen from us, / We as the spring of all shall pay for all. /
Therefore

...

let not Harry know" (1H4 V.ii. 120-4).

Hotspur is the rival Hal must challenge for his own self-respect.

Confronting

him, Hal not only faces aworthy foe, but the embodiment of his father's conception of
the ideal son and warrior.

Hotspur's surprisingly perceptive assessment of Hal's

alienation: "Ithink his father loves him not" (
1114 I.iii.231), probes the problem at the
core of both men's relationship with their parents. Henry's father's censure hinders the
prince from identifying with him. The insecure king, imagining him as athreat to his
throne, cannot summon enough affection truly to trust his heir. Ironically, Hal therefore
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becomes his competitor, his "nearest and dearest enemy" (
1H4 III.ii. 123). Shakespeare's
investigation of this complex relationship reflects what legend and history affirmed
(McFarlane, 378-9).
In the figures of the king and Falstaff, Hal tests role options available to the
princely.

Though, for Hal, Falstaff is certainly a liberal education, they are too

dissimilar to sustain areal friendship. Gaiety and pragmatism eventually weary of each
other. Hal and his father are too alike ever to be truly affectionate. Both are counterfeit
men of smiles, who yet play the villain as they trick others into underestimating them.
The king and the old knight contend for Hal's allegiance, offering divergent routes to
self-realization. He may opt for the comic conception of reality espoused by Falstaff,
who recognizes that popularity is power and familiarity its potent instrument.

Or, he

may bide his time, until he inherits the crown and, with it, supreme authority.

The

pantomime Falstaff offers cannot compare with the reality of rule, the legacy from his
father.

Shakespeare confirms that Hal is truly his father's son, though he sports with

anarchic companions. In his crucial early soliloquy, there is neither compunction nor
•
recognition by Hal of the moral expense of his duplicity, but simply rational analysis of
the course that leads to dominance. In the self-honesty that complements his deception
of others, Hal is amirror-image of his father in youth. Both have played at impressing
others by apparent courtesy and humility. Hal displays the family capacity to charm and
"win / The hearts of all that he did angle for" ( 1H4 IV.iii.83-4).

Under guise of

friendship, he destroys Falstaff, while establishing himself as successor to his father. His
touch is every bit as fatal as that of his father, his instinct for power as acute.
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As Prince of Wales, Hal is confined to the ante-chambers of power. Increasingly
impatient to test his capacities as ruler, he uses Falstaff and the Eastcheap clique to pass
the time and make tolerable the wait for akingdom, by playing as a subject.

In this

ingenious learning situation, decried by his father (
1114 III.ii.29ff.), Hal grows "a
companion to the common streets," mastering the easy familiarity that subsequently
enhances his leadership at Agincourt.

From the historical and legendary versions of this

prince's life, Shakespeare fashions a statement of the nature of royal authority.

He

reveals how the entail of power within the family has shaped the model of kingship
constructed by the usurping father and his fabulous son.
compassing the crown"

(
J

The "fault

...

made in

IV.i.293-4) hangs as acurse over them. Yet the son desires

sovereignty as eagerly as the father. He belligerently defends his right to succession and
projects adynasty (2H4 IV.v.41-7). Deceit and distrust taint their performances as father
and son, and as king and prince of a degenerate realm.

But as an astringent new

monarch, Hal acts to rid the kingdom of the debris of the prior reign. Rebels, plotters
and parasites are to be swept away. They have schemed for control and lost to a
contender morally no better, but infinitely more shrewd. The warrior-king who emerges
from the debacle of vanquished friend and foe divests himself of the past in anticipation
of aglorious future. Yet he has not escaped unscathed from the contest waged for his
allegiance by father and "godfather."
To differentiate more clearly the components of this competition between King
Henry and Falstaff we should appraise the intent of each contestant. Their struggle for
the prince is more than merely the opposition between duty and irresponsibility.
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Domination is their fundamental motivation.

In effect, Shakespeare has employed

historic and legendary sources as the shell to enclose his dramatization of the combat of
one generation to control another. The two older men who angle for authority over the
younger, play, primarily, for the kingdom he embodies. Their object is to attract him
to adopt their personal visions of the realm.

England, fretful under despotic rule, or

luxuriating in sloth and riot, are the options they present to the would-be king.
With sweet irony, Shakespeare reveals Hal, the intended cat's-paw, to be the
unexpected manipulator. He "knows them all" and the power alternatives they advance.
The question posed by the dramatist is " How shall Hal choose?"

The answer is

developed through Richard II, Henry IV and Henry V, as Shakespeare queries the nature
of kingship, its burdens and rewards.
Henry Bolingbroke exemplifies the calculating realist who values political triumph
over human sensitivity.

He deflects upon others the guilt he merits as -traitor and

usurper. As king, he engages others for his bloody intrigues. Pierce of Exton executes
Richard's murder for him, in expectation of advancement for loyal service.

But the

expendable fool is caught by the knave and sacrificed in an elaborate exhibition of
dissociation. Like the prototypical scapegoat, Pierce is repudiated by the newly-crowned
king eager to divest himself of such an associate.

He seeks to distance himself, but

stands revealed for the hypocrite he is.
Henry's facility in role-playing in order to consolidate power is equalled by his
son's capacity to exploit the faith of others for advantage. In Henry IV and Henry V
Shakespeare traces the progress of aman fashioning his own identity by determined play-
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acting and denial of accountability. Very much as his father uses and refuses Pierce, Hal
plays with Falstaff, amused until he assumes the power of kingship.

Then, like his

father, he finds it expedient to distance himself from apotential liability. He positions
Falstaff, asurprised scapegoat, to bear the brunt of criticism as amisleader of his youth.
Falstaff is literally shocked to death. "The King has kill'd his heart" (H5 II.i.88), not
only through the agony of betrayed friendship, but by the astounding finesse with which
he has beaten the old con-artist at his own game.
Yet Shakespeare has, compassionately, declined to represent Falstaff as piteous
scapegoat at the moment of death.

Though in Henry IV he is progressively

"marginalized" from the court society of his prince-turned-king, in Henry V Falstaff is
•
depicted as still the centre of the "pub society" that once enticed the royal roisterer.
Hal/Henry may have shrewdly withdrawn, but the squalid group at the tavern in
Eastcheap grieve for Falstaff as their departed leader and friend. We may not be able
to rationalize the effectiveness of the symbol of the fallen mentor as mourned
accomplice, but it appeals to the imagination as poetic truth in this instance.
As Henry shifts guilt to Falstaff, he later, in Henry V, transfers to self-seeking
prelates the responsibility for his pursuit of the crown, warning them of their liability for
what their decisions " shall incite us to" (H5 I.i.20).

Determined not to be held

accountable, he is reluctant even to face his own soldiers' suggestions of his obligations
as king, averting them with a specious argument for individual responsibility (115
IV.i. 147-185).

The burden of kingship rests as fitfully upon Hal as upon his father.

Both hold it with troubled minds (
2H4 III.i.4-31, H5 IV.i.230-84). Shakespeare portrays
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Henry IV as obsessed with the need to go on pilgrimage as apenitent ( 1H4 I.i. 18-33).
He presents Henry V as equally concerned that his father's sin may thwart his own bid
for supreme power at Agincourt (H5 IV.i.292-305). Throughout their careers, father and
son chart their actions.

They develop a conspiratorial frame of mind intent upon

exploiting the moment. Bolingbroke moves expeditiously to seize acrown. Hal waits,
redeeming the time before realizing the powerful potential of monarchy. The prodigal
son merely masquerades as a profligate while preparing to assume the crown.

But,

submerged in the roles of loitering heir and youthful madcap, there is an unsettling
impression of time wasting and adisquieting sense of being wasted by time. Guilt and
urgency impel Hal, barely permitting control of his hostile impulses to power.

His

father, because he has usurped a crown, intuitively recognizes in Hal the thrust for
power. The son has succeeded in deceiving the world, but, the father, at his moment of
death, perceives their affinity.

Traces of their estrangement remain, but the king is

moved to hope that it will be his conception of reality that will motivate his son as
monarch.

To that end he grants to his heir benediction and politic advice on how to

maintain the balance of power (2H4 IV.v.212-29).
Shakespeare is also intent to indicate the other route to power that Hal may elect.
Competence and energy overcome antagonists and kill competitors, but asubtler process
for securing dominance is the recruitment of charm, wit and laughter. Such is the mode
Falstaff perfects.

Acting in puckish defiance of tradition, he discloses the folly of

honour, moderation and decorum. Under Hal's patronage, his anarchic temperament is
innocuously disguised as buffoonery. Shakespeare has created in Falstaff aconsummate
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con-man, who has, for the most part, deceived play-goers and critics alike.

His real

character is hidden behind appearances, tricking an audience into sentimental alliance.
Like Hal, he is not what he seems. They are allied because each thinks he has something
to gain from the other. But Falstaff is aware that his hold on Hal is insecure.
In the Henry IV plays Shakespeare describes an essentially predatory society
where determined men jockey for position.

Distanced from his father, Hal finds a

surrogate, Falstaff, who is, in turn, eventually repulsed by this " son" and replaced by an
authoritative Chief Justice. The Prince in effect acknowledges three fathers, much as the
King fantasizes about two sons. Though convention favours the true father, the clownish
substitute's ploys to entice Hal introduce low-life comic elements challenging the stern
paternal majesty. These innovative diversions hide serious intent. To Hal, his allegiance
to this "father ruffian" (1114 II.iv.454) is weak, based as it is upon ambiguity,
gratification and exploitation. But it is vital to Falstaff that he successfully cozen Hal,
who represents the old man's social security. As Robert Greene, in 1592, noted: "Who
hath not some sinister way to help himselfe, but foloweth his nose always straight
forward may well hold up the head for ayear or two but the third he must needs sink"
(36).
While Hal plays his waiting game, entertained by Falstaff, time is also wasting
for the jester, who grows testy, longing for "golden times, and happy news of price"
(2144 V.iii.99). The halcyon days when he "was not an eagle's talent in the waist" (
1H4
II.iv.330) are dwindled to moments of bombast, spewed from an elderly "swoll'n parcel
of dropsies" ( 1H4 II.iv.450-1).

Falstaff's earlier confident refrain: "When thou art
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king" ( 1H4 Lii.23), deteriorates, in 2Henry IV, into an imperative upon which Falstaff
predicates his future. When his "tender lambkin" is finally crowned, Falstaff is ready
to exploit him to his own ambitions for influence and ease. Under Falstaff's banter lurks
the appetite of the power-hungry.
In these dramas expressing the dynamism of power and celebrating its success,
Falstaff's venture into circles of influence is worth investigating for motive and
procedure.

In that he perpetually wears amask of jocularity, it is difficult to separate

appearance from reality as he vainly bids for advancement. The prospect of authority
excites him.

Disguised under comradeship, his yearning for ascendancy renders him

servile. Hal interprets their fellowship as atrivial interlude, but Falstaff is portrayed as
more emotionally involved in the relationship, partially because of its potential value to
him. Falstaff ingratiates himself, as any proficient con-artist, by playing to Hal's need
for relaxation.
profit.

His talent to amuse is placed at Hal's disposal and his own hope of

But his intentions are forfeited to Hal's more determined pursuit of personal

advantage.

Falstaff lacks equal discipline.

He allows affection to undermine his

attempted exploitation of Hal. The old trickster overestimates himself, unaware that he
plays a losing game with ruthless contenders.

He is decisively outmatched, the

possibility of power passes forever beyond him and he must suffer the consequences.
Hal's apparent change of character upon accession is really the pragmatist's
reaction to changing circumstances.

As king, he recognizes the liability of a bad

reputation and the expediency of casting Falstaff as subverter. Rather than realizing his
ambitions as "one of the greatest men in this realm" (2H4 V.iii.87), Falstaff is made to
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carry the rebuke as clown and tempter. Henry stage manages his own exaltation at the
expense of Falstaff. In the final scene of 2 Henry IV, the confrontation between these
two establishes that "the power of wit can always be cancelled by the displeasure of
power" (Cox 122).
Not only is the rejection scene excellent theatre, but it draws for its effectiveness
upon popular sentiment and dedication to the concept of the duty of the prince to rule.
To Elizabethan audiences, the expulsion of Falstaff is requisite to the peace and good
governance of the realm.

Falstaff's ostracism reaches back to the speculum principis,

a genre intent upon the exhortation of virtuous rulers.

In tone, the Henry IV dramas

reflect Erasmus' treatise upon the instruction of royalty, published in 1515 as The
Education of aChristian Prince.
Having dramatized, in Richard II and Henry IV, the operations of Machiavelli's
advice to a politic prince; Shakespeare continues his studies in power with Hal's
reformation and public humiliation of the deviant. In this he satisfies history and legend
and most closely parallels Erasmus' image of the righteous prince for whom "it is not
enough

...

to keep his own character pure and uncorrupted for his state. He must give

no less serious attention

...

to see that every member of his household

...

follows his

example. They are one with the prince, and any hatred that is aroused by their vicious
acts rebounds upon the prince himself" (Erasmus, Education 211). Parasites like Falstaff
"caught perverting the mind of the prince with biased talk
suffer punishment

...

...

would have publicly to

as an example to others. This should not seem cruel to anyone,

since we inflict the death penalty

...

on athief

...

The supreme penalty should be paid
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by him who wishes to corrupt the best and most precious thing the country has"
(Erasmus, Education 194).

Thus the old tempter must suffer to preserve his prince

unsullied.
To men of the era the ruler was the state. "The Tudor notion of the king's two
bodies

-

one, the body natural, subject to infirmity and death, the other, the body

politic, infallible and immortal
sanctity of kingship.

-

is alegal metaphor" (Robertson 26) reinforcing the

The monarch's duty, as reiterated in Richard II, was as

husbandman to care for the realm, "keep law and form and due proportion" (R2
III.iv.41). Unlike the idle Richard, Hal, as sovereign, recognizes that to prolong his own
"disordered spring," under the influence of Falstaff and his companions, is to jeopardize
the kingdom and set it " swarming with catterpillars" (R2 III.iv.47). So the libertine must
be expelled to maintain the stability of the state. Its good conscience depended upon the
monarch's example. "The common people imitate nothing with more pleasure than what
they see their prince do" (Erasmus, Education 157).

As Nuttall observes, "there is

nothing unhistorical in the supposition that an Elizabethan could have been repelled by
manipulation of people's affections.

...

But [here] it is all directed to the good end of

stable government. And so Prince Hal is aWhite Machiavel" ( 119).
In developing the relationship between Hal and Falstaff, Shakespeare elucidates
Erasmus' conception. of the peculiar and necessary distinction between king and subject.
"To monarchize, be fear'd, and kill with looks" (R2 III.ii. 165) exacts atoll, disengaging
the powerful from human affection and moral sensibility, "It is fruitless to attempt
advice on the theory of governing, until you have freed the prince's mind from those
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most

...

false opinions of the common people" (Erasmus, Education 145).

From this

perspective, a populist prince become king threatens the mystique of majesty.

Even

more alarming would be the influence of amentor like Falstaff, who, once recognized
as "both an aristocrat and amob leader

...

is afamiliar very dangerous type" (Empson

68), much as Essex proved to be by his ill-considered bid for power in 1601.
Unlike Machiavelli's, Erasmus' political theories are related to ethical concepts.
In Richard II and the Henry trilogy, Shakespeare investigates kingship as a politicoethical concept, intimating that the successful ruler is the pragmatist.
therefore for a sovereign to dispense with an ambitious trickster.

It is expedient
As a means of

nullifying aperceived problem, the scapegoat mechanism becomes operative in Henry's
rejection of Falstaff.

The ageless ritual ensures that the community is rid of its

defilement. C.L. Barber suggests that Falstaff is repulsed in order to satisfy just such
an " impersonal pattern," instinctual in nature. "After the guilty reign of Bblingbroke,
the prince is making afresh start as the new king. At alevel beneath the moral notions
of apersonal reform, we can see anon-logical process of purification by sacrifice

-

the

sacrifice of Falstaff" (206). "So the ritual analogy suggests that by turning on Falstaff
as scapegoat

...

the prince can free himself from the sins

...

of Richard's reign and his

father's reign, to become aking in whom chivalry and asense of divine ordination are
restored" (207).
The pathos of Falstaff's repudiation obscures our awareness that Shakespeare may
be exploring through his characterization "the regular comedy theme of the gullible senex
swindled by aclever and unprincipled son" (Frye Anatomy 175). The spindle-shanked,
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pot-bellied old knight shuffles off stage, atype of bewildered Pantalone, having explored
for the audience the tragic propensities of acomic villain.
In endeavouring to reveal Falstaff as a scapegoat, Imay be criticized for a
somewhat "intense" reading of Henry IV.

A.R. Humphreys decries such a "puritan-

critical" approach because he feels it ignores the mutually advantageous link between
history and comedy, by which "one is left fully aware of human failings and yet
impressed with great positives" (lv). However, though wit and humour may distract our
attention, we must eventually recognize that exploitation and power-seeking exist as
elements upon which the relationships between Hal, Falstaff, the king and the rebels
operate. As an apology for my position, Icite L.C. Knights' perception of the intent of
the comic in such dramas as Henry IV. "Where, as in Shakespeare or Jonson or
Moliere, humour serves a serious, atruly imaginative purpose, the commentator who
tries to define the purpose is likely to cut an odd figure in the eyes of those whose gusto
prefers to dwell exclusively on the fun.

-

And indeed there is something comic in a

pedagogic or literary-critical handling of things that make you laugh" (40).
Though Ihave concentrated upon the characterization of Falstaff as trickster and
scapegoat, aconsideration of the theatricality of these dramas is also important. In the
Henry trilogy, apurposeful prince who renounces aprofligate life is transformed into a
potent warrior-king. But Shakespeare also fashions Hal's stage-presence as apolitician
incarnate. "At no point

...

can one be sure that Henry is consciously acting. He always

says exactly what the occasion demands" (Mallett 77).
enhances the intensity with which he relates to others.

This attitude of equivocation
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Because these dramas are based upon an historical framework, Shakespeare must
maintain the underlying political structure, without sacrificing dramatic impact. This he
achieves by infusing private emotion into the public theme of power and aggrandizement.
As these plays unfold in time on the stage, we experience the sense of the progress of
political and martial confrontation and the evolution of relationships.

By alternating

aristocratic court and chivalric battle scenes with comic interludes of pub low-life,
Shakespeare produces a refreshingly innovative mix of serious and comic elements,
accomplishing adramatically convincing history of Henry: father and son. We witness
the gathering of forces of anarchy and order, and trace their engagement, rout and
victory. For example, in .
1Henry IV, I.i, the grave king prepares to meet .the northern
rebels.

He rues the differences between the rebel Northumberland's son and his own

"young Harry," which we are able to assess in Scene two, when Hal and Falstaff, as
boon companions, contrive their own rebellious campaign as highway robbers. Thus the
parallel between rule and misrule is early established and developed subsequently though
the course of the plays. The king's " side" is opposed, on the serious, historical plane,
by the presumptuous rebels. On the hilarious, chaotic level, the king's " side" is opposed
by the presumptuous Falstaff, acounterfeit king who seeks to usurp Henry's place with
Hal. The Henry IV dramas are about retention by Henry of two realms: territorial and
emotional. We witness on stage how one is held through bloody conflict and the other
retrieved by reason of sober blood and duty.

Hal's personal identification with the

kingdom as a "lineal honor" (2H4 IV.v.46) from his father confirms the impossibility of
Falstaff's fantasy of power when "the laws of England are at [his] commandment" (
2H4
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V.iii. 136).
Through scenes of chivalric sacrifice, subterfuge, mock heroics and laughter, the
audience has been brought to recognize that subversives must " look to taste the due /
Meet for rebellion [and such acts as yours]" (
2H4 IV.ii.116-7).

Warriors and witty

derelicts are, indiscriminately, exalted and under sentence in Henry IV.

The play of

language throughout enhances the atmosphere of nervous energy permeating these
dramas.

Except for Falstaff, all the principals are frenetically driven.

To illustrate,

Hotspur erupts in an effusive celebration of honour ( 1H4 I.iii.201-7) and Falstaff offers
his wry countering assessment (
1H4 V.i. 127ff.), both in such away as to define the
characters of the speakers and their circumstances. It is Falstaff, the chief prose speaker
in these plays, who is keenest to examine, the implications of language and coin new
usage.

He identifies his pressed soldiers as "toasts-and-butter" (
1114 IV.ii.21)

and

comments imaginatively upon Bardoiph's flaming nose. He it is who educates Hal in the
language of the streets.

His punning is effective, partly because instantaneous

-

as

witness his offer to Hal of that in the pistol case "that will sack acity" ( 1H4 V.iii.53-4).
His manner of speaking is light-hearted, in striking contrast to Hostpur's earnestness.
Yet these two are akin, in that they are both constantly talking.

While on stage, they

are the centre of attraction. Their styles of communication are dramatically arresting.
Prose and poetry may be said to differentiate these two soldiers. Though Henry Percy
maintains, "By God, I cannot flatter" ( 1H4 IV.i.6), his bluntness assumes poetic
dimensions on occasion.

Notable is the interchange between testy allies, when

Glendower berates Percy for lack of artistic sensitivity, and he, in turn, defiantly
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denounces "mincing poetry" ( 1H4 III.i. 120-133).

Hotspur's burst of spleen, upon

Glendower's exit, explodes in a shower of images reflecting his impatience and
irascibility (1H4 III.i.146ff.).
Henry Percy remains consistently mercurial in his appearances in Richard II and
Henry IV. Falstaff retains, throughout history plays and civic comedy, aconsistent joie
de vivre, segregating him from others. The practical Hal and circumspect Windsorites
function from premises alien to Falstaff.

His gaiety is infectious and threatens to

rejuvenate their staid existence. If they succumb to his influence, acomic view of life
might disorient them, jeopardizing law and order in the realm.

All are intent upon

exorcising traces of his élan latent within themselves. Like some hulking pied piper, he
has improvised and they have danced, but not yielded to his magnetism. With outmoded
tactics, Falstaff has played for power and lost. Depreciated as 'a player, he forfeits his
place in society.
He therefore becomes the pharmakos, serving the compulsive need of others to
spurn the failure and "outsider." As atragic-comic trickster and imposter self-deluded
into believing himself other than he is, Falstaff attracts by his "otherness." The citizens
of Windsor and the future king, his intended gulls, exploit him, finally designating him
as their scapegoat.

Though the laugh is on him, few in the audience rejoice, because

"the rejection of the entertainer, whether fool, clown, buffoon or simpleton, can be one
of the most terrible ironies known to art" (Frye, Anatomy 45).
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CHAPTER FIVE
Shylock

-

aVoice in the Wilderness

As Falstaff may be seen as representative of the dregs of the medieval knightly
class, Shylock personifies to many what is reprehensible in an emerging commercial
society. As dramatic characters, both are aberrant figures alien on stage, readily singled
out for scapegoating. Falstaff is aman ill-prepared to contest power. His weapons of
ingratiation and levity are ineffectual against the ruthless and the pragmatic. By contrast,
Shylock is eminently qualified to achieve success in anew bourgeois economy.
This social phenomenon, gradually apparent in the period of the Renaissance,
brought into prominence the importance of capital.
distinctive in that its motivations are commercial.

The Merchant of Venice is

Its motifs of venture, loss and gain

vitalize aplot in which amedieval Italian Jew is arealistic envoy of the Renaissance
entrepreneurial spirit. This drama discloses the power of privilege and testifies to the
social ferment occasioned by the increasing fiscal potency of the middle-class. Its setting
may be ducal Venice, but Shylock's challenge to the establishment, using the leverage
of money, reflects a confrontation crucial to the re-alignment of Renaissance society.
In place of the feudal ambience in which Falstaff functions, Shylock operates within a
mercantile atmosphere where gold is interpreted as power. In this character, Shakespeare
dares to introduce an alien to represent amiddle-class mentality appropriate to an era in
which the ideal of ahierarchic society was disintegrating under acombination of material
and ideolpgical pressures.
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During the early seventeenth century, population increased more rapidly than
either food supply or employment opportunities.

Increased use of money and credit

encouraged amore competitive society. Independent fortunes, secured through initiative
and investment, modified the boundaries separating classes.

In spite of its prohibition

by Church and State, lending money at interest flourished as the lubricant to financial
expansion.

Successful business transactions, fuelled by acquisitiveness, fostered the

beginnings of modern capitalism with its attendant social toll. In towns, and gradually
in the countryside, destitution became apparent. The "appeal for remedy went forth from
printing press, from pulpit, and from citizens' delegations. The writings of Sir Thomas
More

...

the sermons of

...

Hugh Latimer

planned for relief" (Schweinitz 28).

..

and

...

Nicholas Ridley

Under Elizabeth, "the Poor Law

...

...

agitated and
reached the

form in which it [was] to influence thought and operation for the next three centuries and
more" (Schweinitz 28).
The rudimentary system of public assistance established in

response to

mercantilism discovered the existence of legal and fiscal inequities favouring the
privileged. Of necessity, others, "compelled to live by alms of the charity of the people"
(Schweinitz 21), were expected dutifully to accept "that state of life, unto which it [had]
pleased God to call [them]" and "to order [themselves] lowly and reverently to all [their]
betters," as enjoined by the Book of Common Prayer (
325) and exhorted in the homilies.
The latter "were pressed into service by authorities in church and state intent upon
controlling public opinion" (Bond X). For example, "An Exhortacion concernyng Good
Ordre and Obedience to Rulers and Magistrates," from the first book of homilies (1547),
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strictly emphasizes that "it is not lawfull for inferiors and subjectes in any case to resist
the superior powers

...

for whosoever resisteth, resisteth the ordinaunce of God

...

the

vocation and callyng of Gods people is to bee pacient and of the sufferyng syde" (Bond
164). But such admonitions generated hostility in many (Bond, X), and confidence in
class ranking as the inevitable social contract between men was being eroded.

The

possibility of acting as a free agent dawned, and the most enterprising positioned
themselves for power.

Coercion, social influence and manipulation became the

instruments of the upwardly mobile, threatening those in authority.
In Literature and the Rise of Capitalism, Raymond Southall identifies this new
agitation and the challenge it posed to Protestantism, forced thereby to "come to terms
with capitalism" (62). "Puritans in particular

...

were endeavouring to adapt Christian

morality to the needs of apopulation which was being steadily driven from its old feudal
status into the untried conditions of competition
under a money economy" (62).

...

in an increasingly commercial society

He suggests that ethics, when subjected to such

economic pressures, became increasingly confusing. "Avarice ceases to be looked upon
as avicious aberration and is accepted as anatural human impulse providing the one sure
social dynamic:
capitalist society

private greed becomes apublic virtue and the moral foundation of
...

during the transitional period

...

when men were still unable to

square their consciences to the new facts of social life" (61). Moral discomfort found
relief by focussing reproach for the commercialization of life upon aspecific element of
society. Such identification was intended to alleviate the guilt acommunity felt for its
participation in profiteering, while disguising its jealousy against the prosperous
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entrepreneur.
As prototypical wanderers, Jews had for centuries figured as convenient objects
of contempt to Europeans. The classic scapegoat is segregated from the rest of society
by distinctions of religion, class, race or physical aspects that confirm his "otherness."
By these criteria, Jews easily qualified for asacrificial fate. Until the eleventh century,
Jews were perceived as useful agents in the international exchange of goods, reliable as •
sources of finance to monarchs and nobles and guarantors of commercial venture. They
enjoyed royal protection in Europe, with attendant special judicial consideration and
exemption from common taxation.

Canon law of the Church prohibited receipt of

interest for money loaned, but Jews were immune under a Bull of Alexander IV,
promulgated in 1258 (Cardozo 312). The book of Leviticus codified the Judaic ban upon
usury (
25: 35-7), but social and economic necessity perverted doctrine.

Ironically, in

pre-capitalistic times, the Jew and the Church were the only identifiable capitalists.
Jealousy of one and fear of the other assured their presence in medieval society.
Attended by the cumulative hostility of ages, bullied from the supercilious
eminence of privilege, Jews were necessarily forced into dubious means of livelihood.
Their occupational choices were persistently curtailed to protect their Christian
competitors. Since possession of property, and access to the professions and trades were
generally forbidden, their beleaguered community countered social contempt with the
only power available to them: money. Usury became an established Jewish vocation.
Antagonisms increased because gentiles could live neither with nor without these
suspiciously exotic but integral economic components of society.

-
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As Stephen Greenblatt has observed, vigilance enhances power "and human beings
are vigilant if they sense a threat; in part

...

power defines itself in relation to such

threats or simply to that which is not identical with it" (
Invisible 27).

To assert

dominance over the alien Jew and their menacing financial ability, gentile authority
pressured them into social segregation. The consequent ghettoization further entrenched
their "strangeness" and fortified Christian hostility.
In England, attacks upon Jews intensified until, by edict of Edward II, July, 1290,
they were expelled.
land.

For 365 years, nominally and legally, there were no Jews in the

But rumour continued to memorialize them as deserving objects of Christian

malice. Stephen Spector, in "Anti-Semitism and the English Mystery Play," comments
upon the presence of Jews in early English drama and offers insight into their designation
as culprits. He affirms that "the drama not only distorts and stereotypes the Jew, but
assigns to the Jew the unwanted aspects of the Christian community and consequently
execrates him.

...

The anti-Semite attempts to externalize inner conflicts and to relieve

anxieties by unconsciously scapegoating the Jew.

He seizes upon the Jew because the

Jew is the available or culturally-defined target, the suspect, alien element in the
community.

...

In this way the anti-Semite's personal responsibility for his problems is

reduced and the problems themselves readily located in an external and convenient
repository: the Jew" (328-9).
As mercantilism progressively superseded feudalism, the commodification of life
was freely endorsed and the gentile more openly borrowed on credit and exacted interest,
like the "avaricious" Israelite. John Russell Brown notes that "the rights and wrongs of
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usury were a living issue to Elizabethans" (xliii).

Max James perceives that

"Shakespeare separated the usurer from the merchant in The Merchant of Venice and
then gave them acovert intimacy bordering on identity" (96). Both reflect an acquisitive
society. "For Antonio, as surely as for Shylock, property and life are one and the same.
Indeed, the merchant and the usurer are but two sides of the same coin" (James 99).
Actually, in Shakespeare's day, most usurers were merchants (James 98). Even after the
Jews' financial usefulness had been largely displaced by Italian banking expertise and the
brilliant capacities of merchant princes like Sir Thomas Gresham, the builder of the
Royal Exchange, the rooted animosity against Jews as money-lenders continued.
A sense of the fiscal component of society engaged writers as stylistically diverse
as Thomas Lodge and Francis Bacon.

The former, in An Alarum Against Usurers

(1584), proclaimed these "caterpillars of the Common Weale" (24) destroyers of the
social fabric. Lodge and Robert Greene, in A Looking Glass for London and England,
repeated a litany of social ills afflicting a land "where hateful usury I Is counted
husbandry" (I.iii. 130-1). On the other hand, Francis Bacon argued for licensed lending.
In his essay " Of Usury," first published in 1625, he pragmatically concluded that "since
there must be borrowing and lending, and men are so hard of heart as they will not lend
freely, usury must be permitted" (474). This appears also to be Shakespeare's premise
in The Merchant of Venice, but he goes further than Bacon by exploring the implications
of money as an influence distorting human relations.
Without giving credence to Stoll's assertion that " Shylock is conceived in
prejudice, doomed to ridicule and dishonour" (94), it is possible that Shakespeare
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capitalized upon current anti-Semitic opinion to fill atheatre. It would be opportune to
parade the stock devious Jew on stage at atime when public attention was directed upon
the conviction and execution of Roderigo Lopez, the Queen's Portuguese-Jewish
physician. Lopez was hanged for treason at Tyburn, May 1594. It is idle to speculate
whether the execution of Lopez gave Shakespeare incentive or whether possibly the
popularity of Marlowe's Jew of Malta (1590) encouraged him to compose The Merchant
of Venice (1596) (
Brown xxxi). In any event, the play makes concessions to the popular
assessment of the Jew as repellent and comic. However, within this apparent set piece
reinforcing the existing prejudices of his contemporaries, Shakespeare makes astatement
about the nature and accessibility of justice.
Richard Levin has remarked that "Shylock, whose wealth gives him a kind of
equality with the well-born of Venice, has also not despaired of gaining respectability"
(43).

At the outset of Act III Shylock makes a plea for fairness.

Equity, like its

criminal law equivalent, mercy, is the prerogative of power. By confronting Christians
with his similarity to them (" Hath not aJew ...?"), he raises not only his human rights,
but, more significantly, his equal authority, with them, to exact revenge ("If we are like
you in the rest, we will resemble you in that" (III.i.67-8)).

To be a Jew in these

circumstances is to render his plea preposterous. His temerity is at once nonsensical and
threatening.

He functions as amarked man, burdened by the mythical and historical

exaggerations of Jews as pariahs.

As C.
L. Barber says, "Shakespeare, in creating

characters whom we feel as individuals, does not drop the meaning of the type, or of the
moment which shapes the type ... his plot and ... circumstantial detail do not obscure
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the generic moment or type but instead make it more meaningful by finding it aplace in
social life" (72).
The Merchant of Venice is memorable theatre partly because Shylock remains
unheard, since it is in the self-interest of the powerful to deny him recognition.

His

personal subjugation and his social deprivation as aJew transform him into apotentially
subversive character. His audacity threatens the preservation of the old order, in which
authority resided with the conservative majority. In this drama Shakespeare confronted
an audience with a disturbing instance of the foreigner defiantly demanding attention.
J.L. Hinley distinguishes that: "at least part of the problem seems to lie in the fact that
the delicately materialistic Christians refuse to accept their similarities with their
scapegoat, the bluntly money-oriented Jew.

...

Scapegoat and expelling society refuse to

acknowledge acommon bond" (51), though the quest for influence motivates both. Their
relationships however are 'defined in proportion to the degree of authority possessed.
Dominance breeds arrogance' in the gentile, forcing deference in the Jew, who is,
consequently, perceived as weak. His compelled servility is accompanied by resentment
and frenzy against the injustice of the system. The Merchant of Venice is an exposure
of inequity, not avicious polemic in which the dramatist rejoices "to let the Jew dog
have it, and thereby to gratify his own patriotic pride of race" (Charlton 127). Shylock's
Jewishness addresses the pugnacity of a besieged people and speaks to gentiles of
traditional disdain of the Semite that, through centuries, surfaces in fictional creations
like Fagin and Svengali, and is enacted in historical outrages like Crystal Night.
The Merchant of Venice derives aspects of its plot from folk legend.

For
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example, the "casket test" is, according to Geoffrey Bullough ( 1:448,458), found as early
as the ninth century in the romance Barlaam and Josaphat by the Greek monk Joannes
Damascenus.

It was subsequently related by Boccaccio (
Decameron), John Gower

(Confessio Amantis) and in Records of Ancyent Historyes (
1577), Richard Robinson's
English version of the Gesta Romanorum.
antecedents, traceable to India.

The flesh-bond tale likewise has ancient

However, its first appearance in English is in alate

thirteenth-century poem Cursor Mundi (Bullough 1:446,448). Bullough ( 1:449) and John
Russell Brown (xxx) suggest that Shakespeare's principal source for this incident might
have been afourteenth-century collection of stories by Giovanni Fiorentino, Ii Pecorone,
published in Italian in 1558, though not in English translation during Shakespeare's time
(Bullough 1:449).

Fiorentino set the action in Venice, cast aJew as offender and

adjusted the tale to make the debtor borrow to relieve the need of another.

These

variations Shakespeare incorporated in The Merchant of Venice.
Venturing love and investing trust are alike risky undertakings in the conceited
society Shakespeare details. In its concern to demonstrate the difference between two
sets of values, The Merchant of Venice may be viewed as awry commentary upon the
Biblical observation that "whosoever will save his life shall lose it" (Matt. 16.25). The
rewards accruing from "unthrift" recklessness and legalistic wariness are apparent in this
drama where gambling and risk-taking motivate the actions of Christians and curtail a
Jew.

David Bevington has perceived how Shylock, by insisting upon his bond and

"calculating all his chances too craftily,

...

appears to win at first but must eventually

lose all" ( 179) because his inflexibility debases human relationships to the level of
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commercial contract. " He has 'too much respect upon the world" (I.i.74) ( 179),
whereas Bassanio, Antonio, Portia and Jessica risk lives and prospects, venturing all for
love and friendship.

In identifying "the play's central paradox of losing the world in

order to gain the world," Bevington suggests it " illuminates the casket episode, the
struggle for the pound of flesh, the elopement of Jessica, the ring episode, and even the
comic foolery of Lancelot Gobbo" ( 179).
In the midst of all this frenzied activity, Shylock exists as an alien. "He is
derived from continental tradition and reflects a widespread conviction that Jews and
usurers were alike in being un-Christian and sinister" (Bevington 180).

Such an

"outsider," seeking to engage society upon his own conditions, antagonizes the
community to impose its strict terms upon him.

Its members move between idyllic

Belmont and commercial Venice, prompting comparison of these two centres of power.
Similar impulses impel the residents of each to speculate upon gain and hard loss to
achieve control over each other.

Stakes are equally high in business and in love.

In

elegant Belmont, Portia awaits as aprize ensuring her successful suitor access to her
father's property.

The casket riddle implies the risk of choice in calculating the

consequences of profit and loss. The inscription upon the leaden casket: "Who chooseth
me must give and hazard all he hath," may well serve as motto for suitor, merchant and
usurer in this drama of acquisitiveness. As Bassanio's options in Belmont are the means
to amost materialistic end, so, in Venice, Antonio's option is ameans to an immaterial
end.

Bassanio wagers his life to win Portia and her inheritance, Antonio risks his to

confirm and enhance a friendship.

In these instances money and affection unite to
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reinforce attempts at personal aggrandizement. Both men invest their emotional capital
on uncertain outcomes, one in the urban reality of Venice, the other in an opulent
Arcadian setting.
Richard Levin believes that The Merchant of Venice " reveals that life in Belmont,
no less than life in Venice, is shaped by the struggle for position" (
53).

Just as

Venetians degrade Shylock as an "outsider," Portia, by ungenerously stereotyping her•
suitors along nationalistic lines, mocks them as foreigners. Her intolerance of the alien
is apparent in the scene in which she receives the Prince of Morocco. His innate dignity
is tested by her abruptness, which borders upon rudeness. Unlike Bassanio, the Prince
"cannot easily be regarded as afortune-hunter, for his wealth and status are comparable
with Portia's" (II.vii.25-34) (Levin 58).. Though she assures him of his equality with
other suitors (II.L20-22), her relief upon his error in selecting the golden casket is
apparent: "A gentle riddance.

...

/Let all of his complexion choose me so" (II.vii.78-9).

He is given no real encouragement, because, like all the others, he is simply not
acceptable as achoice to Portia, who, like her Venetian associates, presumes upon an
inherent "right" to orchestrate events. Belmont may be, as indicated in the final scene,
aplace of harmony, where good news comes and ventures are rewarded, but such felicity
has been achieved by assessing love and friendship as commercial ventures to be entered
upon in hopes of happiness accruing. Leonard Tennenhouse perceives Portia as pivotal
to the economic contractual relationships apparent in this drama. The courtly ambience
of Belmont may contrast with the earnest negotiations of Venice, but the patronage
relationship, whereby privilege is extended and power confirmed, operates in both places.

-
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Tennenhouse observes the full range of Portia's power in Belmont and Venice to define
the contrasting potencies of "patriarchal power embodied in afemale, which obviously
opened awhole new set of possibilities for representing power on the stage" (61). He
suggests that through her, "the patriarchal prerogatives of status, wealth and power" (61)
operate to resolve conflict, before she relays them to her chosen partner. "Having been
so transferred from male to female and back again,

...

the very nature of power changes.

the social order becomes more flexible and inclusive" (Tennenhouse 62). Thus, even
Jessica may hope to enter the community of privilege.

Her transition however is not

without cost. With largesse refuting her parentage, she hazards her total affection and
a considerable amount of. her father's property on the promise of marriage to an
"unthrift" lover, part of whose attraction seems associated in her mind with his
redemptive capacities to transform her into aChristian. She uses him as an escape out
of social repression into social acceptability.
In asense, father and daughter are reverse images of each other. The expansive
life style of Christians is disdained by the careful Shylock (II.v.28-36), though it is
obviously attractive to Jessica.

As members of a spurned minority, both father and

daughter must contend with the restrictions imposed by the powerful majority. Shylock's
response to the reality of his Jewishness and the tyranny of the powerful is markedly
different from that of his daughter.

Accepting social scapegoating as intrinsic to her

background, Jessica, compromising herself as aJewess, offers love to gain admittance
into Christian esteem.

Her actions win her acceptance among gentiles because she is,

wrongly, presumed "an Israelite indeed in whom is no guile" (John 1.47). Contrary to
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Shylock, whose proffered friendship generates wariness among the establishment,
Jessica's opportunism is valued by them.

She is welcomed as a potential protege.

Lorenzo and his acquaintances are convinced they know her (
MV II.vi.51-7). But her
self-possession, as she directs Launcelot (1I.iii), suggests acapacity to manage situations
and people advantageously.

This attribute is unsuspected by her admirers.

In her

yearning to obtain validation from the influential, she is, indeed, her father's daughter.
But, ironically, she is the better negotiator of the two.
When Shylock's initial placatory gesture toward the powerful (I.iii.138) is
repulsed, he continues, with forced civility, to endure their hostility. It is important that
we recognize this initial self-control because -it distinguishes him as representative of his
outcast race: "For suff'rance is the badge of all our tribe" (Liii. 110).

Disdaining

Jessica's surrender of birthright, he perpetuates, by his exclusivity (I.iii.33-8), the social
segregation the detested Christians enforce. It is imperative to the dramatic effectiveness
of the play that this reciprocity of enmity be apparent. Thus Antonio, who abominates
usury, does not attempt to hide his dislike of Jews, and Shylock in particular (I.iii. 10637). In the hostile atmosphere of Venice Shylock forces the issue crucial to this drama:
dare the social alien seek and find justice in Venice?
In considering this proposition, Shakespeare promotes Shylock's Jewishness in
order to intensify the tensions related to confronting power. The intrinsic tragedy in The
Merchant of Venice arises from the naivete of this challenge.
and pays for this impudence.

Shylock urges his right

Though during the trial he is seen to be offered due

process of law, the presumptuous claims he, as amember of adespised race, makes upon
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privileged society are esteemed monstrous.

The real antagonism arises because of

Shylock's insistence upon pursuing the contractual obligation entrenched in Venetian civil
law.
Drawing upon the Christians' historical aversion toward the Jew, Shakespeare
arraigns Shylock before the Venetian bar. The existence of the flesh bond introduces
arepellent aspect to the court scene. Only with acontract of this repugnant nature could
Shakespeare's purpose be realized. The hideousness of the bond of itself alerts us that
the litigant will be unsuccessful.

Such barbarous satisfaction is unthinkable. As Frye

has noted, it conjures in our mind sparagmos, the rending of the sacrificial victim, a
depiction extending from the Osirian myth through "along series of sinister dealings with
flesh and blood" (Frye, Anatomy, 148).

It rivets our attention upon Shylock and the

ironic role reversal his transient possession of power confers.

Thus the sacrifice

fleetingly becomes the sacrificer, the blood of the gentile is to be spilt by the Jew.
Extending this transposition to mystical proportion, Antonio suggests the Christ-like
vicarious sufferer who offers his own flesh in pawn for his friend (
MV IV.i.114-8).
Martyr-like, he is resigned to his fate (
MV IV.i.264-81), leaving others to mount his
defence.
The brutality of the contractual agreement distracts us from assessing it as an
application for legal equality.
citizenship.

By it, Shylock assaults the advantages of Venetian

Despite its crudity, the bond cannot be denied (MV IV.i.218-9) and,

surprisingly, throughout the ensuing confrontation, Shylock has the better of all his
adversaries in every argument, until Portia twists his dogged insistence upon justice to
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rebound upon him.
Beneath the mythic proportions of the contract there exists areservoir of social
outrage.

Because The Merchant of Venice operates within the limits of legend, its

characters are bound accordingly. But in this re-casting of the old tale asignificant realignment of perspective occurs.

The nature of the bond becomes incidental:

flesh,

money, tangible possessions, are not the most imperative focal points in this drama.
Despite the atmosphere of acquisitiveness surrounding The Merchant of Venice, its
dramatic urgency derives, not from exhibition of manipulative tactics, but from the
definition of justice it attempts.
Recognizing this, it is nevertheless valuable to note how mercantilism establishes
the arena in which interactions between gentile and Jew, borrower and lender, powerful
and impotent, develop.

In the drama, Shylock emerges from the ranks of Jewry,

unquestionably bearing the traditional stigma of his race, but indisputably identified as
an individual disruptive to the power elite.

Antonio and his coterie are parodies of

merchant princes who are driven by need for capital into bizarre compromise. Though
darkly tinged with traditional rancour, The Merchant of Venice essentially records the
cynical transactions between businessmen intent upon outmanoeuvreing each other.

It

is aconventional conflict, arousing the laughter of merchants in the audience who would
recognize the melancholy Antonio as an impractical dealer and Shylock, his obvious foil,
as ashrewd trader. Their opposing strategies, predicated upon differing attitudes toward
capital, mark them as representative of the transitional age in which Shakespeare wrote.
Hereditary privileges were being challenged in that era by the ambitious.

From the
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orthodox view, nothing could be more destructive of traditional power than such turmoil.
To remain entrenched in the noblesse oblige ethic presaged commercial ruin when
involved with those whose obsession with profit and loss activated the market. In The
Merchant of Venice we witness ascrupulous delineation of the incipient conflict when
money confronts position. The self-absorbed alien, emboldened to seek parity, briefly
assumes aprovocative stance, perplexing the complaisant establishment who, hitherto,
have ignored him. His emotional attempt to shatter their indifference (
MV III.i.58-67)
fails and he remains a social nonentity, invisible to them except when expedient to
promote their financial transactions.
As a social scavenger, the Jew is burdened with blame for the poisonous
consequences of greed.

But, in this drama, similar tactics by Christians to acquire

wealth and influence and defend their supremacy appear as manifestly politic behaviour.
For instance, Bassanio, in admitting the link between affection and wealth, trusts by
exploiting the one to beget the other.

Love becomes for him a commercial venture

directed toward an heiress who, by "the lott'ry of [her] destiny" (MV ILi.15) is given
as acommodity to the winner of her eccentric father's test.
Reminiscent of Othello and The Merry Wives of Windsor, women as property,
or route to it, figure prominently in this drama.

James Calderwood observes that, in

Othello, Brabantio's distraught cry "my daughter' echoes another Venetian propertyowner [Shylock] similarly robbed
with abarbarian'

-

...

but Brabantio's refrain is just the reverse: 'Fled

but the effect is the same" (Calderwood, 28). Their mutual loss is,

however, differently received by others. A duke pleads that Brabantio be reconciled to
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his worthy son-in-law, whereas mockers exult over Shylock duped of a daughter
(II.viii. 12-24).
Even as in The Merry Wives of Windsor, where money originally sparks Fenton's
affection for Anne, desire for Portia's riches similarly influences Bassanio's ardour. But
in The Merchant of Venice the women of means are more blatantly commodified. Portia
is the incentive inducing Antonio to stake money he lacks upon afriend's gamble for
security.

This prize, realizing herself part of a lucrative package-deal, expresses

misgivings lest the winner be disappointed in her, if not her wealth.

On an imaginary

balance sheet, she totes up her worth, concluding "the full sum of me" is negligible
IlL ii. 15 17-9). Abjectly tendering herself and her possessions to agentleman-adventurer,
she partakes in her own commercialization. Like the.Jewess Jessica, the gentile Portia
proves a maid readily vendible.

Both present themselves laden with booty and their

suitors rejoice over these financially favourable acquisitions.
In representing these women as desirable, Shakespeare may be commenting upon
the existing Elizabethan dowry system whereby merchants' daughters, as well as
heiresses, could provide financial security to a prospective husband.

A dowry often

strengthened the authority of the heiress within her new family and might enhance the
opportunity for a tradesman's daughter to rise into the gentry (Houlbooke, 100,244).
However, by law, awife deferred to her husband (Houlbrooke 22). The prominence of
financial criteria for marriage could encourage the pursuit of fortunes by mercenary
suitors.

The attraction of wealth is amajor incentive to the romantic opportunists who

descend upon Belmont. The caskets and ducats figuring so prominently in The Merchant
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of Venice represent for the lovers achance to establish themselves. Bassanio's bid for
Portia, facilitated by Antonio's generosity, may be discerned as a speculation in a
marriage market paying rich dividends. Equally, Lorenzo, being fully aware of "what
gold and jewels she is furnish'd with" (II. iv. 31), approaches Jessica, willingly assisting
her to escape her father.
If the marital transactions of Bassanio and Lorenzo prosper, the commercial
ventures of the trader Antonio flounder.

This magnanimous friend and imprudent

businessman lends and secures money for others with cavalier disregard for trade
principles. To him the bond made with Shylock is an inconsequential joke entered into
with an inconsequential parasite, for purposes of sport, to compromise the Jew's
proffered friendship. His confidence in his commercial undertakings is predicated upon
agambler's self-assurance.

Like his friend Bassanio, Antonio risks his future against

odds frightening to the circumspect.
In contrast to these speculators, Shylock operates upon sound monetary principles.
He deliberates upon the amount of the prospective loan, its period and rate and the
character of the surety.

He immediately identifies the weakness inherent in Antonio's

financial over-extension (MV I.iii.17-21). Unlike the latter, who projects his expected
wealth (
MV I.iii. 158-9), Shylock can assess his means by memory and, as rapidly,
estimate how he may finance the balance required to extend the three-thousand ducat loan
(MV I.iii.53-8).

His acumen, however, merely identifies him to gentiles as the

ubiquitous greedy Jew. This is patently unfair because, when first proposing the bond,
Shylock approaches, not as a grasping Jew, but as a conciliatory broker engaging a
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client.

But when Antonio spurns interaction upon a basis of equality, then Shylock

reverts to the role of prototypical medieval usurer.

His image as wily dealer is

reinforced through his competent exposition of the principle of capital gain as illustrated
in the Old Testament (
MV I.iii.76-90). Antonio's inability to comprehend its intricacies
and appreciate the Biblical analogy, clearly exposes the basic attitudinal differences
separating them.

Despairing of the gentile's obtuseness, but recognizing his despotic

power, Shylock refrains from further elucidation. But he appropriates the capacity for
hard bargaining learned from his persecutors (MV JII.i.71-2), obstinately insisting upon
rights of possession (MV IV.i.89-100).
judgement. Answer

--

His imperious challenge: "I stand for

shall Ihave it?" (
MV IV.i. 103) exposes the ideological tension

at the core of the drama.
What Shylock is and what he represents are distinguishable facets of acomplex
characterization.

Shylock as Jew is the scapegoat suffering the humiliation of cruel

stereotyping. Shylock as defenceless man represents the weak sacrificed to the strong.
The compensation due to each is queried in this drama.
The appraisal of Shylock's presence is vital to comprehending The Merchant of
Venice as fundamentally adrama of place and displacement, prefiguring the transfer of
power in achanging society. In this drama especially, we are witnessing what Margot
Heinemann, in writing upon Brecht's interpretation of Shakespeare, translates as
"fracture points' (
wertvolle Bruchstellen), where the old in the period collides directly
with the new" (207). " Historically, Brecht sees Shakespeare and the Elizabethans as
living between the two worlds of declining feudalism and nascent capitalism, and
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embodying the conflicts and clashes of values of that moment" (Heinemann 207).
Viewed from this perspective, Shakespeare has fashioned from the ranks of the
traditionally degraded Jew an instrument of protest capable of compromising the system.
Because Shylock is Jewish, he can expect to be exploited by the Christians who surround
him. But as an individual, he dares to expect recognition in Venetian society.
Becoming increasingly frenzied in

his

search

for

satisfaction,

Shylock,

inexcusably, loses human compassion in the euphoria of his transient power.
sympathy for his struggle is consequently lessened.

Our

But, as previously suggested,

Shylock must necessarily depart from rationality to corroborate the mythic aspects of the
contract's terms.

Yet it is the alchemy implicit in his Jewishness that transforms the

angry petitioner into ascapegoat figure. Had he been portrayed as agentile, his futile
importuning of the law and his ostracism from the community could not as plausibly have
identified him as the prototypical "other." As arepresentative of Jewry, Shylock fulfils
in himself asocially ordained destiny as outcast. However, as an individual clamouring
to be acknowledged, he is elevated above prejudice and established as an advocate of
some stature. Though " stiff-neckedness" was considered adistinguishing characteristic
of aJew, the powerful feel momentarily beleaguered by Shylock's stubbornness.

For

instance, the Duke nervously prepares to exercise aprerogative and dismiss the court in
the event their legal expert fails to attend (IV.i. 104-7).
It is primarily Shylock's insistence upon legal satisfaction that rouses his
attackers. In confronting them, he reiterates the legitimacy of his stance by reminding
them of the promissory basis of the bond.

This obdurate legalism confirms him as a
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Jew, antagonizing them and encouraging them to employ the letter of the law as an
instrument against him.

In Act IV, Scene 1, we witness a racial as well as legal

challenge. As previously indicated, there are racial overtones apparent elsewhere in the
drama, notably in the characterization of the "parcel of wooers" who beseige Portia.
But, essentially, they are repugnant to her as men. Their race is largely inconsequential.
Such is not the case, however, when considering Shylock's position in this play. From
the outset, because of his race, his actions are suspect (I. iii. 179).
The Merchant of Venice is aplay about religious, as well as racial, intolerance.
Significantly, in the court scene, the differences between Jewish and Christian ethics, as
delineated in the Bible, are made manifest. Scripturally, the Mosaic Law distinguished
the Jew from the surrounding heathen. Its strictures demanded penalty due for default.
"An eye for an eye" was exacted. "He that despised Moses" law died without mercy
under two or three witnesses" (Heb. 10:28). In accordance with this "Sinaic legalism,"
Judaism's bias toward uncompromising retaliation appeared, to Christians, as the salient
feature of the Old Law. Though this perception was unjustified (Sinsheimer 128-9), it
contributed to the Christians' negative assessment of the Jews.

Shylock's demand for

justice under Venetian law is an attempt to legitimize his position from a gentile
perspective (IV.i. 101-3).

Shakespeare presents him as confusing two conceptions of

justice. "Shylock thinks that he has the law in his hands. He has indeed

--

but it is only

the Jews' law" (Sinsheimer 139), which falters before the Christian insistence upon
mercy. Shylock projects upon Venetian law the inflexibility of Judaism. His insistence
upon the pound of flesh reflects the carnality Christians ascribed to Judaism.

Portia
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endeavours to convert Shylock to the Christian alternative of tempering justice with
mercy (IV. i. 184-205). Failing, she eventually compels him to retract his harsh Mosaic
legalism. Momentarily, the power of privilege is apparent as source of the Venetians'
"charity." As the Duke perceives, the trial not only affirms the potency of Venetian law
but, more significantly, confirms, for Jew and Christian alike, "the difference of our
spirit" (IV.i.368).
Critics have eagerly identified the court scene as illustrating the disparity between
opposed theological principles embodied by Shylock and Portia respectively. Barbara
Lewalski (42), John Lyon (81) and Alan Dessen (260-1) all recognize the irony of a
situation in which the integrity of the accusers is as suspect as the intent of the accused.
Thus, "the disposition of Christians themselves to live rather according to the Old Law
than the New" (Lewalski 42) renders their verdict questionable. The framework of old
theological and racial assumptions pertaining to Jews, forming the basis for The
Merchant of Venice, is also considered by Michael Ferber.

He suggests that "the

Christian doctrine of mercy or forgiveness and the 'Jewish' doctrine of legality and
vengeance" (437) were so commonly assumed that Shakespeare's portrayal of the
Venetians' reactions to Shylock would have elicited Elizabethan audience support (464).
René Girard considers Shakespeare's intent toward his audience as more complex.
He suggests that Shakespeare, in his conception of Shylock as scapegoat, intentionally
encouraged two different interpretations of the racial-religious predicament. One was "a
sacrificial explanation for the groundlings" and the other "anonsacrificial, mimetic one
for those in the galleries" (
Envy 6). Girard queries whether Shylock is to be construed
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as "the scapegoat of his society only or of Shakespeare as well?" (
Envy 248).

He

recognizes that, to "critical revisionists," Shylock' sscapegoating is asatirical theme, that
is, "this character is unjustly condemned from the perspective of the writer" (248). To
"traditionalists" however, Shylock's scapegoating is a structuring device by which the
writer condemns this character and projects this judgment through the speeches of
condemnatory characters, much to critics' opposition (248). Girard concludes that the
scapegoat Shylock " is both structure and theme" (249) because Shakespeare moves
toward satisfying the expectations of both the vulgar and the sophisticated in the same
audience. "The method he devised permitted an indirect satire, highly effective with the
knowledgeable few and completely invisible to the ignorant multitude" (
254).
Girard acknowledges the importance of the trial to our interpretation of the entire
play (268).

Antonio's leaning toward self-victimization and the Venetians' desire for

self-justification assure that mimetic desire for scapegoating will encompass Shylock
"In the city of Venice, no Antonio or Bassanio will ever suffer as long as there is a
Shylock to do the suffering for them" (
252). Confrontation in court between Christian
and Jew crystallizes into apower struggle directed by Portia, disguised partisan of the
establishment.

The relentless insistence upon legality, by both factions, effectively

smothers the probability of abloody conclusion. Portia's concentration upon the letter
of the law discovers aquibble allowing the court to refute the alien's claim. By this ploy
she emerges as aworthy match to Shylock, trapping him with his own strict legalism.
The profound hypocrisy of the entire exercise is apparent as the trial dissolves into the
typically comic engineering of ahappy-ever-after ending. In this drama, both Shylock
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and the audience are manipulated.

To maintain the status quo it is expedient that the

judicial process position Shylock as dupe. His total financial and personal subjugation
under Venetian law renders him adangerous and pitiable figure. Our participation in the
play's economy of exploitation blurs awareness of the viciousness of commodificati on.
Stephen Greenblatt, in an essay upon Henry IV, states what Iconsider to be the
essence of The Merchant of Venice.

In both works, "moral authority rests upon a

hypocrisy so deep that the hypocrites themselves believe it.

...

the illegitimacy of

legitimate authority is repeatedly demonstrated, where the whole State seems
conspiracy of the great to enrich and protect their interests" (
Invisible 41).

...

a

In their

rejoicing, the powerful Venetians claim their pound of flesh, extorting from Shylock his
claim to dignity.

In rebuttal, he can only muster the question: "Is that the law?"

(IV.i.313). It is aquery illuminating the irony embedded in this drama.
Though The Merchant of Venice dramatizes the conventional alienation of the
Jew, it contains more socially disturbing properties.

As Jonathan Dollimore correctly

perceives, "the mere thinking of aradical idea is not what makes it subversive: typically
it is the context of its articulation" ( 13).

In this drama, Shakespeare has taken as

protagonist adetermined man, incidentally Jewish, caught in ahostile environment, and
paraded him before an audience nervous of social instability. Superficially, it is adrama
of Christian and Jewish interaction, but more importantly, it speaks of the network of
power relations permeating asociety. The relentless will of the powerful to protect their
privileges transcends justice and humanity.

This is the disquieting statement made by

The Merchant of Venice beneath its worn facade of the ancient tale of an inconceivable
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bond.

The apparatus of fairy-tale surrounding this drama increases anticipation of an

outcome where everyone lives happily, once the monster has been vanquished. In true
storybook fashion, Portia, like some omnipotent godmother, bestows upon Antonio " life
and living" (V.i.286), even as she effectually deprives Shylock of means of livelihood.
She has exorcized the demon and restored tranquility to the favoured.

Only when we

appraise her intervention in light of self-interest can we begin to frame the alternative
scenario that identifies Shylock as scapegoat. Her subtle advocacy favours the cause of
her husband's friend, the debtor, even as she speaks of the legitimacy of the lender's
claim.

She officiates at once as pleader, preacher and sentencer, much as Othello, to

rationalize his act of murder, functions as accuser, judge and executioner. Her complex
role renders her half trickster, half magician. She mesmerizes Shylock, stalking him like
a prey.

As he sees the trap, he seeks to escape while it is feasible.

But Portia

progressively hems him in, countering each of his agitated attempts at salvage (IV.i.3189, 336).

Upon the final verdict, she sanctimoniously enquires, "Art thou contented,

Jew?" (IV.i.393). Receiving Shylock's assent, the court adjourns, in anticipation of a
ducal dinner party.

The claimant departs, destroyed by the power of the privileged..

Once their energy and aggression have incapacitated Shylock, he ceases to be
threatening. The integrative principle of comedy prevails, and Shylock is catapulted into
the Christian fold. Shattered by such "mercy," this scapegoat is transformed by Portia
and her circle into the retrieved prodigal, and the tale ends merrily, to their smug
satisfaction.
Recognizing the scapegoat theme in The Merchant of Venice introduces anew
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dimension of sociological significance to the play. Shylock and the Venetians represent
opposing assessments of the purpose and value of money and its significance as an
instrument of power.

Cautious Shylock is a living admonition, increasingly detached

from the society he strains to enter.

In The Merchant of Venice the influential are

briefly under obligation to the impotent Jew. Reaction against this role-reversal is swift.
"This pattern of rapid social elevation and equally sudden fall may stem from the
Saturnalia pattern so fundamental to comic form.

...

This transformation of pharmakos

into alazon seems designed to alleviate any guilt a society may feel in casting out the
pharmakos.

...

The pharmakos, by participating in his false elevation, apes the role of

alazon and thus makes himself the justifiable object of the abuse the alazon deserves"
(Hinley 50).
J. Hinley perceives aparadox at the core of this drama. "Shylock's efforts to
force Venice to a legal acknowledgement of his true power in the city lead to his
humiliation and defeat in the play, even though his standards will triumph in the society
the play reflects" (49). To this extent The Merchant of Venice is asatire celebrating a
victory that is none and adefeat having potential for victory. Charlotte Spivack helps
resolve ambivalences concerning the comic dimensions of this play. She recognizes that
whether the role of Shylock "is actually funny or whether its comic counterpoint is
beyond laughter is amoot question since he is aparticularly sympathetic character for
modern audiences who are sensitive to racial and religious intolerance in ways that the
Elizabethans were not., permitting [him] on auniversal level to symbolize victims of
such intolerance" ( 163).

However, she maintains that Shylock's credibility as atragic
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signifier " should not obscure the equally palpable strand of absurdly comic perversion"
(163) present. Through its operation, Shylock emerges as acreation who (as Charles
Lamb observed of Malvolio) though "not essentially ludicrous,

...

becomes comic but by

accident" ( 183).
The subtle fusion of comedy and pathos identifying Shylock as caricature and
scapegoat renders him an obvious target for exclusion. But imposition of " social revenge
on an individual, however great a rascal he may be, tends to make him look less
involved in guilt and society more so" (Frye, Anatomy 45). Our sympathies are aroused
when observing aggression against the marginalized. But Shylock, by his obsession for
recognition, transforms himself into the mirror image of Venetian intolerance, becoming
thereby his own sacrificer, as well, as the surrogate victim.
Like Othello, Shylock is acharacter through whom Shakespeare addresses the
dilemma of the foreigner alienated from the ethnic majority. The mystique of the exotic
surrounds them, fascinating and repulsing the Venetians. In their personal turmoil, Moor
and Jew reflect the "outsider's" struggle for acceptance and its disruptive effects.

In

dramatizing their consequent isolation, Shakespeare elevates our awareness of the anguish
of the "other," even while enhancing the prominence of the Venetian power elite.
Seduced by the solidarity of this influential group, we are distracted from observing their
mutually parasitic interaction. In luxurious self-deception, they batten upon each other,
under the name of friendship and love. For example, by the gallantry of his friendship,
Antonio obligates Bassanio to him (IV.i.265-79). He practices "spiritual usury" which,
according to the church fathers, " refers to hoping for gratitude, or some other kind of
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binding obligation, in return for giving aloan that is otherwise given gratis" (Shell 75).
Girard recognizes this "vassality" (
Envy 245) and Richard Levin proposes that Antonio
enters the bizarre loan transaction because, by it, he may obligate his friend, ' who is
seeking release from their close association (37, 44, 52).
Levin boldly suggests that, as Shylock is an "outsider" by reason of race, Antonio
is a "stranger" because of sexual deviancy (36).

He considers the possibility that

Salanio, Salerio, Antonio, Gratiano, Lorenzo and Bassanio are each in the process of
establishing their sexual preferences. The group may be disintegrating (37, 38, 46) and
Antonio is willing to risk his life to retain Bassanio's affection. That is the reason he
insists upon paying for the defaulted loan. "Antonio's motive remains
making asacrifice for Bassanio

--

...

--

to be seen

and Shylock must not be allowed to stand in the way

of Antonio's death" (69). The loan, in which Shylock has unwittingly become astrategic
accomplice, is therefore perceived as Antonio's mode of retaining power.
Levin suggests The Merchant of Venice also emerges as acontest between the
allegiances of friendship and marriage, into which Portia is drawn in defense of her
position as wife. Recognizing Antonio's hold upon Bassanio, she resolves to counter it.
"Antonio puts himself forward as Portia's competitor: his death will prove that Bassanio
'had once a love'

--

that is, Antonio's 'love' surpasses Portia's, which has not proven

itself with acomparable sacrifice" (74). Portia "cannot afford to let Antonio die. She
must deal with his threat to her marriage differently.

She prepares to close in on

Shylock "(75). In the court scene, Shylock, Antonio and Portia position themselves for
advantage.

Portia succeeds in routing the Jew and the merchant.

Consequently,
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Christian "mercy" triumphs over Judaic legalism, marriage takes precedence over
friendship.
In contrast to Levin's assessment of the relationship existing between Antonio and
Bassanio and Portia's relative position, John Russell Brown stresses the altruism of
Antonio and his genuine friendship toward Bassanio (xlv, xlvi). This merchant willingly
hazards his life for his friend. Reciprocating, Bassanio " leaves his wife on their wedding
day and goes to Venice where he would lose life, wife and all the world to save his
friend" (xlvi). To Brown, the affinity between these two is an instance of nobility devoid
of the superficiality and manipulation Levin distinguishes.
However we interpret the attachment between Antonio and Bassanio, several other
citizens of Venice certainly appear to value acquaintanceships only as they promise
personal enhancement. For example, Launcelot the clown would, if expedient, disown
afather, denounce an employer and anyone else standing in way of his advancement.
Other sycophants, Salanio and Salarino, are dangerous meddlers, who, as marginal men
themselves, antagonize Shylock, the "outsider," to proceed against Antonio (III. i.22-54),
even as they protest their friendship for the hapless merchant (III.i. 10-17). Gratiano is
an idler who clings to the speculator Bassanio, in certainty they will prosper together.
His own marriage is conditional upon his friend's prosperous union.

Both are lucky

scoundrels, with an eye to the main chance.
In adrama that examines the connection between wealth and influence, Shylock
raises the strategic question whether the prerogatives of privilege can be challenged
successfully. He discovers that opposition to the effectual networking of the powerful
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is futile.

Standing alone, he must reconcile himself to their trickery.

The socio-

economic emphasis of the play reinforces the sense of communal purpose toward
preservation of the existing social hierarchy.
This reading of the pressures informing The Merchant of Venice is denied by the
interpretation Walter Cohen offers in a 1982 paper, "
The Merchant of Venice and the
Possibilities of Historical Criticism." In "the hostility between Antonio, the open-handed
Christian merchant, and Shylock the tight-fisted Jewish usurer" he discerns "not the
conflict between declining feudalism and rising capitalism, but its opposite. It may be
seen as a special instance of the struggle

...

between Jewish quasifeudal fiscalism and

native bourgeois mercantilism, in which the indigenous forces usually prevailed" (771).
Marking Antonio as "the harbinger of modern capitalism... Shylock, by contrast, is a
figure from the past

...

an old man with obsolete values trying to arrest the course of

history" (771). This argument appears weakened if we recall how truly xenophobic the
Venetians are, despite their pride that "the trade and profit of the city / Consisteth of all
nations" (III.iii.30-1). It is not the obsolescence of Shylock's value system, but rather
their unwillingness to entertain his respected presence among them that would seem to
designate them as beleaguered elitists defensive of a fragile community.

They are

troubled by Shylock's persistence to be heard, possibly because he too forcibly
approaches their bastion. The revolutionary feature of the drama is this representation
of the confrontational "foreigner." Shylock's hostility emanates from an insistent "Now."
His clamours activate the comedy and tragedy inherent in his role.

He postures and

rants, as expected of acomic villain, but the old guard defending the status quo remain
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in control. We may be amused as the scapegoat absorbs liability for the conflict between
the preservation of stability and the imperatives of change. But The Merchant of Venice
is also an indictment of Jew and Christian. While reminding Christianity of its forgotten
teaching, it illuminates "a world in which even the difference between revenge and
charity has been abolished" (Girard, Envy,
247) in the relentless pursuit of power.
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CHAPTER SIX
The Reciprocity of Power and Powerlessness
The fugitive driven into the wilderness, bearing the iniquities of the Israelites, is
etched upon western consciousness. The tenacity of the image suggests asocial necessity
for " rituals of riddance" asserting authority and confirming weakness. In delineating the
scapegoat, Shakespeare depicts the relationship between power and exploitation. My
examination of his presentation may appear close to the Bradleian mode of "characteranalysis" that hints at the independent existence of dramatis personae, or their acceptance
as reflections of authorial conviction. Nothing is farther from the premise of the present
study.

My intent has been to define the scapegoat mechanism, as reflected in the

fictional characters Coriolanus, Desdemona, Falstaff and Shylock, as amanifestation of
the ruthlessness of power. In observing the process by which these scapegoats become
mere accessories to the will of others, a motif basic to Shakespeare's expression of
scapegoating is recognizable. He describes the breaching of the human contract centuries
before Kant's formulation of the practical imperative: "Act so that you treat humanity,
whether in your own person or in that of another, always as an end and never as ameans
only" (
Foundations 116). Isuggest that he thus reveals the opportunism accompanying
the pursuit of power. Using others as expedient surrogates correlates the temptation to
power with the urge to subjugate.
The presence in Shakespeare's plays of such reciprocity reinforces the dramatic
effectiveness of the contrast between weakness and strength.

The existence of the
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scapegoat in society has fostered belief in the reality of its theatrical counterpart. This
impressionistic approach, advocated by Bradley and supporters such as G. Wilson Knight
and H.B. Charlton, sentimentalizes Shakespeare by concentrating upon intuitive, pseudopsychological and moralistic approaches to the plays.

Such interpretations, which

obscure the distinctions between fantasy and reality, were attacked early in the century
by E.E. Stoll, who advocated an opposing historical perspective.

Contemp'orary New

Historicists have helped discourage the attractive but fanciful conception of Shakespeare
as atranscendentalist mirroring universal verities. They focus upon literature within the
context of culture, scrutinizing the economic, political and social ramifications of
authority.

They are interested in the configuration of Elizabethan power and

Shakespeare's position within it.
As acritical force gaining prominence at the beginning of the prior decade, and
influenced by French theorists like Michel Foucault, New Historicism denies Victorian
formalism's use of speculation to validate the humanist conviction of man as centre of
the universe. Pursuing varied theoretical tangents, collectively they perceive man as "the
ideological product of the relations of power in a particular society" (Greenblatt,
Renaissance 256).

Walter Cohen identifies their position as potentially radical. "New

Historicism shares with deconstruction a questioning of the boundaries between the
literary and the nonliterary, between text and context

...

between art and society"

(Political 33). But it differs from deconstruction in its "ambivalence toward theory
in its emphasis on the practical productive consequence rather than the philosophical
resonances of agiven conceptual point of departure" (33). Don. E. Wayne has noted the
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essential change of focus in this mode of literary criticism: "the figure of Power has
displaced that of the Idea which was the essential constituent of Renaissance scholarship
in Tillyard's generation" (
58), influenced as it was by that scholar's vision of achain of
cosmic and social order.
The emphasis of New Historicists is upon institutions of social influence, with the
theatre identified as facilitating both the consolidation and subversion of political
authority.

Icannot entirely support their conviction that social circumstance is the

impetus to personal dilemma within drama. Iagree that Shakespeare vivified his dramas
with contemporary elements, assuring the engagement of Elizabethan audiences, but not
to an extent whereby art and politics were intentionally fused to produce works in which
"stagecraft collaborates with statecraft in producing spectacles of power" that "testified
to the monarch's power" (Tennenhouse, Power 15).

Stephen Orgel in Illusions of

Power: Political Theatre in the English Renaissance supports this view of the purpose
of the stage in an era convinced of the responsibility of art "to persuade, transform,
preserve" (38).

Iconsider this attitude inherently flawed, because insistence upon

discovering a political motivation to Elizabethan drama skews our perception of the
creative artist, transforming him into a sociologically determined puppet recruited to
affirm the Tudor/Stuart Establishment.

By subjecting texts to such restraints, New

Historicists transform works into mere historical decipherings and encodings of authority.
By way of recognizing that this may be only apartial view of the stance of the
New Historicists, Iacknowledge their innovation and courage in challenging the primacy
of the text as fundamental to the comprehension of awork. They have widened critical
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perspectives by emphasizing that literature is a social process interlocking with other
jurisdictions.

The potential for permutations and combinations upon this view of

literature as asocial construct is formidable. The New Historicists' fascination for the
stage as "a place for disseminating an iconography of state" (Tennenhouse 186)
presupposes power as its raison d'être.
In observing Shakespeare's obvious fascination with the process of power, as
delineated in his treatment of the scapegoat, my proposition of his intent is as feasible
as the social strictures cultural materialists assign the dramatist. Essentially, my premise
reflects upon the purpose of the theatre as being antiphonal to its audience. Respecting
Hamlet's statement of the essence of the drama "to hold, as ' twere, the mirror up to
nature", it maintains that Shakespeare accepted this commission to " show and tell", while
remaining a free agent, unsubservient to power enclaves or sentimentalization.

His

objective was to "play to all parts of the house, so as to induce in them their share of the
common experience" (Berry x). Provocation was his primary intent, to sensitize us to
the paradoxes of human experience.
By this standard, he presents the scapegoats Coriolanus, Desdemona, Falstaff and
Shylock, positioning them as pivots about which others revolve in the course of defining
and establishing the sources and mutual dependencies of power and weakness.

By

considering these characters as aspects of an anthropologically determined image, my
study is perhaps best situated between the Bradleian and New Historicist perspectives
because Iconsider the thrust of Shakespeare's drama to be neither didactic, homiletic,
romantic nor political.

His prime importance is as an observer who conveys an
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individual model of the universal process of life, clothing this reality with fantasy to
render it artistically palatable. His drama therefore does not function predominantly as
an overtly political text legitimizing authority, or as aromanticized portrait of individual
passion, but as a more subtle casuistical expression of human life concerned with the
uniqueness as well as the typicality of asituation.
The scapegoat phenomenon is both an individual and collective reality easily
adaptable to this philosophical view, concerned as it is with the individual conscience as
the template of universal action. In his conception of scapegoating, Shakespeare reveals
that we are communally what we are individually.
Tradition:

Camille Slights in The Casuistical

in Shakespeare, Donne, Herbert and Milton, indicates that, during the late

sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, casuistry was an intellectual exercise popularly
advocated (4). She contends that Shakespeare, by creating imaginative representations
of problematical situations, indicated awareness of this process (xvi).

A strategic

assumption of the Renaissance English casuist was that "the circumstances of human
affairs are so varied that no action can be defined categorically as sinful or virtuous. The
infinite variety of cases is due to differences in circumstance and not to moral relativity"
(15).
In his observation of the scapegoat, Shakespeare uses the rhetoric of drama to
illuminate the obscurities surrounding tensions between the weak and the powerful. He
acts as neither teacher, judge nor sentimentalist, but as aspectator reporting upon reality,
steadily observing the counterplay of emotions. Though capable of enchanting wit and
merriment, he also realizes drama as "blood sport, theatre that celebrates its own dark
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origins" (Berry 74).

His interpretation of the ritual of scapegoating as being vital for

self-exoneration, enhances our awareness of society's sinister undercurrents.

In

delineating the scapegoat as "outsider," he engages us in the act of choice, requiring us
to consider how values apply under circumstances where some rise to power by
exploiting the pride, weakness, ambition and greed of others.

As developed by

Shakespeare, the grim relationship between predator and prey compels from us mingled
admiration and detestation. This is the scapegoat paradox, the apparent contradiction by
which power and weakness are linked. Shakespeare lays before us the options, creating
an atmosphere for thoughtful reflection.
The critical influence upon Renaissance culture of the art of rhetoric encouraged
precise thought. Joel Altman in Tudor Play of Mind examines the process of opposing
thesis and hypothesis in order to perfect scholarly persuasion and argument. Observed
from this viewpoint, "plays functioned as media of intellectual and emotional exploration
for minds that were accustomed to examine the many sides of atheme.

...

Thus the

experience of the play was the thing" (Altman 6). "Apprehension of the experience"
requires us "to make of it something meaningful in our lives" (Altman 7), as, Icontend,
Shakespeare expected of his audiences.
By presenting the panorama of power through the antagonistic images of hunter
and hunted, Shakespeare encourages an investigative drama seeking "to analyze and not
to judge, to inquire, not to dogmatize" (Altman 35). This method of writing "helped to
develop an imaginative literature with adecidedly controversial cast" wherein "asingle
work may argue two or more sides of aquestion at once thus becoming an instrument
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of continuous inquiry" (Altman 64).

Artistically, the co-presence of "insider" and

"outsider" defines the oppression locking men together.

Shakespeare's scapegoats

epitomize both the ineffectuality and influence of the surrogate.

He appears equally

attracted by each configuration. The scapegoats we have appraised in this study figure
as aliens, "used" by others.

By dramatizing both the contentions of power and the

suffering of the scapegoat, Shakespeare confronts and deciphers Erasmus' cryptic
assertion: "homo homini aut deus aut lupus." "In the sense of what man means to man,
what man thinks man is really compounded of, the double concept is amajor Renaissance
motif" (Haydn 406).
In Shakespeare's drama, the pharmakos is the marginalized half of the equation
of privilege.

It faithfully registers the complex mutuality between authority and

impotence. No image so well incarnates in action and speech the tensions inherent in the
communal thrust for power.

The playwright does not resolve the attendant social

contradictions, he merely presents them for observation. His process of actualizing the
enigma of power rests on ahumanist framework that conceives of the individual as the
option maker. Given the social realities of the time, such self-fashioning ideology may
have been as much empty rhetoric as actual possibility. But if we refute the proposition
that Shakespeare's plays were intentional exercises in historiography (Holderness 14), we
must consider his representation of the tactics of power as just such an affirmation.
By concentrating upon this somewhat simplistic focus, perhaps the risks arising
from failure to recognize the distinction between deriving an interpretation from atext
and reading an interpretation into atext may be avoided. As René Girard asserts, "there
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is nothing more difficult than to detect the structuring mechanism which is at work in a
text" (
Ancient 29).

Allied to this peril is that of "presentism"

contemporary or inappropriate standards to the past.

--

the application of

Circumstances have not always

been as we see them now. While we try to grasp the social and dramatic conventions
operative in the hubris of a hero like Coriolanus, or the villainy of a " stage Jew" like
Shylock, evolution in attitudes probably prevents us from making appropriate allowances *
for prevailing historical conditions that we can hardly appreciate.

No one can stand

outside his or her own time.
In order to escape the trap of debasing Shakespeare's perception of the scapegoat
to a thesis-ridden exposition of my appraisal of power, Ihave directed my research
toward discovering in the creations of Coriolanus, Desdemona, Falstaff and Shylock,
elements of the bona fide scapegoat as it is discernible in theological, anthropological and
dramatic investigations of this phenomenon.

Using these criteria, other legitimate

scapegoats, in addition to the four selected for this study, are identifiable throughout the
Shakespeare canon. For example, the scapegoat mechanism functions to illuminate the
pompous Malvolio, the obedient Hubert de Burgh, the two compromised grooms of
Macbeth, the exploited Ophelia and maligned Hermione.
Ichose Coriolanus, Desdemona, Falstaff and Shylock for particular examination
because, in their characterizations, scapegoating is most obviously a vital component
dramatizing intense emotional confrontations. Though resembling .each other in the fact
that they suffer exploitation, they differ from each other in subtle ways, expressing
something of the complexity of scapegoating.

Coriolanus personifies the scapegoat
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participating in his own descent. Allowing himself to be emotionally incapacitated, he
is revealed as the leader led, the image of the dying god turned upon by those who
cannot comprehend his superiority and who resent his "difference." In asociety in which
honour is relative, his honesty is antiquated, but. threatening.

In death, he saves his

nation, while bearing their renunciation and witnessing to their cowardice.
Desdemona is akin to Coriolanus in that she too is amember of the influential
establishment. Both initially proceed from positions of strength and privilege. Of the
four characters investigated in my study, Desdemona best exemplifies the classic
conception of the pharmakos as both life-sustaining and deadly pharmalcon.

Like

Coriolanus, she, because of her perfection, serves as target for the inferior. Jago uses
her to annihilate the Moor. Though absolute in her power to summon in Othello ecstasy
and assurance, her capacity to inspire and empower disappears as her love and fidelity
are questioned. Defensively, Othello transforms her into amenace to men, and projects
upon her the burden of his humiliation as cuckold.

As unsuspecting scapegoat, she

enhances his self-righteous office as priest-confessor-murderer.
Anthropological and theological evidence affirms that the scapegoat was most
usually selected from among the "different."

As a grotesque knight of questionable

virtue, Falstaff aptly qualifies as ascapegoat. As noted elsewhere in this study, certain
scapegoats parleyed the experience into an extended period of maintenance at public
expense.

Such opportunistic "con-man" attributes are obviously apparent in Falstaff.

He is willing to dupe and inveigle others to secure his own benefit.

While

endeavouring to gain preferment from Hal, he serves as atitled entertainer to the king-in-
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waiting.

But, upon Henry's accession, the anarchic clown poses a threat to sober

monarchy. To redeem himself in the eyes of his subjects, Henry requires ascapegoat
to bear responsibility for former transgressions as idle prince.

Falstaff is a natural

selection. His scapegoating is an instance of the winner loosing his liabilities upon the
loser who assumes responsibility for his

own

and others' trespasses, in the name of

expediency.
If Falstaff is, to adegree, atrickster duped, Shylock emerges as acomic villain
who is not entirely comic.

Allowing for the conventional image of the Jew in

Elizabethan theatre we can still say that Shylock is more than astock figure. Despite the
fact that he insists upon Sinaic legalism, in opposition to Christian clemency, he silently
admonishes the powerful, by illuminating the communal obligations of mercy.

His

alienation witnesses to the conception of scapegoating as a group exercise enshrining
exploitation as away of repudiating responsibility and solving problems.

Shakespeare

bids us decide whether the scapegoat is innocently caught in athicket of subterfuge or
is a social misfit deserving of ostracism.

The presence of the victim forces us to

consider the victimizer's potential as an instrument of social consensus.
In a society where authority is a standard for defining relationships, the
formulation of power involves ambiguity, addressing as it does our sense of social justice
and our desire to oppress. In anthropological terms, the scapegoat serves as safety-valve
for our barbarism, which, if not transferred upon an opportune target, would threaten
"civilized" communal and commercial stability. The power of violence and the violence
of power, manifest in the characterizations considered in this study, emphasize the
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paradoxical nature of scapegoating, in that it is never exhausted by definition or
clarification because it exemplifies our infinite propensity to persecute. By representing
the preying of knaves upon fools,

and the attendant self-deception involved,

Shakespeare's drama demonstrates that "the dynamics of the theatre are the dynamics of
human conflict" (Girard, Entrap 117). But he does not mistake the theatre for aclinic.
Assessing the world as it is, he offers no single solution to the turmoil.

It is the dual

aspect of the human mind, conscious and unconscious, and the workings of the
imagination seeking to integrate that duality which occupies him.

Presenting the

interlocking roles of the scapegoat and the oppressor, he alternates between the two,
encouraging the expansion and evaluation of options in the subsequent delineation of
power. His objective is possibly best enunciated by Joseph Conrad in his Preface to The
Nigger of the Narcissus:
My task which Iam trying to achieve is, by the power of
the written word, to make you hear, to make you feel
is, before all, to make you see. That
it is everything. (
59)

--

--

it

and no more, and
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